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ABSTRACT

This dissertation proposes thata verbalnoun (Martin 1975)transfers its argument

structure to a dummy verb suchas suru 'do' or hata 'do' to form a complex predicate in

Japaneseand Korean. This proposal is basedon theobservation that verbal nounscannot

assignany verbal case and thus theirarguments mustoccuroutsidetheirmaximal

projection to receive verbal cases,contrary to the viewheld by Kageyama (1991), Sells

(1990)and others. This inheritance analysis of complex predicates accounts for syntactic

restrictions on the behaviorof the verbal noun (e.g. no scrambling, relativization,

topicalization, or pronominalization of the verbal noun). Particularly, the scrambling fact is

explainedby postulating complex predicate formation to takeplace at LF; thatis, this

processcan be sensitive to surface wordorder because it applies after syntactic movements.

Moreover, it is argued that argument transfer is possible only whena verbalnoun is

bare, i.e., when it does not take any modifiers (which include adjectives, relativeclauses,

determiners, and genitive argument modifiers). The inability of modified verbal nouns to

undergo argument transfer is attributed to thefact that themodified verbal nouns fail to

project argument structures. Genitive 'arguments' of verbal nouns are shown to differ

from genuine arguments. Also it is demonstrated thatwhatappearto be outside

'arguments' of modified verbal nouns in complex predicate constructions are not licensed

by the verbal nouns.

In addition, it is claimed that there is a zero lightverb thatforms a complex

predicatewitha verbal noun in temporal phrases headedby temporal words such as go

'after'. Complex predicates in such temporal phrases are shown subject to the same

constraints that the above-mentioned complex predicates are subjectto. In one type of the

temporal phrases in question, a verbal nounoccurscompounded with its argument. Such

compounds arecalledpostsyntactic compounds by Shibatani and Kageyama (1988). It is

argued,contrary to shibatani and Kageyama's claim,that the nonhead of a postsyntactic



compound is noun phrase, that is, syntactically derived noun phrases feed the

morphological process of postsyntactic compounding.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

HIHAN-wa] hido-sugiru,

criticism-Top harsh-exceed

Japanese and Korean have a large number of nouns that denote events whose

participants are clearly determined as to their number and roles. Among those nouns are

hihan in Japanese and piphan in Korean, which both mean 'criticism' and correspond to

pipan 'criticize, criticism' in Mandarin Chinese. These event-denoting nouns are called

verbal nouns in this thesis, following Martin (1975). The verbal nouns (hereafter

abbreviated as VNs) are mostly bi-morphemic Chinese origin words, e.g. hihan (J) and

piphan (K). But some of them are European (mostly English) loans, e.g. oopun (J)/ophun

(K) 'open', and some are of native origin, e.g. hanasi (J)/mal (K) 'talk'.

Examples of sentences with VNs are given in (1), where John is the criticizer and

Mary is the criticized. (VNs in examples are highlighted in capitals, following Grimshaw

and Mester (1988».

(1) a. [John-no Mary-ni taisuru

John-Gen Mary-Dat against

'John's criticism of Mary is too harsh.'

nemwuhata.

is-exceeding

HIHAN-suru.

criticism-do

b. [John-uy Mary-ey tayhan PIPHAN-i]

John-Gen Mary-Dat against criticism-Nom

'John's criticism of Mary is too harsh.'

In addition to occurring with attributive forms as in (1), VNs can occur with

phrases with a verbal case when they form compound verbs with verbs such as sum in

Japanese and ha(ta) in Korean, which both mean 'do'. For example, the VN hihan

'criticism' and suru 'do' form the compound hihan-suru 'criticize', and piphan and haita)

form the compound piphan-hatta). The following are examples of sentences with these

compounds.

(2) a. John-ga Mary-o

John-Nom Mary-Ace
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'John criticizes Mary.'

b. John-i Mary-lul PIPHAN-ha-n-ta.

criticism-do-Prs-DecJohn-Nom Mary-Acc

"John criticizes Mary.'

Even more interesting are examples where VNs and surulhaita) appear not

compounded and yet behave as if they form compounds. That is, a VN can determine the

type ofevent denoted by a clause where the VN appear as an object of surulhaita). (3) and

(4) below are such examples. (In the following suru and ha(ta) occur in their past tense sita

and ha-yessta (the stem ha followed by the suffixes -yess and -ta); however, these verbs

are referred to as sum and hata, respectively.)

(3) VN + suru (Japanese)

a. John-ga

John-Nom

[Agentl]

Mary-o

Mary-Ace

[Theme2]

HIHAN-sae sita.

criticism-even did

'John even criticized Mary.'

b. John-ga Mary-ni iku-na-to KEIKOKU-o sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dat go-not-Camp warning-Ace did

[Agent] [Goal] [Theme]

'John warned Mary not to go.'
..~

c. John-ga Mary-kara sinsya-o KOONYUU-sae sita.

John-Nom Mary-from new-car-Ace purchase-even did

[Agent] [Source] [Theme]

'John even purchased a new car from Mary.'

1 Agent refers to a 'doer of action', 'volitional actor', or 'extrinsic instigator'
(Jackendoff 1990: 129). In this case, the Agent refers to the criticizer.
2 Theme refers to a 'thing in motion or being located' (Jackendoff 1990: 126), 'object
affected by the action' (ibid., p. 50), or object of a psychological or cognitive activity. In
this case, the Theme refers to the person criticized.



d. Bukka-ga

price-Nom

[Theme]

GERAKU-sae

fall-even

sita.

did

3

'Prices even went down.'

(4) VN + hata (Korean)

a. John-i Mary-lul PIPHAN-ul ha-yessta.

John-Nom Mary-Ace criticism-Ace do-Pst

[Agent] [Theme]

'John criticized Mary.'

b. John-i Mary-eykey cakum-ul WENCO-Iul ha-yessta.

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Ace aid-Ace do-Pst

[Agent] [Goal] [Theme]

'John gave monetary aid to Mary.'

c. John-i Mary-eykeyse sey cha-Iul KWUIP-ul ha-yessta.

John-Nom Mary-from new car-Ace purchase-Ace do-Pst

[Agent] [Source] [Theme],
'John bought a new car from Mary.'

d. Mwulka-ka HALAK-ul ha-yessta.

price-Nom fall-Ace do-Pst

[Theme]

'Prices went down.' (Choi's (lla), 1988: 182)

As shown in the thematic (or semantic) labels in the above square brackets,

different pairs of a VN and suruthata take different numbers and types of arguments.3

Thus an Agent and a Theme appear in the (a) sentences, an Agent, a Goal, and a Theme in

3 The term predicate is used in two senses in this thesis: in one sense, it refers to a
verb (or some other word or string of words) that selects its arguments (e.g. an Agent,
Theme, etc.); and in the other, it refers to an element that predicates of a subject. The latter
use of predicate, however, is confined to the discussion of secondary predicate.
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the (b) sentences, an Agent, a Source, and a Theme in the (c) sentences, and a Theme only

in the (d) sentences. Each pairof a VN and suruihata takes the arguments compatible with

the meaningof theVN; or more technically speaking, each pair takes thearguments

s(emantically)-selected (Chomsky 1986a) by the VN. Addingan argument not s-selected

by the VN renders the sentence ungrammatical. For example, a Sourceargument cannot

appear in the (a) sentences, as shown in (5) below, becausethe VN 'criticism' does not s

select a Source.

(5)

a. *John-ga

John-Nom

[Agent]

Harry-kara

Harry-from

[Source]

Mary-o

Mary-Ace

[Theme]

HIHAN-sae sita.

criticism-even did

PIPHAN-ul ha-yessta.

criticism-Ace do-Pst

'*John even criticized Mary from Harry:

b. *John-i Harry-eykeyse Mary-luI

John-Nom Harry-from Mary-Ace

[John] [Source] [Theme]

'*John even criticized Mary from Harry.'

To capture this fact, I claim, as claimedby Grimshaw and Mester (1988), Isoda (1991) and

Yoon (1991), that a VN and surulhata form a complexpredicates in (2), (3) and (4).

(6) suru (orhata) and a VNform a complex predicate (whether or not they are

compounded).

One may wonderif the complex predicates in (2) are reallycompounds and how

they differ from thecomplexpredicates in (3) and (4). I will first elaborate thesepoints and

later illustrate whatkind of linguistic problems these complexpredicates poseand how I

will attemptto solve these problems bypostulating thatsuruihata and a VNform a complex

predicate.
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First, the VNs in (2), where they are claimed to be compounded,nothingintervenes

between the VNs and surulhata, while all the VNs in (3) and (4), where they are not

compounded,are followed by a case or a focus particle. It will be shown in chapter 4, a

case marker or a focus particle attaches to a phrase (e.g. a noun phrase), and phrases with a

case or focus particlecannot be compounded; if that is the case, the VNsin (3) and (4) are

not compounded, contra Ahn (1990),Hasegawa (1991),and Kageyama (1991),who claim

that a VN withan accusative markercan be incorporated into suruihata.

Note that the VN appears in the accusative in all the Korean examples in (4), while

the VN appears with the focus particle sae 'even' in all the Japaneseexamples except (3b).

The latter fact is due to two different constraints. A VNcannot occur in the accusative in

(3a) and (3c) because there is anotheraccusative argument in the same clause. Japanese,
.

unlike Korean,does not allow more than one argument to occur in the accusative, i.e. the

Double-ObjectConstraint (Harada 19734). Hence the Japaneseexample in (7) is

ungrammatical because it contains two arguments in theaccusative, while the Korean

example in (8) is grammatical with two arguments in the accusative.

(7) *John-ga Mary-o hon-o

John-Nom Mary-Ace book-Ace

'John gave Mary the book.' (1)

(8) John-i Mary-luI chayk-ul

John-Nom Mary-Ace book-Ace

'John gave Mary the book.' (K)

age-tao

give-Pst

cwu-essta.

give-Pst

As shown in the examplesin (3a) and (3c), however, replacingan accusative marker by a

focus particle savesthe sentences from violating the Double-Object Constraint.

4 Harada (1973) gives the following Surface Structure Constraint:

(i) The Double-O Constraint (Harada's (55), 1973: 138)
A derivation is markedas ill-formed if it terminates in a surface structure which
containstwo occurrences of NPs markedwith0 both of which are immediately
dominated by the same VP-node.
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The unaccusative- VN in (3d) cannot occur in the accusative due to Burzio's

Generalization (1986: 178) (roughly put, unaccusative verbs cannot assign accusative

Case), as discussed by Miyagawa (1989a), Tsujimura (1990), Dubinsky (1990) and

Kageyama (1991). Substituting a focus particle for the accusative marker on the VN in

(3d) again salvages the sentence. This phenomenon will be discussed again in chapters 2

and 3.

Secondly, although it is not entirely uncontroversial,6 the wordhood of the

Japanese VN+suru compound can be easily exemplified. The adverbial sana toki 'at that

time' can intervene between the VN and sita when the VN is followed by a focus particle in

(9a), while it cannot when the VN is not followed by a focus particle or a case marker.

(9) a. John-ga Mary-o HIHAN sae sono toki sita.

John-Nom Mary-Ace criticism even that time did

'John even criticized Mary at that time.'

b. *John-ga Mary-o HIHAN sono toki sita.

John-Nom Mary-Ace criticism that time did

'John criticized Maryat that time.'

(9b) is completely ungrammatical presumably because Lie atomicity of word (Di Sciullo

and Williams (1987» prevents a part of the word to be separated.

The same holds of Korean (except in colloquial speech, which permits case marker

omission). Kim (1990) observes that, while the VN with the accusative marker in (lOa)

can be separated from hata by some elements, the VN without a case marker in (lOb)

cannot.

5 Unaccusative verbs (or other unaccusative predicates) here refer to the verbs or
predicates that do not take an Agent or Experiencer subject but take a Theme subject. For
example, die is an unaccusative verb, but kill is not.
6 The VN and surucan retain their accent pattern and thus the compound can have
more than one accent peak, e.g. kdiko-suru 'to layoff' where parts in boldface are in high
pitch, despite the fact that bona fide compounds do not usually have more than one accent
peak. More will be discussed regarding this matter in chapter 4.
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(10) «Kim's (8), 1990)

a. KONGPWU-lul Swuni-ka kunye-uy chinkwu-wa ha-yessta,

study Swuni-Nom she-Gen friend-with did

'Swuni studied with her friend.'

b. *KONGPWU Swuni-ka kunye-uy chinkwu-wa ha-yessta.

study Swuni-Nom she-Gen friend-with did

Two major issues in the literatureon the Japanese and Korean complexpredicates

will be reviewed in the following. First, as pointed out by Grimshaw and Mester (1988),

the above Japanese and Koreanexamples in (3) and (4) are challengingto linguists in that

they appear to violate localityconditionson a-role7 (or semantic role) assignment. In the

Government and Bindinv (GR) Theorv. which I assume in this thesis. such localitv----------- - . ~,-, J' - ..

conditions are ensured by the ProjectionPrinciplef (Chomsky 1981: 29, 38) and the X-bar

theory. According to these principles, internal arguments,e.g. Theme, Goal, and Source,

are hypothesized to (initially) occur in the following configuration (whereas external

arguments, e.g. Agent and Experiencer,occur outside VP, as proposed by Williams

(1980». That is, the internal argument appears as a sister of the head X, while the specifier

and modifiers appear as sisters of X'' (the maximalprojection) as shown in (11).

(11) (Sells' (7), 1985: 28)
~maXimal projection)

Specifier X' Modifiers
~

(head-» X (Internal)Argument(s)

7 'We call the semanticpropertiesassignedby heads thematicroles (a-roles)
(Chomsky 1986a: 93).
8 The following is Chomsky's informaldefinition of the ProjectionPrinciple:
'Representations at each syntactic level (i.e., LF, and D- and S-structure) are projected
from the lexicon, in that they observe the subcategorization properties of lexical items'
(Chomsky 1981: 29).
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The internal argumentss-selectedby the VNs in (3) and (4), however, do not occur

within their projections. The example (4a), for example, is assignedthe following

structure, supposing the VN projects up an NP.

IP---------NP l'
I.~

John-i VP I
I I
V' yessta
~

NP V'
I »<;

Mary-lul NP V
I I

PIPHAN-ul ha

As shownin (12), the internal argument of the VN piphan 'criticism', namely, Mary-lui

'Mary-Ace', appears outside the maximal projection of the VN (which willbe called the

9 I assume, following Chomsky(1986b: 3), that functional categories, e.g. the
category for tense and/or agreement, i.e, I(nflection), and the categoryfor a
complementizer (e.g. that), i.e. C, project just as the lexical categories V, N, P, and A do.

In (12), VP dominates the non-branching node V'. In the following, however, I
will not specify intermediate non-branching nodes, unless it is necessary to do so. Thus
(12) will be shown as follows.

(i) IP
~

NP l'
I ~

John-i VP I

N0v, -yJssta
I~

Mary-lul NP V

PI~HAN-UI L
The NP immediately dominated by the VP is not a specifier, becausethere is supposedto
be an intervening V' as in (12), which is not specified in (i). Moreover, I do not assume
that internal arguments must appearas sisters of heads as in (11), but rather I assume that
internal arguments appear as sisters of heads or a projection of heads.
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VN phrase). In the same way, none of the internal arguments appear within the VN phrase

in the other examples in (3) and (4). This violates the above-mentioned assumption.

Note that, in contrast with (12), where theVN appears with a casemarker, the

examples with a compound complex predicate in (2a,b) are less controversial.

(13)

IP

~I'
I ~

John-i VP I

~I
NP V -yessta

I -<.
Mary-luI N V

pJHAN Ja
This is because, as shown in (13), there is no maximal projection between the VN piphan

and its internal argument Mary-lui. What we need for the analysis of the compound in (13)

is a morphological mechanism that lets it inherit argument-taking capacity from the VN.

Such a process is commonly observable across languages, e.g., derivation of organize

from organ and -ize in English and demor(u) 'demonstrate' from demo 'demonstration' and

r(u) in Japanese.

To salvage this assumption, some researchers propose that the internal arguments in

fact occur within the VN phrase, as in (14). Kageyama (1976-77, 1982, 1991), Sells

(1989, 1990), Lee (1991), Ahn (1991), and Park (1992) subscribe to such an idea. They

claim that the VN directly assigns accusative Case to its Theme NP. Kageyama (1976-77),

Lee (1991) and Ahn (1991) claim that the VN is a verb, not a noun. Park (1992) claims

that the VN is a postpositional element, i.e. [-N, -V]. Sells (1989, 1990) claims that VNs

are nouns with the capacity to assign accusative Case. Kageyama (1982) claims that the

VN is a [+N, +V, -A] category: that is, it can appear where nouns and verbs do and has the

capacity to assign accusative Case.
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(14) IP

Nr------r
~ ~
John-i VP I

«"> IX V yessta
~ I

NP VN ha
~ I
Mary-lul PIPHAN-ul

(VN is not necessarily a noun in (14), but may be some other category. XP is the

maximal projection of the VN.)

Those who argue that VNs are not (regular) nouns point out that none of the VNs in

(3) and (4) can be modified by an adjective-Ahn (1991: 19-20,22), Lee (1991: 98-100,

139), Sells (1989) and Kageyama (1991). Thus an adverbial is permitted in (15a) and

(16a), but an adjective is not allowed to modify the VN in (15b) and (16b), while such

modification is possible when the VNs do not occur as part of complex predicates, as

shown in (15c) and (16c).

(15) (Ahn's (30) & (31),1991: 21,22)

death-Ace do-Pst

SAMANG-ul inhayese

SAMANG-ul] ha-yessta.

SAMANG-uI ha-yessta.

death-Ace do-Pst

due-todeath-Ace

a. Yenghi-ka kapcaksulepkey

Yenghi-Nom suddenly

'Yenghi died suddenly.'

b. ?*Yenghi-ka [kapcaksulewun

Yenghi-Nom sudden

c. Yenghi-uy kapcaksulewun

Yenghi-Gen sudden

'due to Yenghi's sudden death'

(16) «a) and (b) are from Ahn's (29), 1991: 21)

a. Yenghi-ka yenge-lul elyepkey KONGPWU-lul ha-yessta,

Yenghi-Nom English-Ace with-difficulty study-Ace do-Pst

-~-~-~- ---
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'Yenghi studied English with difficulty.'

b. *Yenghi-ka yenge-lul [elyewun KONGPWU-Iul] ha-yessta.

Yenghi-Nom English-Ace difficult study-Ace do-Pst

c. Yenghi-uy elyewun KONGPWU

Yenghi-Gen difficult study

'Yenghi's difficult study.'

Other evidence that the advocates of the structure in (14) present is that a VN is able

to assign accusative Case without surulhata, i.e., when it is compounded with a temporal

word like hwu 'after'. In (17) the VN piphanoccurs without haw and so it appears to

assign accusative Case to its Theme NP by itself.

(17) John-i

John-Nom

Mary-luI

Mary-Ace

PIPHAN-hwu-ey

criticism-after

'after John criticize(d) Mary'

A problem with this approach is that VNs are clearly nouns in their distribution,

e.g., followed by a case suffix (Kim (1991), Sells (1989), Matsumoto (1992». If they are

nouns that assign accusative Case, as Sells (1989) claims, there will bea large group of

such nouns, which is incompatible with the normal classification of categories in GB

which leads Kageyama (1982) to postulate yet another category [±A] in addition to the

[±N] and [±V] categories.

An alternative to the above approach is proposed by Grimshaw and Mester (1988) ..

O'Grady (1991, 1992b), Kim (1991), Isoda (1991), Yoon (1991) and Matsumoto (1992).

They all argue that suru or hata combines with a VN and inherits its a-marking capacity

(i.e. the VN's ability to assign a-roles), as a result, creating a complex predicate consisting

of suruihataand the VN. Thus, for example, the VN piphan's ability to assign a Theme

role is inherited by V' (or by hata alone, Grimshaw and Mester (1988». The Theme role is

finally assigned to the sister of the complex predicate, as shown in (18).
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(18) IP

N~II
J~i V~I

N~V' ye1ssta

L"...lx;~
Mary-lul NP~ V

I I
PIP~-ul ha
<Ag,Q9J>.-/

This approach need notposit a specialgroupof nouns that assign accusative Case;

it takes VNs to be nouns with no capacity to assign accusative Case. But this approach

fails to explainwhy no adjectives are allowed to modify the VNs in (ISb) and (l6b) and

why the VN appears to assign accusative Case by itself in (17). If VNs are verbs or

postpositions, theirinabilityto takenounmodifiers can be attributedto theircategorial

status.

To sum up, the first issue, as shownabove, is concerned with the categoryof VNs

and the configuration in which theyappearwith theiraccusative Theme.10

The secondissue is concerned with how to account for the inability of VNs forming

complex predicates to undergovarious syntactic operations. As observed by Choi (1988)

and Lee (1991) as well as by other researchers, the VN cannot scramble over its Themeas

in (19), it cannotbe topicalized as in (20) when its Theme appears in the commentclause, it

cannot be relativized as in (21) when its Themeappearsin the relativeclause, and it cannot

be pronominalized as in (22) when there is another accusative NP, as shown below. (BC

below standsfor an empty category; it is either a trace of the VN left behindafter it has

moved to the frontor pro (i.e. a zero pronoun)occurring in place of the VN.11)

10 Yet another alternative is proposed by Choi (1988) in the framework of Relational
Grammar and Sato (1991b) in the framework of GB, in which the Theme of VN occurs in
the VN phrase as in (14) but later moves to get accusativeCase as in (12).
11 The EC may be a trace of a nulloperatorcoindexedwith the VN phrase in the case
of (20) and (21).

------ - ------------- ----- ------
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(19) Scrambling

*PIPHAN-uli

criticism-Ace

John-i Mary-lul

John-Nom Mary-Ace

ECi hayessta.

did

hayessta.

did

ECjMary-luI

Mary-Ace

ha-n] PIPHANj

do-Pst criticism

ku kes-ul hayessta.

that thing-Ace did

John-i

John-Nom

(20) Topicalization

*PIPHAN-uni

criticism-Top

(21) Relativization

*[John-i Mary-luI

John-Nom Mary-Ace

'criticism that John made of Mary'

(22) Pronominalization

*John-i Mary-luI

John-Nom Mary-Ace

'John did it to Mary.'

Interestingly, as the following examples illustrate, some PP arguments (e.g. the

dative phrase in (3b) and (4b» appear not to be subject to such syntactic restrictions. The

VN phrase in (23) can scramble over the dative phrase, as in (24), it can be topicalized as in

(25), leaving the dative phrase in the comment clause, it can be relativized as in (26),

leaving the dative phrase in the relative clause, and it can be replaced by a pronominal as in

(27), leaving the dative phrase.

(23)

John-i Mary-eykey [cakum-uy CIWEN-ul] ha-yessta.

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Gen aid-Ace do-Pst

'John gives monetary aid to Mary.' (Kim's (l13b), 1991: 106)

(24) Scrambling

[cakum-uy ClWEN-ul]j John-i Mary-eykey ECi hayessta.
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did

hayessta.

did

CIWEN]j]

aid

Mary-Dat

Mary-eykey

Mary-Dat

John-Nom

ku kes-ul hayessta.

that thing-Ace did

money-Gen aid-Ace

(25)Topicalization

[cakum-uy CIWEN-un]j John-i

money-Gen aid-Top John-Top

(26)Re1ativization

[[John-i Mary-eykey ECj ha-n] [cakum-uy

John-Nom Mary-Dat do-Pst money-Gen

'the monetaryaid that John gave to Mary'

(27) Pronominalization

John-i Mary-eykey

John-Nom Mary-Dat

,John did that to Mary.'

Isoda (1991),Sato (1991b), and Matsumoto (1992) claim, capturing the above

facts, that the dative in the above is not licensed by the VN. Isoda (1991) and Matsumoto

(1992) claim that the dative phrase is an argumentof suru, and Sato claims that it is an

adjunct. Yoon (1991)proposes that all arguments ofVN must be inheritedby haw.

The purposeof this thesis is to explore an inheritance analysisof complex predicate

constructions, against the analysis that assumes that the Theme NP of a VN gets accusative

from the VN. I will demonstrate that VNs are nounsand have no capacity to assign

accusativeCase, presenting evidence in favor of the fact that the VN is not responsiblefor

assigningaccusative Case in examples like (3a) and (17). Also this inheritance analysis

will be shown to accountfor the restrictions on the syntactic operation of VNs in complex

predicate constructions,

In this connection, this thesis will discuss how surulhata constructions with bare

VNs like (3) and (4) (whichare subject to the syntactic restrictions) differ from surulhata

constructions with VNs with modifiers like (23) (which are not subject to such
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restrictions)-where modifiersinclude adjective,relativeclauses, determiners, and

arguments in the genitive. In short, I will argue in this thesis that a VN cannot form a

complex predicate with suruihata when it is modifiedby any noun modifier. Two types of

surulhata constructions are postulated, i.e. sundhata constructions with bare VNs like those

in (3) and (4), on the one hand, and suruihata constructions with noun modifiers, like (23),

on the other. Moreover,conditions under which complexpredicate formation is possible

are proposed, drawingdata from surulhata constructions and postsyntactic compounds

discussed by Shibatani and Kageyama (1988).

The framework used in thesis is the Governmentand Binding (GB) Theory

(Chomsky 1981, 1986a, 1986b); however, in chapter 2 I discard some assumption of the

GB framework along the lines of Chomsky (1992), i.e, the Projection Principle. This

framework postulates four levels of representations, i.e. D-strueture, S-structure,Logical

Form (LF), and Phonological Form (PF), which are schematicallyrepresented in (28).

(28) Four Levels of Representationsr-i_n_G_B -.
D-structure::: Lexicon

a-structure
X-bar Theory

move a

S-structure

»<.
PF LF

D-structure is the initial syntacticstructure before any movementoperation (move

a) applies. Suppose that the Korean verb mek 'eat' is chosen from the lexicon. This verb

is supposed to have the argument structure <Ag, Th> in its lexical entry, i.e., it takes an

Agent (eater) and an Theme (something eaten) argument. In accordance with the X-bar

Theory in (11), the verb and its Theme (sakwa-Iul 'apple Ace') are realizedas shown in the

structure in (29).



(29) VP

t,
~

NP V
I I

sakwa-lul mek
'apple Acc' 'eat'

I assumethat,unless there are some special specifications in lexicalentries, the

followingcanonical structural realization (CSR) of arguments is observed in Korean and

Japanese (Chomsky 1986a:87).

(30) Canonical Structural Realization (CSR)

16

CSR of Theme/Agent/Experiencer

CSR of Goal

CSR of Source

Korean

NP

[pp NP-ey]
[-ANIMATE]

[pP NP-eykey]
[+ANIMATE]

[pP NP-eyse]
[-ANIMATE]

[pp NP-eykeyse]
[+ANIMATE]

Ja anese

NP

[pp NP-ni]

[pp NP-kara]

Further suppose that a past tensesuffix is chosen for the verb and that the tense

suffix (of the category I) takes the VP in (29)as its argument and realizes its external

subject Uohn-i 'John Nom) in the specifierpositionof I (see (11».

(31) Jol-r-i

John-Nom

sakwa-lul

apple-Ace

mek-essta.

eat-Pst

'John ate an apple:

Then the sentence in (31) gets the D-structure in (32)below. Because nothing moves in

this case the structure in (32) is aiso its S-structure.
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(32) IP---------NP I'

I --------......John-i VP I
'John Nom' I I

V' essta
~ Past
NP V
I I

sakwa-lul mek
'apple Ace' 'eat'

At S-structure the NPs are assigned abstractCase by the verb (V) and the tense (I).

Overt NPs without abstract Case are ruled out (by the Case Filter (Chomsky 1981:49». I

assume that there is also a mechanism that checks if abstract Case matches with the

morphological case on a NP. The following tables shows what morphologicalcase(s) each

abstract Case matches. As has been discussedearlier, the following morphological cases

need not appear overtly in colloquialspeech.

(33) matching between abstractCase and morphological case

'morphological case
Korean Japanese<,abstract Case

accusative Case -lui, -ul -0

(assigned by V)

nominative Case -ka, -i -ga
(assigned by I)

The NPs in (32) have the appropriatecases: the NP assigned accusative Case by the verb

mek bears the accusative case marker -lui, and the NP assigned nominative Case by the

tense -essta bears the nominativecase -i. Assignment of Case is also considereda local

operation. The head (X in (11» can assign Case to its internal argument(s), and its

specifier, but never to an element outside of its maximal projection (Chomsky 1981).

An NP can move from the D-structureposition by an instance of move c, i.e.

scrambling (Saito 1985), as in (34). In (34), the object NP is preposed by scrambling.

(34) Sakwa-lul John-i mek-essta.



apple-Ace John-Nom eat-Pst
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'John ate an apple.'

(34) gets the Svstructure in (35). That is, the NP sakwa-lul has movedfrom the

initial position (where tl is) to adjoin to an IP. The moved NP leavesa trace, which is

representedby t ; the trace left behindis assignedthe same index i as the movedNP to keep

track of whichelementhas left the trace.
(35) IP---------NP IPI i ___________

sakwa-lul NP r
'appleAce' I ~

John-i YP I
'John Nom' I I

V' essta
~ Past

NP. V
I 1 I

't. mek
1

The LF of the examplein (31)and theexamplein (34) is the same as theirS

structure in (32) and (35), respectively. LF in this thesis always correspondsto a level of

representation afterall syntactic movements (movea) haveapplied,becauseI do not

discuss wh-phrases, universal quantifiers, or existentialquantifiers, which are supposed to

move in LF. Other notions 01 principlesassumedin GB will be discussed wherethey

appear in laterchapters.

The organization of this thesis is as follows: Chapter2 presents evidencethat

shows the Theme NP does not receive accusative Case within the VN phrase andproposes

an inheritance analysis that accounts for thesyntactic restrictions mentioned above.

Chapter3 givesevidencefor distinguishing suruthaia constructions with bare VNs and

modified VNs. This chapter alsoproposesconditions thatneed to be satisfiedin complex

predicate formation. Chapter4 discusses postsyntactic compounds first discoveredby

Shibatani and Kageyama (1988) and claim thata VN forms a complexpredicate with a



phonologically null verb. This chapter also givessupport to the conditions for complex

predicateformation proposed in chapter3. Chapter5 presents the conclusion.

19
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CHAPTER 2. INHERITANCE MODEL

2.1. Literature review

This chapterpresents a newinheritance analysis of complexpredicates and

illustrates howit accounts for the syntactic restrictions related to suruihataconstructions

exhibitedin chapter 1. The newinheritanceanalysis sharesbasic ideas withO'Grady

(1991, 1992b)and Yoon (1991), but it also presents new ideas basedon new facts. The

new facts shed light on whetheror. how a-roles and Case are assigned by VNs,suruthata,

and complexpredicates. This section, section2.1, reviews the literature by illustrating

how the restrictions related tosurulhata constructions have beenexplainedso far. First,

problems with the approaches thatpostulateVNs to assignaccusative Case are pointedout.

Secondly, problems with inheritance analyses are briefly discussed. Section2.2 presents a

new inheritance analysis of complex predicate formation. Section2.3 shows how it

accounts for the above syntactic restrictions. Section 2.4 summarizes the chapter.

2.1.1. Three different approaches to the analysis of restrictions

The literature on Korean hata constructions discovered syntactic restrictions on the

behaviorof VNs long before the literature on Japanese suru constructions, probably

because Korean allowsmultiple accusative marking and hence VN can be easilyseparated

from hata. That is, the Korean compound VN+ hata easily alternates with VN-Acc hata,

while theJapanese compound VN+ suru cannotalternate with VN-Acc + suru when there

is anotheraccusative NP in the same clause. The syntactic restrictions are, as shownin

chapter 1, that the VN (phrase) cannotscramble over its Theme NP, topicalize leavingits

Theme in the comment clause, relativize leaving its Theme in therelative clause, or

pronominalize, as shown in (2)-(5).

(1) hata pattern witha complex predicate

John-i Mary-lul PIPHAN-ul hayssta.
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hayessta.

hayessta.

did

did

Mary-lul

Mary-Ace

Mary-lul

Mary-Ace

ha-n] PIPHANi

do-Pst criticism

criticism-Ace did

ku kes-ul hayessta.

that thing-Ace did

John-Nom Mary-Ace

'John criticized Mary.'

(2) Scrambling of VN

*PIPHAN-uli John-i

criticism-Ace John-Nom

(3) Topicalization of VN

*PIPHAN-uni John-i

criticism-Top John-Nom

(4) Relativization ofVN

*[John-i Mary-lul

John-Nom Mary-Ace

'criticism that John made of Mary'

(5) Pronominalization of VN

*John-i Mary-lul

John-Nom Mary-Ace

'John did it to Mary.'

Suh (1975: 82) noted that VN cannot scramble over its Theme object in Korean, as

in (2). 1m (1979: 66-68) pointed out that VN cannot undergo relativization and

pronominalization as in (4) and (5). Park (1981: 107, 109) pointed out that VN cannot

scramble, relativize, OI pronominalize. More recently, Choi (1988), Han (1988),

O'Grady (1991), Lee (1991), Kim (1991), Ahn (1991), Sato (1991b), and Yoon (1991)

alluded to some or all of the above facts (as well as the inability of VN to be passivized,

omitted, clefted, and wh-questioned).

Grimshaw and Mester (1988) noted that a VN in Japanese suru constructions with

complex predicates, topicalize, and relativize but they did not give any explanation for

these constraints or the other, to which VNs are subject. Matsumoto (1988-cited in Isoda
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(1991) and Sells (1989», Sells (1989), Isoda (1991), Kageyama (1991), and Matsumoto

(1992)also mention these constraints in Japanese.

Roughlyput, three approaches to the analysis of these syntactic restrictions have

been put forward in the literature.

(6) Threeapproaches to the syntactic restrictions

a. the analysis in terms of VN's category and/or projection level.

b. the analysis in terms of VN's a-marking ability.

c. the analysis in terms of VN's a-role assignment direction.

The approach in (6a), which draws on the category and projection level of VN, is

taken by 1m (1979), Han (1988), Lee (1991), Ahn (1991), Matsumoto (1992), and Yoon

(1991). 1m (1979) states that VN in examples like (1)is a stem separated from its head

hata and is not 'an independent NP'; beinga stem,VNis not subject to syntactic

operations such as relativization or pronominalization. Han (1988) claims that VN is XO

(i.e. a word-level category) and becauseof this it can move only to a headposition.

FollowingChomsky (1986b), Han (1988: 576) argues that the movement operation of

topicalization is applicable only to a phrasebut nevera head. Lee(1991: 109)claims that

VN is a verb in examples like (1) and thuscannot undergo 'pronominalization, clefting,

scrambling, relativization, passivization, and topicalization'. Ahn (1991: 27), also

claimingthat VN is a verb (or yO), statesthat the movement of VNis notallowedbecause

'relativized/topicalized/scrambled/pseudo-clefted positions in Korean are not XObutXP

positions'. The substitution of a pronominal for VN is not permitted eitherbecause the

pronominal kukes 'that thing' cannot appear where a verb is supposed to appear (Ahn

1991:28-29). Matsumoto (1992) claims (regarding scrambling of VN) that the VN cannot

be scrambled, because (i) it is a word-level XCOMP, or (ii) it is a phrasal XCOMP, which

in general cannot scramble in Japanese (pp.62-63). Yoon (1991)attributes the above
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restrictions to the referentiality of VN,or rather to the lack thereof: that is, VN does not

scramble, topicalize, passivize, or relativize because it is nonreferential.

It is unmotivated to claimthatVNscan nevermove due to their category or

projection level because, as observed by O'Grady (1991: 245) and Lee (1991), the VN in

(1) can scramble as long as it does not appear to the left of its Theme,

(7) Mary-lul

Mary-Ace

PIPHAN-ul John-i

criticism-Ace John-Nom

ha-yessta.

do-Pst

In (7) the VN has movedin front of thesubjectbut the sentenceis grammatical because its

Theme has also movedand, because of this movement, the VN does not appear to the left

of its Theme. Im (1979), Yoon (1991), and Matsumoto (1992), who assume adjacency

betweenVN and surulhaia, cannotaccount for (7).

Han (1988), Lee (1991), and Ahn (1991)explain the grammaticality of (7) by

saying that it is a phrasecontaining the VN and its ThemeMary-lui that has movedin (7),

not the VN and its Theme independently of each other. Crucially, Han (1988)12, Lee

(1991), and Ahn (1991) hypothesize that a VN's (internal) arguments occur within the VP

headed by the VN. However,a constituency test discussed belowpresentsevidence

contrary to this view-as well as the view held by those who assumethat VNs are verbsor

some other category that assign accusative Case, e.g. Sells (1989, 1990),Kageyama

(1976-77, 1982, 1991), and Park (1992).

Sells (1990),for example,maintains that the Theme NP is assignedaccusativeCase

by the VN in (1) repeatedbelowandis optionally scrambledoutside, while the Theme in

the genitivein (8) below is assigned genitiveCase (and stays inside).

(1) John-i Mary-lul PIPHAN-ul hayssta.

12 In Han's (1988) analysis the VN assigns accusative Case to the ThemeMary-lui in
(1) with ha(ta), which later movesinto Inf!. Thus (1) has the following structure in his
analysis. An accusative marker is supposed to be attached to the VN afterha moves into 1.

(i) [IP John-i [VPMary-lul [V PIPHAN-ti]] haj-yessta]



John-Nom Mary-Ace criticism-Ace did
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'John criticized Mary.'

(8) John-i

John-Nom

Mary-uy

Mary-Gen

PIPHAN-ul hayssta.

criticism-Ace did

'John criticized Mary.'

Observe that the temporal adverb ecey 'yesterday' can intervene between the VN and its

Theme in the accusative in (9a), while it cannot intervene between the VN and its Theme in

the genitive in (9b).

(9) a. AccusativeTheme

John-Nom Mary-Ace

John-i Mary-lul ecey

yesterday

PIPHAN-ul hayssta.

criticism-Ace did

'John criticized Mary yesterday.'

b. Genitive Theme

John-Nom Mary-Gen

*John-i Mary-uy ecey

yesterday

PIPHAN-ul hayssta,

criticism-Ace did

In Sells' (1990) analysis, (9a) initially takes the structure in (lOa). The Theme NP gets

accusative Case from the VN within the VN phrase in (10a), and, after this, it moves out of

it (probably adjoining to VP), as in (lOb).

(10) a. John-i ecey [Mary-lul PIPHAN-ul] hayssta.

John-Nom yesterday Mary-Ace criticism-Acc did

b. John-i Mary-lul] eeey [ tj PIPHAN-ul] hayssta.

John-Nom Mary-Ace yesterday criticism-Ace did

However, there is reason to believe that the Theme of the VN should be outside the

VN phrase when it gets accusative Case and thus it cannot get accusativeCase from the

VN. I use a scope test to determine the constituency of examples like (1). McCawley

(1988) and Kuno (1989) have demonstrated that Japanese focus particles like dake 'only'
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and English focus words like only (excluding focus particles like sae 'even' and focus

words like even) have scope over all or part of an adjacent constituent. In (l l a), for

example, beeris the focus because the NP containing beeris the only adjacent constituent.

In (Llb), either beeror drinks, or both, can be the focus because onlyis adjacent to the VP

that contains them. In (llc),flowers exclusive of in the vase is the focus because there is

no constituent that contains the NP and the PP adjacent to only.

(11) (McCawley 1988: :12-53)

a. John drinks only beer.

b. John only drinks beer.

c. John put only [flowers] [in the vase].

This test reveals the structural difference between the examples in (1) and (8). The

Theme in (12a) can be interpreted as being part of the focus of man (in boldface), while the

Theme in (12b) cannot be interpreted as part of the focus; Mary in (12b) must be outside

the focus.

(12) a. John-i Mary-uy PIPHAN-man hayessta.

John-Nom Mary-Gen criticism-only did

'John criticized Mary only.'

b. John-i Mary-luI PIPHAN-man hayessta.

John-Nom Mary-Ace criticism-only did

'John only criticized Mary.'

It follows from the above that there is no constituent containing the VN and its

accusative Theme to the left of man in (12b), while there is one containing the VN and its

genitive Theme in (12a), as shown in (13).

(13) a John-i [VP [NP Mary-uy PIPHAN] man hayessta]

John-Nom Mary-Gen criticism only did

b John-i [VP Mary-luI [NP PIPHAN] man hayessta]



John-Nom Mary-Ace criticism only did
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Such a structural difference is also expected from casemarking on the ThemeNP. That is,

given the assumption that the VN phrase is an NP, thegenitive Theme in (l3a) should

occur inside the NP, while the accusative Themein (l3b) shouldbe outsidethe NP.

The fact thatMary-lui can NEVERbe included in the focus in (l2b) supports the

claim that it is outside the VN phrase at S-structure (where Caseis assigned). If Mary in

(l2b) were assigned accusative Case within the VNphraseand would undergo scrambling

optionallyafterward, as Sellsclaims, Mary-lui should be able to occur within the focus.

Thus thecontrastin (12) undermines the claim made byLee (1991) and Ahn(1991)that

VNs are verbsand hence cannot undergo the above syntactic operations.

Now Jet's return to the rest of the approaches in (6). The approach in (6b), which

draws on VN's a-marking ability, is made mainly to account for the pronominalization and

relativization facts-and also the topicalization fact if topicalization involves placement of

pro (phonetically null pronoun) that a topic binds13. O'Grady(1991) and Kim (1991)

proposed such an analysis. They claim that (3)-(5) are ill-formed because nothing assigns

a a-role to Mary-Iul'Mary-Acc' in thoseexamples. Observe the structure in (14), which

represents thesmallestclausecontaining haita) in (3)-(5), assuming that a pronominal

occurs in the position of EC.

13 X binds Y, if X and Y are coindexed(X is an antecedent of Y), andXc-commands
Y. C-command is definedas follows: Xc-commands Y if X does not dominate Y and the
first branching node above X dominates Y. Thus in thephrase markerin (i), A c
commandsB"and all nodescontainedin it because A does not dominate them and the first
branchingnode above A, i.e. A', dominates them. But A does notdominateE" and all
nodes contained in it because, although A does notdominate them, the first branching node
above A, i.e. A', does not dominate them, either.

(i)
A"

~
A' E"

r-. r-.
A B" E F

B/)
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(14) S

NP~P
~i N~V'

L".. »<:
Mary-luI NP V

I I
pro/ku kes-ul ha

In (14) hata has to assign a-roles to three NPs without the help of a VN.

Supposinghata has the a-structure <Ag(ent), Thteme) in (14), it cannot a-mark all three

NPs, i.e. a pronominal,Mary-lui, and John-i. One NP, namely, Mary-lui, fails to get a a-

role. Note that pronominals meethatas selectional restrictions, because (14) without the

NP Mary-lui (meaning 'John does it') is grammatical, but Mary-lui does not satisfy its

selectionalrestrictions. So Mary-lui ha-tn-ta) 'do Mary' is not a possibleexpression.

The fact thathata does not license two accusative NP arguments is exemplified in

(lSa). In contrast, the sentence without the extra accusative NP yenge-lulin (lSb) is

grammatical.

(IS)

a. (Ahn's (23), 1991: 24; also cf. Yoon's (17), 1991)

*[NP Yenghi-ka] [NP yenge-lul] [NP ku il-u] ha-yess-ta,

Yenghi-Nom

b.

English-Ace that thing-Ace do-Pst-Dec

[NP Yenghi-ka]

Yenghi-Nom

[NP ku

that

il-ul]

thing-Ace

ha-yess-ta.

do-Pst-Dec

'Yenghi did that thing.'

The approach in (6c) is suggested by O'Grady (1991: 237, 245), who attributes the

ungrammaticality of scrambling data like (2) (as well as topicalization and clefting data if

they involvemovement) to the fact that theTheme NP appears to the rightof the a-role

assigner (VN)despite the fact that thecanonical a-roleassignmentdirection is to the left in
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Korean. Kim (1991: 170) and Lee (1991: 120) make similar remarks. Choi (1988: 75)

also makes a similar generalization: that is, no part of a predicate can precede an argument.

This constraint seems to be able to be subsumed under VN's a-marking ability in (6b)

because the constraint in (6c) boils down to the fact [hat VN cannot assign a a-role to the

left.

There are other generalizations or rules proposed to account for the above facts in

(2)-(5), i.e., Park's (1981: 110) Object-over-Object Constraint, Choi's (1988: 81,84)

Precedence Condition on Ascension and Condition on Relativization, and Kim's (1991:

161) claim that a VN in the accusative and hata form a 'semi-lexical unit' when the VN's

Theme role is transferred to hata. A proposal similar to Kim's is made by Ahn (1990),

Kageyama (1991: 200) and Hasegawa (1990). 1will not discuss these here because they

are rather stipulative in nature and all (except Choi's generalizationsl'[) face problems.

In the above, 1have examined the three approaches in (6a)-(6c). 1have shown that

the subject NP can intervene between the VN and hata in (7), which undermines the

assumption made by Im (1979), Yoon (1991) and Matsumoto (1992) that, in the absence

of movement, the VN always has to be adjacent to surulhata. 1 have also shown using the

scope test that VNs are not accusative-Case assigners, which precludes Ahn's (1991) and

Lee's (1991) assumption that VN is a verb-this also speaks against Kageyama (1976-77,

1982, 1991), Sells (1989,1990), and Park (1992). Thus all of the analyses using the

category or projection level of VN (the approach in (Sa) are shown to have some

problems. On the other hand, the inheritance model is capable of accounting for the above

restrictions using (6b) and (6c), both of which crucially make use of the a-Criterion: i.e.,

'Each argument bears one and only one a-role, and each a-role is assigned to one and only

one argument' (Chomsky 1981: 36). However, not all inheritance approaches are capable

14 But see Lee's (1991: 121-122) criticism of Choi's two generalizations.
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of explaining the above syntactic restrictions. In the following, three different inheritance

models will be examined.

2.1.2. Inheritance analyses

I will briefly illustrate three types of inheri tance analyses and point out problems

with them in this subsection. The following discussion concerns two points: (i) whether

each analysis can account for the syntactic restrictions using the a-Criterion, and (ii) what

kind of a-structure is postulated for suruthata. The second point will become relevant in

2.2.

2.1.2.1. Grimshaw and Mester (1988)

Grimshaw and Mester (1988) propose a lexical process (called argument transfer)

in which a VN's a-structure is transferred to suru's empty a-structure. Verbs with such an

empty a-structure are called light verbs and are distinguished from heavy verbs, i.e. verbs

with fully specified a-structures. 15 Grimshaw and Mester (1988) assume that surucan be

either light or heavy but that only light sum inherits a-structure from a VN. The crucial

difference between light suruand heavy suru is that the former does not impose any

selectional restrictions on its subject, while the latter takes only an agentive subject.

15 The term light verb is used by Cattell (1984: 1) to refer to the English constructions
exhibited below.

(i) (Cattell's (1b)-(4b), 1984: 1)
a. Jennifer made a dash across the road.
b. Bill gave a cough.
c. Sue had/took a look at the book.
d. Peter did a dance on top of the piano.

In these examples, made, gave, had/took, and did are light verbs, which take a deverbal
noun as the head of their object, i.e, dash, cough, look, and dance, respectively. Cattell
claims that a light verb forms a complex predicate with a deverbal nominal: for example,
made a dash in (1a) is a complex predicate consisting of the light verb make and the
deverbal noun dash. Cattell (1984: 19-41) reviews the preceding studies on light verb
constructions in English, tracing the term light verb to Jespersen (1965). Recently
Jayaseelan (1988) discussed the same topic.
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In the case of the examplein (1) repeated below, the VNpiphan, which takes an

Agent and a Theme, as shown in its a-structurein (16b),undergoes argument transfer with

light hata, whosea-structure is in (16a).

(1) John-i

John-Nom

Mary-lul

Mary-Ace

PIPHAN-ul hayssta.

criticism-Ace did

'John criticizedMary.'

(16) a. haia: ( ) <acc>

b. piphan: (Ag,Th)

As a result, all the argument positionsare transferred to hata to derive (1). That is,

after argument transfer, hatagets the ability to a-markan Agentand a Theme,whilepiphan

loses the ability to a-mark.

(17) ArgumentTransfer (in the lexicon)

piphan (Ag,Th) + hata ( ) -> piphan ( ) + hata (Ag,Th)

The output of (17) is insertedin the Dvstructure in (18).

(18) structure for (1) in Grimshaw & Mester's analysis

S--------R. VP

John-i NP~
[Agent] /'.". ~ I

Mary-lul PIPHAN-ul hayssta
[Theme] ( ) (Ag,Th)

As shownin (18), the light verb assigns a Theme role to Mary-lui and an Agentrole

to the subjectJohn-i (perhaps via VP), while it does not assign any a-role to the VN

phrase. A problemwith this approach, as pointed out by Kageyama (1991: 192), is that it

cannot account for the scrambling examplein (2}-while it can potentially account for the

topicalization, relativization and pronominalization data.

Grimshaw & Mesterdid not attempt to explain the topicalization, relativization and

pronominalization data, but their modelcan potentially account for them, supposing that
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topicalization andrelativization involvepro in the position of EC (see (3}-(4». The light

verb cannot form a complexpredicatewith a pronominal, pro or kukes 'that thing',

because the pronominals have no a-marking capacity. Thushata must be heavyin those

topicalization, relativization, and pronominalization examples in (3)-(5) with the structure

in (14) repeated below. But, even if haw is heavy, it cannot a-mark three NPs, as

discussed above.

(14)

Grimshaw & Mester's model, however,cannot account for the scramblingdata, as

pointed out by Kageyama(1991: 192). (2) must have the structure in (18)above at D

structure, where the subject and the Theme NP are assigneda-roles as in (1). So

preposing the VN, which does notparticipatein a-marking, should not affect the

grammaticality of the sentence.

2.1.2.2. O'Grady (1991, 1992b)

O'Grady (1992b) proposes the following a-structures for hata andpiphan in the

framework of Categorial Grammar. (Nf in the following stands for a 'functor N', i.e. an

argument-takingnoun.)

(19)

a. (O'Grady's (16), 1992b: 242)

ha-ta: category: transitive V

argument structure: <ag, th> [th =regular N or Nfl

meaning: 'DO'
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b.

piphan: category: Nf

argumentstructure: «ag), th>16

meaning: 'CRITICISM'

As shownin the structure in (20)below, afterhata has dischargedits Themerole to

its sister nominal (O'Grady (1992b) makes no distinction betweenword-level and phrase

level categories), the remainingargument ag is passed up to the next node. At the same

time, the th argument of the functor noun, which is not discharged, is also passed on to the

same node. As a result, a new a-structure <ag, th> is formed, of which th is assigned to

its sister nominal Mary-lui. The remaining argument ag is passed on to the next node and

assigned to its sister nominalJohn-i. In (20), the agentiveargument of hata necessarily

controls the subject argumentof the VN.

(20) O'Grady's structure for (1)

S

I

N N
I I

John-i Mary-lul

O'Grady's analysis can accountfor the above syntactic restrictions in terms of

semanticdependencies. In the pronominalization, relativization, and topicalization

examples, hata has no functor noun toinherit its a-structure from. Withouta functor noun,

hata can a-markat most two NPs but there are threeNPs (pro occurs in the positionof EC

as in (14», resulting in ungrammaticality (O'Grady 1991: 244).

16 For a typographical reason, I put ag in parentheses to indicatethat it is a suppressed
argument insteadof putting a horizontal bar through it as O'Grady (1992b)did.
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The scrambling example probably gets the structure in (21). O'Grady (1991: 245)

attributes its ungrammaticality to the relative position of arguments in reference to their a

marker, i.e., a-roles are assigned leftward in Korean and hence the functor noun in (21)

fails to join a-marking any nominals to its left.

(21) [PIPHAN-ul [John-i [Mary-luI ha-yessta.]]]

Even if hata with the a-structure <ag, th> can a-mark both John-i and Mary-lui (the latter,

however, is not the kind of NP that hata can take as its Theme), it has no more a-roles left

to a-mark the functor noun, leaving it without a a-role. Crucially O'Grady's analysis

differs from Grimshaw and Mester's in that complex predicates form in surface structure,

not in the lexicon. Thus his analysis can attribute ungrammaticality caused by scrambling

to surface word order.

It is difficult to see, however, how O'Grady's (1991, 1992b) analysis accounts for

hata constructions with unaccusative functor nouns. If there isonly one hata, i.e. hata

with the a-structure <Ag, Th>, the Agent of hata in (22) is supposed to control the Theme

argument of the functor noun. 17

(22) Yenghi-ka SAMANG-ul ha-yessta.

Yenghi-Nom death-Ace did

'Yenghi died. '

However, an instance of hata, which is unambiguously heavy, does not allow its Agent

role to control a Theme role, as shown in (23), under the assumption (to be substantiated in

chapter 3) that functor nouns (VNs) with modifiers never allow argument transfer.

17 Isoda (1991) and Matsumoto (1992) propose an inheritance analysis similar to
O'Grady's (1991, 1992b) in the framework of Lexical Functional Grammar (the former
using the Lexical Mapping Theory proposed by Alisna (1990». Their analysis faces the
same problem as O'Grady's. This is because they assume, following Terada (1990), that
the light verb suru in Japanese always takes an agentive subject unless suru is compounded
with a VN.

Matsumoto (1992: 47-49) notices a focus particle can break up the VN +suru
compound even when the VN is unaccusative. But he seems to treat such suru as part of
the compound. Matsumoto's position differs from mine in that he does not treat sequence
of VN and suru as a complex predicate.
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(23) (Ahn's (27,28), 1991: 21, 22)

Yenghi-ka *?kapcaksulewun/kapcaksulepkey SAMANO-ul ha-yessta,

Yenghi-Nom sudden/suddenly

'Yenghi died suddenly.'

2.1.2.3. Yoon (1991)

death did

Yoon (1991) proposes that light hata has the underspecified a-structure in (24).

<E> in (24) is its event position, as proposed by Higginbotham (1985). Piphans a

structure is probably like (25).

(24) (Yoon's (14), 1991)

hata: V (u...), <E>, <ACC>

(25) piphan: {Ag, Th}, <E>

In Yoon's (1991) analysis, the following structure is assigned to (1).

(26) Yoon's structure for (1)

IP

NP I' {Ag} <-theta markingc:
John-i V {Ag} <E> <-theta marking

NP~' {Ag, Th} <E> <-theta marking

~ ---------Mary-luI Nn{Ag, Th} <E> V{u} <E> <- theta identificxation
I I I I

PIPHAN-ul lia

In (26), the light verb hata fOnTIS a constituent with a nonmaximal nominal (n < 2)

and the event positions of the light verb and the VN are merged by a-identification in the

spirit of Higginbotham (1985) and Speas (1990). Yoon interprets such merger of the

event positions as control of the E argument of the VN by the E argument of the light verb.

The argument positions undischarged within the (nonmaximal) VN phrase are passed on to

the V' node, from where they are integrated into the light verb's a-structure. He describes
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this process as unification of the a-structures. V' a-marks its sister NP Mary-lui, Infl a-

marks the E position of VP, and finally I' a-marks its sister NP John-i.

Yoon does not need to postulate the stipulation that VNs' nonreferentiality blocks

them from undergoing syntactic operations, which is falsified by (7). The topicalization,

relativization, and pronominalization examples areexplicable as in the case of Grimshaw

and Mester (1988), i.e., the pronominal does not transfer any argument positions. His

analysis can also account for the scrambling example by the a-Criterion, if complex

predicate formation takes place after scrambling to make it sensitive to surface word order.

Yoon, however, does not explicitly state at what level in the syntax passing of a-roles takes

place. The scrambling example in (2) is probably assigned the structure in (27) in Yoon's

analysis-granted that nonmaximal phrases can scramble. Hata in (27) cannot a-mark all

NPs (three chains18) if it is light. It cannot license three chains, even if it is heavy.

(27) [PIPHAN-ulj [John-i [Mary-luI ha-yessta.]]]

A problem with Yoon's (1991) analysis is that it is not clear from the light verb's

empty a-structure why and how it combines with a VN. It may be argued that the fact that

the verb lacks a-marking capacity forces it to combine with an element with a-marking

capacity. But not all elements with a-marking capacity can occur with the light verb. For

example, although verbs in the gerundive can occur with the auxiliary verb issita) or iru in

(28) to express progressive aspect, gerundives cannot occur with a light verb, as shown in

(29). Hataor suru in (29) can be only interpreted as a heavy verb.

(28) a. John-i

John-Nom

chayk-ul

book-Ace

ilk-ko

reading

iss-tao

is

'John is reading the book.'

b. John-ga hon-o yonde iru.

18 ' ...a chain is the S-structure reflection of a "history of movement," consisting of the
positions through which an element has moved from the A-position [argument position
Sato] it occupied at D-structure; we include here the vacuous case of the single-membered
chain of an element that remains in its Dvstructure A-position' (Chomsky 1986a: 95).
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b.
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John-Nom book-Ace reading is

'John is reading the book.'

John-i chayk-ul ilk-ko ha-n-ta,

John-Nom book-Ace reading do

'John will do it, after reading the book.'

John-ga hon-o yonde suru.

John-Nom book-Ace reading do

'John will do it, after/by reading the book.'

Obviously there is a constrainton the kind of category that can occur with the light

verb. That is, the light verb subcategorizes for an NP, which requires in GB (Chomsky

1981) that the verb assign some kind of a-role to the subcategorizedelernent.l'' Also it is

intuitively more plausible and descriptively moreexplicit to treat a VN phrase as an

argument of the light verb. Postulating an empty a-structure fails to capture these. In fact,

there is some other evidence that favors the idea that the light verb's a-structureis richer

than Yoon (1991) postulates, which will be discussed in 2.2.1.

In the foregoing, I have compared three types of inheritance analyses. It follows

from the above that analyses that postulate syntactic argument transfer, O'Grady (1991)

and Yoon (1991), can account for the syntactic restrictionson VNs, while analyses that

postulate lexical argument transfer,Grimshaw and Mester (1988), cannot account for

19 A Korean verb followed by the Comp -ki and a Japanese infinitival verb can also
occur with light verbs, see (Ahn 1991, Kuno 1989).

(i) John-un chayk-ul ilk-ki-nun ha- ciman
John-Top book-Ace read-Comp-Top do but
'although John does read books,...

,

(ii) John-wa hon-o yomi-wa suru ga
John-Top book-Ace read-Top do but
'although John does read books,... '
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Ll)em.20 It is also shown above that the a-structure of light hata (and light suru) must be

more general than -cAg, Th>, as hypothesized by O'Grady (1991), but be more specific

than < >, as postulated by Grimshaw and Mester (1988) and Yoon (1991). Bearing these

problems in mind, we will explore a new inheritance analysis in section 2.2.

2.2. Complex predicate formation

This section illustrates the inheritance model proposed in this thesis. The question

of how to derive complex predicates is addressed in this section. Special consideration is

given to what kinds of a-structures suruthata, VNs, and complex predicates have. The

analysis shares basic ideas with O'Grady (1991) and Yoon (1991), but it differs from them

in some respects. First, the a-structures of surulhata are discussed in 2.2.1. Next, the

mechanism of complex predicate formation in various types of suruthata constructions is

illustrated in 2.2.2.

2.2.1. A-structures

I assume that VNs have the following a-structures-it will be claimed ·in chapter 3

that VNs have a-structures only when they form complex predicates with light verbs.

(30) a. piphan 'criticism': «Ag), Th>

b. palkyen 'discovery': «Ag), Th>

c. wenco 'aid': «Ag), Go, Th>

d. wuntong 'exercise': «Ag)

20 O'Grady (1991, 1992b) and Yoon (1991) cannot account for all the scrambling
data, namely they cannot account for (i), if the dati ve is considered an argument of the VN.

Mary-eykey ha-yessta.
Mary-Dat did

(i) John-i cakurn-ul CIWEN-ul
John-Nom money-Ace aid-Ace
'John gave monetary aid to Mary.'

The sentence is expected to be ungrammatical like the scrambling data in (2), which it is
not. I treat the dative in (i) as an adjunct, as stated earlier, for which evidence is presented
in chapter 3.
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e. samang 'death': <Th>

f. halak 'fall': <Th>

The Agent of piphan in (30a),palkyen in (30b), wenco in (30c) and wuntong in (3Od)are

put in parentheses to indicate that it is suppressed, following Grimshaw and Mester (1988),

Grimshaw (1990: 108-109, 112) and O'Grady (1991: 240).21 Samang 'death' and halak

'fall' are unaccusative and hence do not have an external argument. Heavy hata is assumed

to have the following a-structure.

(31) heavy hata (= heavy suru): <Ag, Th>, -Acc.

Then what kind of a-structure does light hata (and light suru) have?

Light hata and light suru take not only an Agent subject but also a Theme subject, as

shown earlier. Thus the light verb's subject argument cannot be limited to Agent, as in

O'Grady (1991) and Isoda (1991). On the other hand, the empty a-structure, as assumed

by Yoon (1991) and Grimshaw and Mester (1988), is too permissive in the kind of

element that the light verb can occur with. It has been shown above that the light verb

subcategorizes for a a-marking noun. Let's tentatively assume that the light verb has the a-

structure <Th> (where Th here corresponds to a VN).

21 My position differs from Grimshaw and Mester (1988) and Grimshaw (1990) in
that they say the subjectargument of VNs is suppressed, while I argue that the external
argument of VNs is suppressed. My treatment of VN's a-structures parallels Grimshaw's
(1990) treatment of the a-structures of deverbal nouns and passive participles in English.
Grimshaw states that their external arguments are suppressed.

In Grimshaw's (1990: 108-109) analysis, such suppressed arguments cannot
license syntactic positions (by a-marking them) but can license a-adjuncts (argument
adjuncts). The possessive and the by phrase in the following examples are a-adjuncts
licensed by a suppressed argument (i.e. the destroyer argument).

(i) (Grimshaw's (1b) and (Ic), 1990: 109)
a. The enemy's destruction of the city
b. The city was destroyed by the enemy.

The presence of such a-adjuncts is not required: they optionally occur. Suppressed
arguments appear in a-structure but are 'not available for the purpose of theta-marking'
(ibid.). They are likened to Roeper's (1987) "implicit arguments".
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We need to further elaborate this a-structure to distinguish two kinds of light verbs

in Korean. The two kinds of light verbs in Korean are hata and toyta.22 Light hata does

not impose any selectional restrictions on the e-role of the subject argument, i.e., it can be

an Agent, as in (32a) and (32c), or a Theme, as in (32b). On the other hand, light toyta

takes only a Theme subject, as shown in (33); (33c), where the subject is agentive, is

ungrammatical.

(32) Light hataPatterns

a. Columbus-ka sintaylywuk-ul PALKYEN-ul

Columbus-Nom new-continent-Ace discovery-Ace

'Columbus discovered America.' (Choi's (9b), 1988: 243)

ha-yess-ta.

did

b. Mwulka-ka

price-Nom

HALAK-ul ha-yess-ta.

drop-Ace did

'Prices went down.' (Choi's (33a), 1988: 182)

c. John-i

John-Nom

'John exercised.'

WUNTONG-ul

exercise-Ace

ha-yess-ta.

did

(33) Light toyta Patterns

a. Mwulka-ka

price-Nom

HALAK-i

drop-Nom

toy-ess-ta.

became

'Prices went down.' (Choi's (33b), 1988: 182)

b. Sintaylywuk-i Columbus-ey-uyhay PALKYEN-i toy-essta,

new-continent-Nom Columbus-by discovery-Nom become-Pst

'The new continent was discovered by Columbus.' (Choi's (lOb), 1988: 244)

c. *John-i

John-Nom

WUNTONG-i

exercise- Nom

toy-ess-ta.

became

22 Kim (1991) notes that there are more light verbs in Korean. Otherlight verbs,
however, are excluded from examination in this thesis.
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Another difference between light hata and light toytais that the external argument of

a VN must be 'activated' (Grimshaw and Mester 1988) and be realized as subject when it

occurs with light haw, while the external argument of a VN, if any, must not be activated

and thus must not be realized as subject when it occurs with light toyta. For example,

palkyen's Agent argument is activated and realized as subject in (32a), while it is not

activated in (33b). Such a suppressed argument can license an agentive adjunct phrase

Columbus-ey-uyhay 'by Columbus', as in (33b).

To account for these facts, I assume that light hata has the a-structure <x, Th>,

where the precise semantic role of x is determined by the VN's logical subject in the spirit

of Di Sciullo and Rosen (1990: 110). Light suru is assumed to activate the VN's logical

subject and get the x argument to inherit it, just as in Grimshaw and Mester (1988). I

further assume that the suppressed external a-role of a VN cannot be realized as an

argument in syntactic structure, if it is not activated. The suppressed argument can only be

associated with an adjunct agentive phrase, e.g. NP-ni (yotte) 'by NP'. In contrast, light

toyta is given the a-structure <Th>, as claimed by Choi (1988) and O'Grady (1991).

I assume, with O'Grady (1991), that the special operation of complex predicate

formation is motivated by the light verb's taking a VN phrase as its Theme. This process,

which is induced by the special lexical properties of the light verb, involves two operations:

i.e., (i) the light verb inherits the Theme's (i.e, the VN's) a-structure by incorporating it

into its own a-structure, and (ii) the place-holder argument x, if any, inherits the logical

subject of the incorporated a-structure. To sum up, the two light verbs discussed have the

a-structures in (34).

(34) a-structures of light ham and light toyta

a. light ham ( =light suru): <x, Th>, +Acc. (tentative)

b. light toyta: <Th>, -Acc.
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These a-structures form complex a-structures with the above VNs.

(35) ComplexPredicateFormation

~
hata <x, Th> toyta «Th>

palkyen «Ag), Th> <x, «Ag), Th> «(Ag), Th»
~

halak <Th> <x, <Th» <<Th»
~

wuntong «Ag» <x, «Ag»> *«(Ag»>
~

When light hata takes palkyen 'discovery' as its Theme argument, the VN's a-structure is

incorporated into light hatasa-structure, i.e. the formeroccurs in the latter'sTheme

position. At the same time, x inherits the VN's logical subject, as indicatedby a line

connecting them. In this case, x is identifiedwithan Agent; x (= Agent)has to be realized

as an argument that occupies a syntacticposition, because it is not a suppressed argument.

x is identifiedwith a Theme, when the VN is halak 'fall', and it is identifiedwith an Agent,

when the VN is wuntong 'exercise'.

Light toyta combines with the VN phrase headed bypalkyen, discharging its Theme

role to the latter. This results in incorporation of the VN's a-structure into the positionof

the Theme. The external argumentis not activated in thiscase. Such complexpredicateis

realized as a passive like (33b); the exact processof how the passive is derivedwill be

explained later. The VN halak's a-structure is also incorporated and results in the identical

a-structure, which yields examples like (33a). Wuntong's a-structure is also incorporated

and results in the same form, which yields ungrammatical sentences like (36).

(36) *John-ey

John-by

uyhaye WUNTONG-i

exercise-Nom

toy-ess-ta.

became

'Exercise was done by John.'

Supposing that every sentence has to have a subjectin Korean (and Japanese), the sentence

in (36) is not possible because the resultingcomplex predicate wuntong-i toy with the a-
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structure «(Ag»> needs the subject; however, it lacks any a-role to assignto its subject.

IfKorean allowedan expletive to serveas the subjectof an intransitivepassive, as in

German, sentences like (36) would be grammatical, but no such passivesactually are

allowed in Korean. The example in (33c) is also ungrammatical because thecomplex

predicate «(Ag»> does not havea a-roleto assign to its subject; the suppressed Ag can

be only associated with an agentive adjunct.

Moreover, the undetermined subjectvariablex in the light verb's a-structure makes

it possible for the light verb to match the VN in unaccusativity, i.e. whetheror not it is

unaccusative, as originally designedfor Italianby Di Sciulloand Rosen (1990). Observe

the Japaneselight suru examples in (37). They show that light suru does not behave like

an unaccusative verb (i.e., it can assignaccusativeCase)when it combines with an

unergative VN in (37a),while it does behavelike an unaccusative (i.e., it cannot assign

accusative Case) whenit combines with an unaccusative VN in (37b).

(37) a. Unergative LightVerbPattern

John-ga

John-Nom

UNDOO-o sita.

exercise-Ace did

'John exercised. '

b. Unaccusative LightVerbPattern

?kabuka-ga

stock-price-Nom

GERAKU-o sita.

fall-Ace did

'The stock pricesfell.'

The marginality of (37b) can be attributed to Burzio's Generalization in (38), as

discusseJ by {i~:'yagawa (l989a), Tsujimura(1990), and Kageyama (1991).

(38) Burzio'sGeneralization (1986: 176)

' ...all and only the verbs thatcan assigna-role to a subjectcan assign (accusative)

Case to an object'
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Crucially underlying the above generalization is the assumption that only some a-roles (e.g.

Agent and Experiencer) can be assigned to subjectposition, whileother semantic roles

(e.g. Theme)are assigned to a VP-internal position.

Light suru forms the following complexpredicates with the above two VNs.

(39)

a. undoo 'exercise' + suru

«Ag» <x,Th> -> <1' «t\g»>

b. geraku 'fall' + suru

<Th> <x,Th> -> <X;, <T)1»

Thus light suru does assign x (= Agent) to subjectposition in (37a), whencombinedwith

undoo 'exercise', while it does not assign x (= Theme) to subject position,when combined

with geraku 'fall', predicting the contrast between (37a) and (37b).

One questionthat needs be discussed before showingthe mechanism of complex

predicate formation is whetheror not heavyhatalsuru allowsargument transfer? We have

argued that heavyhatalsuru cannotform complex predicates with nonagentive VNs. This

led us to posit lighthatalsuru with the a-structure in (34). But can heavyhatalsuru allow

argument transferif it occurswithan agentive VN? It may appear that it does not matter

because the Agentargument of VNsis activated and inheritedby the x argument of the light

verb anyway. There is a pieceof evidence, however, which indicates that also heavy

hatalsuru needsto allow arguments transfer. The relevantevidence will be providedlater

after the mechanism of complex predicate formation is illustrated.

So I postulatethat heavy hatalsuru can alsoinherit argumentpositions from a VN,

allowing someredundancy in the grammar. Because the Agent argument of heavy

hatalsuru mustcontrol the logical subjectof a VN in such argument transfer, the event

denotedby the VN has to be something thatan Agentcan act upon. This is exemplified by

the contrast between theEnglish examples John does the running vs. *Johndoes the
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dying23. Just as these examples indicate, the Agent argument of heavy hatalsurucannot

control VN's nonagentive logical subject, e.g. a Theme. When heavy hata forms complex

predicates withpalkyen 'discovery', halak 'fall', and wundong 'exercise', the following

complex predicates are formed.

(40) Complex predicate formation with heavy hata <Agi, Th>

a.

b.

c.

palkyen+ hata:

halak+hata:

wuntong+ hata:

<Agi, «Agi), Th>

<Agi, <Thi»

<Ag], «Agi»>

The complex predicate with the a-structure in (40a) and (4Oc) yields grammatical sentences

like (32a) and (32c). One the other hand, the complex predicate with the a-structure in

(40b) is expected to yield an ungrammatical sentence. As (32b) exhibits, however,

complex predicates like halak + hata can yield grammatical examples because hata in such

examples can be light. Chapter 3 presents ungrammatical examples where only heavy hata

can occur with nonagentive VNs like halak 'fall'.

Heavy hata is assumed to undergo argument transfer by O'Grady (1991) and heavy

suru is assumed to do so by Isoda (1991) and Matsumoto (1992), as discussed earlier.

Heavy hata/surucan also occur with a noun without a-marking capacity, without

undergoing argument transfer.

To sum up, hata and suru are assigned two alternative a-structures as follows.

(41) hata (= suru): <Ag, Th> - <x, Th>, +Acc

23 Timothy J. Vance (p.c.) pointed out that the example John does the dying is
grammatical and gave another example in (i).

(i) The politicians started the war, but the soldiers did the dying.

But he said that the meteor did thefalling with an inanimate subject to be not fully
grammatical.
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An instance of hata (orsuru) with the heavya-structure willbe calledheavyhata (or heavy

suru) and an instanceof hata (orsuru) with the partially light a-structure will be called light

hata (or light suru). Hatas (or suru's) lexical properties induce the followingprocesses.

(42) a. Both light and heavy hata (or suru) inherit their Theme's (the VN's) a-

structure by incorporating it into its own a-structure.

b. x (of light hatalsuru) inherits the VN's logical subjector the Agent (of

heavy hata/suru) controls the VN'slogical subject.

2.2.2. Complex predicate formation

Now I will show in this subsection how various types complex predicatesare

formed, The complexpredicates examined here areof the following types: (i) agentive

complex predicates, (ii) unaccusative complexpredicates headed by hata, (iii) unaccusative

complex predicatesheaded by toyta, (iv) passivecomplex predicatesheaded by toyta,

passive complex predicates headedby sareru, and (vi)compoundcomplexpredicates. The

example in (1) repeated belowis assignedthe structure (43).

(1) Hata patternwith an agentive complexpredicate

John-i

John-Nom

Mary-lui

Mary-Ace

PIPHAN-ul hayssta.

criticism-Ace did

'John criticizedMary.'

(43) Structurefor (I): Agentive complexpredicate (with lighthata)
IP

-----------NP I'
~ ~
John-i VP I
~I

NP V' yessta
~ <f'«1}g),Th» ...Complex Predicate

Mary-lui ~
NP V

«Ag),Th> <x,Th>
I I

PIPHAN-ul ha
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As shownin (43), light hata takes a VNphrase as its Theme argument and forms a

complexpredicate with it. The VN'sa-structure percolates up to its maximalprojection

(Lieber 1983, Sproat 1985)and is incorporated into the Themepositionof lighthata as

postulatedin (42a). As a result, the undetermined argument x inherits the VN's logical

subject, following (42b). The complex predicateassignsits Themerole to Mary-lul 'Mary

Ace' and its x (= Agent) role to the subjectJohn-i 'John Nom' via VP (Williams 1980).

Alternatively, hata in (1) may be heavy because the VN in (1) is agentive and hence

the Agent of heavyhata can control its logical subject. Then (l) gets the following

structure.

(44) Structure for (1); Agentive complexpredicate (with heavyhata)
IP

-----------NP l'
c: ~

John-i VP I
~ I

NP V' yessta
~ <Agj, «Agi), Th> ~Complex Predicate
Mary-lul ~

NP V
«Ag), Th> <Agi' Th>

I I
PIPHAN-ul lia

Heavy hata takes the VN phrase as its Theme and forms a complexpredicate with it. Just

as in (43), the VN's a-structure percolates up to its maximalprojection and is incorporated

into the Themepositionof heavyhata, as postulated in (42a). After this, the Agent of

heavy hata controls the logical subjectof the VN, as shown by coindexation betweenthem,

in accordance with (42b). Heavy hata does not activate the VN'ssuppressed Agent

becauseit does not have the place-holder argument x to inherit the activateda-role. The

remainingargument position of the VN, the Theme, is inheritedby thecomplexpredicate

and dischargedto Mary-lul, just as in (43).

The examplein (4b) in chapter 1 repeatedbelowis assignedthe structure in (46)

below.



(45) John-i Mary-eykey eakum-ul WENCO-Iul hayssta.

47

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Ace aid-Ace did

'John gave monetary aid to Mary.'

In (46), light hata and the VN weneo 'aid' form a complex predicate, which can assign a

Theme, Goal, and x (= Agent) role. The first two a-roles are assigned to cakum-ul 'money

Ace' and Mary-eykey 'Mary Dar', respectively. The last one x (= Agent) is assigned to the

subject John-i 'John Nom' via VP.

(46) Structure for (45): Agentive complex predicate (with light hata)
IP

~II
c: ~
John-i VP I
~I

PP V' yessta
~ ~
Mary-eykey NP V'~Complex Predicate

............... <x,«Ag),Go,Th»
cakum-ul ~~

NP V
«Ag),Go,Th> <x,Th>

I I
WENCO-ul ha

Alternatively, hata in (45) may be heavy because the VN in (45) is agentive. Heavy

hataand the VN 'aid' form the following complex predicate.

(47) Structure for (45): Agentive complex predicate (with heavy hata)
IP----------NP l'

6. --------.
John-i VP I
~I

PP V' yessta
~~
Mary-eykey NP V'
~ <Agi, «Agi), Go, Th> ~ Complex Predicate

cakum-ul ________
NP V

«Ag), Go, Th> <Ag i Th>
I I

WENCO-Iul ha
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Except for the coindexation of the VN's logical subject by heavyhatas Agent (rather than

the inheritance of the former by lighthatasx argument), the sameprocessestakeplace. In

the following, I will not give alternative structures for agentive complex predicates with

heavyhatatsuru.

Unlike Yoon (1991), this analysis supposes that a VN projectsup to the maximal

level because it needs to receivea Themerole from hatalsuru (it alsoaccounts for data in

chapter 4, i.e. postsyntactic compounding). If the VN projects up to NP, a question arises

as to what happens to the undischarged arguments, which are left lockedup in the VN

phrase. Arguments (exclusive of suppressed arguments) left undischarged withina

maximalprojection normallyresult in ungrammaticality due to the a-Criterion. I assume

that the lockedup a-roles can be salvaged in thiscase because of the special lexical

properties of suruand hata in (42), i.e., the undischarged a-roles are inheritedand

discharged to syntactic positions outside the VN phrase thanks to complex predicate

formation.

Thus complexpredicate formation in this thesis is meant to refer to a process that

allows all of arguments of a predicate to be inherited by the node immediately dominating

its maximalprojection.24 Schematically it is shownin (48).
(48) yj G~ i)

<...<x, y,...»

X~yi
<x, y,... > <...Th>

I
X

<x,y, ...>

In (48), X's a-structureis percolated up to XP, with none of its arguments discharged.

The a-structure of XP is inheritedby the node YJ, which immediately dominates XP. As

24 I said all arguments of X is inheritedabove, but there are cases in which all but one
ofX's arguments are inheritedby YJ and theremaining argument is realizedwithinXP, as
will be shown in chapter4. In theses cases, the argument realized insideXP appears not as
a noun modifierbut as the nonheadof the compoundheadedby X.
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stated above, I assume that such inheritance is induced by a particularlexical propertyof Y:

i.e., it takes an event as one of its arguments (most likelyas a Theme, as shown in (48».

This process is similar to Grimshawand Mester's (1988) argument transfer, clause union

in RelationalGrammar(Daviesand Rosen 1988,Dubinsky 1989),and lexicalfusion in the

Lexical MappingTheory(Isoda 1991), but it cruciallydiffers from themin that this process

applies in the syntax (or more precisely at LF) and thuscan be sensitive to surface word

order.

One point shouldbe clarifiedbeforediscussing the structures for unaccusative,

passive and compoundcomplexpredicates. I said above that accusative Case is assignedto

the sister NP by the complexpredicate V'. But how is accusative Case assignedin this

instance? I propose the following accusative Case-assigning mechanism in Japaneseand

Korean, drawing on O'Grady (1991: 33) and Maling (1989).25

(49)Accusative Case Assignment:

a +Acc verbcan assign accusative Case to its Theme NP argument (someKorean

ditransitive verbscan assignaccusative Case to theirTheme andGoal argument

NPs).

Note that hata/suru assigns accusative Case to its Themeargument, i.e. the VN phrase, in

(43), (44), (46) and (47) above. Also in those structures the complex predicate assigns

accusativeCase to its Theme, i.e. Mary-lul 'Mary Ace' in (43) and (44) and cakum-ul

'money Ace' in (46)and (47).

25 O'Grady (1991:61) gives the following case rule.

(i) (O'Grady's (32), 1991: 61)
Korean Accusative CaseRule:
The accusative case marksa term NP thatcombines with a (T)TV category.

Maling (1989: 302)gives the following rule.

(ii) (Maling's (19a), 1989:302)
arguments of non-Case-marking Predicates can only be NOM.
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I am not proposing here, however, that all instances of NPs with an accusative

marker are Themes. For example, some temporal or frequency adverbs can take an

accusative marker in Korean. Nor am I claiming that all Theme arguments occur in the

accusative. For example, a Theme occurs in the nominative in a passive sentence. My

claim here is that +Acc verbs can potentially mark their Theme arguments with accusative

Case.

The above mechanism of Case assignment accounts for why a violation of the

Double-Object Constraint is weak in suru constructions with complex predicates, as noted

by Sells (1989, 1990) and Kageyama (1991). The suru pattern in (50) with a complex

predicate is marginal despite the fact that it has two accusative NPs. This contrasts with the

completely ungrammatical example in (51).

(50) (Kageyama's (67), 1991: 199)

?Sekkaku tukutta setubi-o donoyooni-site

with-effort made facilities-Ace in-what-way

KATUYOO-o site-iku ka, toyuu koto-ga mondai desu.

utilize-Ace doing-go Q Comp thing-Nom question is

'The question is, how should we utilize the facilities made with such a big effort?'

(TV interview, August 1988)

(51)

age-tao

give-Pst

hon-o

book-Ace

*John-ga Mary-o

John-Nom Mary-Ace

'John gave Mary the book.'

In (50), suru assigns accusative Case to the VN phrase and the complex predicate

katuyoo-o site 'utilizing' assigns accusative Case to the VN's Theme (sekkaku tukutta

sisetu-oy. Thus one predicate assigns one accusative Case in each case, which differs from

(51), where one and the same verb assigns accusative Case to two arguments. The

--- ~---- --_.
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Double-Object Constraint strongly prohibits one and the same verb from assigning

accusativeCase to more than one argument, while a weakerversionof the same constraint

prohibits more thanone NPfrom appearing in the accusative withinone clause.

The remainderof this subsection illustrates how unaccusative, passive,and

compound complexpredicates are formed, given the mechanismsdiscussedin 2.2.1.

An exampleof the unaccusative complexpredicate headed by hata and its structure

are given in (52).

(52) Unaccusative complex predicate withhata

a. John-i SAMANO-ul hayessta.

John-Nom death-Ace did

'John died.'

b.~

NP. ~cs: »: ~
John-i~ I

~NP V' ylssta
I <x, <TIl»
t L..:......-J

i NP------Y
<Th> <x,Th>

I I
SAMANO-ul ha

In the structurein (52b). lighthata discharges its Themerole to the VN phrase and assigns

accusative Case to it by (49). As a result, the VN's a-structure is incorporated into hatas

a-structure, and x inherits the VN's only argumentTheme. The Theme NP (thatoriginally

belonged to the VN) is realized withinVP, following the standard assumption of OB

(Burzio 1986,Miyagawa1989b). The Themecannot get accusativeCase in thatposition

because, for an accusative NP to occur in a clause, there has to be a subject that occurs at

the Spec of I in a Korean or Japanese clause to be predicatedby a VP. Thus theTheme NP

moves into the Spec of I and gets (nominative) Case there, as shown by the arrow.
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Since Burzio's Generalization does not seem to have any effects in Korean, (52a)

remains acceptable in this language. The corresponding sentence in Japanese is marginal

with accusative Case on the unaccusative VN as in (53a) below, unless the accusative

marker is replaced by a focus particle, as in (53b).

(53) Unaccusative Light suru Patterns (Japanese)

a. ?kanzya-ga SIBOO-o sita.

patient-Nom death-Ace did

'a patient died.'

b. kanzya-ga SIBOO-sae sita.

patient-Nom death-even did

'a patient even died. '

The light toyta construction in (33a) repeated below gets the structure in (54). The

complex predicate's a-structure is «Th», as discussed in (35). Light toyta is not a +Acc

verb, as specified in (34b), and hence it assigns nominative Case to the VN phrase in (54),

cf. (49). The Theme subject moves to the spec of I, just as in (52b).

(33a) Mwulka-ka HALAK-i

price-Nom drop-Nom

toy-ess-ta.

became

'Prices went down.' (Choi's (33b), 1988: 182)

(54) Structure for (33a): Unaccusative Light toyta Pattern
IP

N~'
I »<:

Mwulka-ka VP I

A~~VI eJstaI «Th»
t~

NP V
<Th> <Th>

I I
HALAK-i toy
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The passive lightverb construction in (33b)repeated below gets the structure in

(55). The Agentcannot be realizedas subjectbecause it is suppressed; it is associated with

the agentive phrase Columbus-ey-uyhay 'by Columbus'. The Theme moves to subject

position, after it is realizedwithinVP,just as in the hata and toyta unaccusative

constructions.

(33b) Sintaylywuk-i Columbus-ey-uyhay PALKYEN-i toy-essta.

new-continent-Nom Columbus-by discovery-Nom become-Pst

'The new continentwas discoveredby Columbus.'

(55) Structure for (33b):PassiveLight toyta Pattern
IF--------NP I'

sinta~IYWUk-i V~I
pr--vp dssta
~~

Columbus-ey-uyhay NP V'
I «(Ag),Th»

"------t ~
NP V

«Ag),Th> <Th>
I I

PALKYEN-i toy

Japanesedoes not havea light verb thatcorresponds to toyta in Korean; instead

there is a passive form of suru, i.e. sare(ru). Supposing that the passive form is derived in

the lexicon by suppressing theexternal argument of the activeverb, as claimedin

Grimshaw (1990),saretru)derives from suiru) as follows. Rare in (56) is the passive

morpheme.

(56) Passive derivation (in the lexicon)

a. heavysu(ru) <Ag,Th> + rare --> heavysareiru) «Ag), Th>

b. lightsu(ru) <x, Th> + rare --> light sare(ru) «x), TIt>

The suppressed Agent of heavysareru controls a VN's logical subject, just like the Agent

of heavy suru. Light sareru, just like light sum, activates a VN's logical subjectand gets x
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to inherit it; this time, however, the argument activated and inherited is inherited by the

suppressed argument position.

Ungrammaticality results, unless light sareru combines with a VN with an Agent

and a Theme. Passive forms like (57a) and (57b)-assuming that they are direct passives,

but not adversative passives-are ungrammatical because the resulting complex predicates

end up without a subject,26

(57) illicit derivations

a. undoo 'exercise' + s-are

«Ag» «x), Th> -> «x), «Ag»>
~

b. geraku 'fall' + s-are

<Th> «x), Th> -> «x), <Tq»

I will only show passive complex predicates with light sareru. (59) is such an

example-the fact that an Experiencer cannot be controlled by heavy surus Agent

argument will be shown in chapter 3.

(58) Complex predicate with light suru

doing is

John-ga

John-Nom

Mary-o

Mary-Ace

SINRAI-sae site

trust-even

iru.

'John even trusts Mary.'

(59) Passive complex predicate with light sareru

SINRAI-sae sarete iru.Mary-wa

Mary-Top

John-ni

John-Dat trust-even done is

'Mary is even trusted by John.'

The passive complex predicate with light sareru in (59) is assigned the structure in (60)

below.

26 VNs with a-structures like «Ag), So> cannot form passive, either, because, the
Source has to be realized as a postpositional phrase not as a NP due to its CSR (see (30) in
chapter 1).
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(60) Structure for (59): Passive complex predicate (with light sareru)
IP--------NP IP,.............. ----------.

Mary-wa NIl l'

I --------pro VP I

[
A PP~'
~ ~
John-ni NP v:

"-. "..,uu AU 'I «Jf), «so,Th»
"'---- t _______

NP V
«Ex), Th> «x), Th>

I I
SINRAI-sae sarete iru

Because Mary-wa is a topic in (59), it appears in an IP-adjoined position (Saito 1985) and

binds pro, which finally occurs in subject position. The undetermined argument x is

suppressed by the Passive Derivation in the lexicon in (56b), as shown earlier. Thus the

Agent is still suppressed after being inherited by x and hence cannot be realized as subject

but can be associated with the agentive phrase John-ni 'by John'. The Theme argument,

i.e. pro, moves to subject position after it is realized within VP, as shown by the arrow.

So far we have concentrated on non-compound complex predicates, but hatalsuru

and a VN can form a compound complex predicate as shown in (61). In fact such

compounds sound better in Korean, and in Japanese suru must form a compound with a

VN unless the Double-Object Constraint and Burzio's Generalization are circumvented.

(61) Compound complex predicates

a. John-i

John-Nom

Mary-lui

Mary-Ace

PIPHAN-hayessta.

criticism-did

'John criticized Mary.'

b. John-i

John-Nom

Mary-eykey cakum-ul WENCO-hayssta.

Mary-Dat money-Ace aid-did

'John gave monetary aid to Mary.'
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c. John-i

John-Nom

'John died.'

d. Mwulka-ka

price-Nom

SAMANG-hayssta.

death-did

HALAK-toyessta.

drop-became

'Prices went down.'

I assume that the same processes apply to these compoundconstructions as in non

compoundedcomplex predicateformation, yielding the following structures.I?

(62) Compoundcomplex predicates

a. structure for (6la)
IF---------NP l'

I ~
John-i VP I

~V yJssta
I <*,«~g),Th»

Mary-luI .............-.
N V

«Af,Th> <XjTh>

PIPHAN ha

b. structure for (61b)
IP
~

NP l'

JOln-i V~
~I

PP V' yessta
~~
Mary-eykey NP V

I <*,«f}g),Go,Th»
cakum-ul ...............

N V
«Ag),Go,Th> <x,Th>

WEN1CO Ja
27 Tsujimura (1990) and Kim (1990), Terada (1990), and Hasegawa (1991) propose
syntactic incorporation in the spirit of Baker (1988).
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c. structure for (61 c)

IP

----------NP l'
I ~

John-i VP I

~ N~V ye~sta
~I <f,<TP»t ______

N V
<Th> <x,Th>

i I
SAM,-\NG ha

d. structure for (61d)

IP

------------NP l'
~ ~

Mwulka-ka VP I

~ N~ eJsta
~I «Th»

t ~
N V

<Th> <Th>
I I

HALAK toy

The above structures are different from thestructures examined above onlyin that it

is N that forrns a complexpredicate withhata or toyta, rather than NP. I assume that Case-

assignment does not take placebetween the immediate constituents of a compound, as

proposed by Baker(1988). In (61a) and (61b), where the VN is agentive, hata may be

heavy,just as in (44) and (47) and the VN's Agent is controlled, rather than inherited.

Becausetheprocedures are exactly the sameas above exceptfor thepointjust mentioned, I

will not go into thefurtherdetail about the abovestructures.

In the above I have shown howcomplex predicates are fanned particularly with

respect to (i) whata-structure ham, suru, and toyta have, (ii) how these verbs inherit VN's
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a-structure (i.e. by incorporating the VN's a-structure into their Theme position), (iii) how

arguments of complex predicates are realized, and (iv) how Case is assigned.

2.3. Accounting for the syntactic restrictions on VNs' behavior

Having illustrated how complex predicates are formed in the inheritance analysis

proposed in this thesis, I will show in the following how this analysis explains the

syntactic restrictions presented in chapter 1 and at the beginning of this chapter. Those

examples are repeated below.

(2) Scrambling

*PIPHAN-ulj

criticism-Ace

(3) Topicalization

*PIPHAN-unj

John-i

John-Nom

fIP John-i

Mary-lul

Mary-Ace

Mary-lul

hayessta.

did

hayessta].

criticism-Top

(4) Relativization

John-Nom Mary-Ace did

*[John-i Mary-lul ha-n] PIPHANj

John-Nom Mary-Ace

'criticism that John made of Mary'

(5) Pronominalization

do-Pst criticism

that thing-Ace did

*John-i

John-Nom

Mary-lul

Mary-Ace

ku kes-ul hayessta.

'John did it to Mary.'

As shown above, the VN phrase in the bare VN type resists various syntactic

operations: it cannot Le scrambled over irs Theme argument as in (2), it cannot be

topicalized, with its Theme argument in the comment clause as in (3), it cannot be

relativized, leaving its Theme argument in the relative clause as in (4), and it cannot be

pronominalized, where there is another Theme argument in the same clause as in (5).
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Essentially, I follow O'Grady's (1991) arguments to account for the above data,

i.e., they are ruled out in termsof thematic dependencies. I draw on the principleof Full

Interpretation to rule out the ungrammatical data.

(63) the principleof Full Interpretation (FI) (Chomsky 1986a: 98)

Every elementin LF mustreceive 'an appropriate interpretation'.

To receive an appropriate interpretation, an element must be licensedin someway: i.e., 'If

an argument, a must be assigned a a-role; if a predicate, ex must assign a a role; and if an

operator, ex must bind a variable.. .' (Chomsky 1986a: 101).

The relativization and pronominalization examples in (4) and (5), where haia is

heavy (because it does not occur with a VN within the same clause), are ruledout byFI

(the principle of Full Interpretation) in that some element(s) of each examplefail to be

licensed as shown below. In (5) heavyhata can assign a Theme role to the pronominal leu

kes 'that thing', as shown in (64), but it cannot assign one to the NP Mary-lui, because,

given that its a-structure is <Ag, Th>, it licensesonly one Theme argument. Thus, without

a a-role, Mary-lui fails to be licensedin violation of FI.

(64) D-structure/Svsrructure/l.F of (3)-(5)
S
~

NP VP
6 ~
John-i NP v:

.c>.. »<;
Mary-lul fP Y

ku kes/EC ha

In the same way, hata in the relativeclause in (4)can a-mark an EC but not Mary

lui in the structure in (64). This is because, wether theEC is pro or a nulloperator in (4),

neither has a-structure to transferarguments to hata. O'Grady (1991: 244) makes the same

argument about pronominalization and relativization data. If topics in Korean bind pro or a

null operatorin theircommentclauseat D-structure (assuming that the nulloperatormoves
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as in English topicalization), hata in (3) is heavyand it is ruled out at D-structure in the

same way (4) and (5) are ruled out, i.e., Mary-lui fails to be licensed

The following LF is assigned to the scrambling example in (2) andthe topicalization

example in (3), if the topicpiphan-un 'criticism-Top' in (3) is movedfrom where EC is.

(65) LF of (2) & (3)

IP-----------NPi IPI _________
N NP I'I 6 _________

PIPHAN(-ul/un) John-i VP I
~I

NP V' yessta
L"... ~

Mary-lul NPi V
I I-----EC ha

Light hata cannot license three NPs (or threechains), i.e. an EC (a trace), Mary-lul, and

John-i, at LF beforeit forms a complex predicate at the higher IP node. The complex

predicate, if it can be formedat the higherIP node,cannotlook back to license the lower

arguments (see O'Grady(1991: 245) for the same argument). As a result, the NPMary-lul

(at least) fails be to be licensedat LF, i.e., a violation of the principle of Full Interpretation

(FI) (Chomsky 1986a: 98). If hata is heavy,again it cannot license threearguments and so

Mary-lui turns out to be uninterpretable in violation of Fl.

Interestingly, the Theme subject of unaccusative VNsis subjectto the same

constraints, i.e., it cannotbe scrambled over by the VN;it cannot be left in the comment

clause whenthe VNis topicalized; and it cannotbe left in the relative clausewhen the VN

is relativized. The subject John-i in the following is supposed to get a Themerole from the

unaccusative complex predicate samang(-ul) ha 'die'.

(66) Scrambling: *SAMANG-ulj John-i ECj hayessta.

death-Ace John-Nom did
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(Yoon's (llb), 1991, slightly adapted)

. (67) Topicalization: *SAMANO-uni rIP John-i ECi hayessta].

death-Top John-Nom did

(68) Relativization:

(Yoon's (l lb), 1991, slightly adapted)

*[John-i ECi ha-n] SAMANGi28

John-Nom do-Pst death

'death thatJohndied/met'

The ungrammaticality of the topicalization example in (67)and the relativization

examplein (68)can be attributed to the lackof a VN within the commentclauseor the

relativeclause. This is because theEC in both theexamples is pro or a trace of a null

operator,neitherof which has a-structure from which lightham can inherit argument

positions. Light hata cannot license the NPJohn-i in the aboveexamples because it

requiresa VN to inherita Themerole from. (67) and (68)are ungrammatical, even ifhata

is heavy and has the a-structure<Ag,Th> insteadof <x,Th>, If that is thecase, although

both the EC can the NP John are assigneda a-role, John is only interpreted as an Agent

acting upon the event denoted by topic VN or the relative head VN, i.e. dying. But, as

discussed before, it is not possible, just as the English exampIeJohn does the dying

indicates.

The ungrammaticality of thescrambling example in (66) and the topicalization

examplein (67)-if the topic moves to the front as in scrambling-can be also attributedto

an PI violation at LF. (69) is the structure before the VN moves, where, as explained

28 Yoon (1991)gives the following example to showthat the unaccusative VN
samang 'death' cannot be clefted.

(i) (Yoon's (lla), 1991)
*John-i Pusan-eyse ha-n kes-un
John-Nom Pusan-in did thing-Top
'It was death that John encounteredin Pusan.'

SAMANO-ita.
death-is
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earlier, the Theme subject moves to the Spec of I to get Case, after receiving a Theme role

from the complex predicate.

(69)

IF

N~'
IJ ~

John-i VP I

+ ~VI yeLta
'-.' <~,<1!t»

tj ~

<Th> <x,Th>
I I

SAMANG-ul ha

(70) is the structure after the VN moves to the front (by scramblingor

topicalization). In the structure in (70), even if light hatacan somehowlicense the VN's

trace (ti), it cannot license the subjectchain (John], tj) before it combines with and inherits

arguments from the the fronted VN.

(70) LF of (66)/(67)

IP---------NPi IP
I ~

SAMANG-ul/un N~ r
I ~

John-i VP I
A ~ .. I
T NP 'V' yessta
"I ~
'-- t : NP V

___ J I <x,Th>
----to I

1 ha

If hata in the above is heavy, it has enough a-roles to assign, i.e., a Theme role to

the VN's trace and an Agent to subject John-i 'John Nom'. However, this does not work

because, if that is the case, John is interpreted as the Agentof dying. Yet the VN samang
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'death' (or the cognate siboo in Japanese) does not allow its subject to be interpreted as an

agent, as the following example shows.

(71) *?John-i kouy-lo

John-Nom intentionally

'John intentionally died.'

For the same reason, kukes in (72) below cannot refer to samang 'death.

(72) John-i ku kes-ul ha-yessta.

that thing-Ace didJohn-Nom

'John did it.'

John in (72) is interpreted only as an Agent because there is no VN in the clause from

which hata can inherit a-structure.

Interestingly, unlike the scrambling example in (66), the agentive subject can appear

between the VN and light hata, as noted earlier in (7) repeated below.

(7) Subject intervening the VN and light suru

Mary-lui PIPHAN-ul John-i hayessta.

Mary-Ace criticism-Ace John-Nom did

'John criticized Mary.'

In addition, at least in Japanese, VNs with an Experiencer subject patterns with

unaccusative VNs, i.e., they cannot appear to the left of the Experiencer subject. (73)

sounds infelicitous because of the forced reading on which John was intentionally

impressed.

(koto)

(fact)

sita(73) ??sono kotoba-ni KANGEKI-o John-ga

that word-Dat impression-Ace John-Nom did

'(the fact that) John was impressed by those words.'

Some additional assumptions are needed to account for the grarnmaticality of (7),

which presumably has undergone the derivation in (74).
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(74) LF of (7) IP
~

jPj ~
Mary-lul rIi ~

PIPHAN-ul NP l'
I ~

\

John-i VP I

~VI yeLta
I J /'..:

~t NPi V

~1 Ja
The analysis, as it is, cannotaccountfor (74) because hata needs to license three

chains (PIPHAN-u!i-ti, Mary-!u!ttj. and John-i) but, as shown above,neither lighthata

nor heavy hata can e-mark threechains. The contrastbetween(7), on the one hand, and

(66) and (73), on the other, suggests that agentive subjects can be placed after a VN, while

nonagentive subjects cannot. To capture this fact, I make the following assumptions.29

First, a-structures can be percolated to dominating nodes in the senseof Higginbotham

(1985). Secondly, the Projection Principle is dispensed with as proposed by Chomsky

(1992). Given these assumptions, (7) can be derived as shown in (75) below.

(75) LF of (7)
IP
~P

cs: <Ag*, «Ag),Th» ~
Mary-luI~NP IF

I <Ag*, Th*> ----.....~N _________

«Ag), Th> NP r
I c:

PICJ~Th>
( h1a

29 I benefiteda lot from O'Grady's suggestions (p.c.) in revisingthis portionof
argument.
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In (75) heavy hata discharges its Themerole to the traceof thechain headed by the

VN phraseand its Agentrole to the subject. Hata's a-structure is percolated up to the

lowest IF as shown by the grey arrow. An asteriskon both the Agent and Themepositions

of the a-structure indicates that thesea-roleshave beendischarged (Higginbotham 1985).

When the a-structure of hata is percolated to the lowestIF, hata fOnTIS a complex predicate

with the scrambled VN phrase. Such complexpredicate formation is licit because heavy

hata has discharged a a-role to thechain headedby the VN phrase. Heavyhata cannot

inherit the VN's a-structure at a lowernode because (given that a-structures percolate) I

assume that argument transferis possible only between sister nodes (otherwise the

scrambling example like (2) wouldturn grammatical). Aftercomplexpredicate formation,

the VN's a-structure is incorporated into hata's a-structure and the Agentargument of hata

controls the subjectargument of the VN. The inherited Themerole (originally of the VN)

is discharged to Mary-lui.

Sentence (7) is the crucialexample that requires heavyhata (or heavy suru) to

undergoargument transfer. This is because, as statedearlier, light hata or (lightsuru)

cannot license the subjectrole without argument transfer in (75),whileheavyhata or

(heavysuru) can do so.

The above derivation violates the Projection Principle (whichrequires that a a

positionoccupy the same structural position at all levels) because Mary-lui does notget a S

role at D-structure. But I follow Chomsky's (1992) proposal, which has discarded this

principleandallows a a-position to be createdaftermovement.

Suppose that complexpredicates in (66) and (73) are formedafter the VN phrase

moves to thesentence-initial position, just as in (75), they get the following structures.

(66) *?[IP SAMANG-uli £Ip John-i ti hayesstaJ]

death-Ace John-Nom did

sono kotoba-ni £Ip KANGEKI-oi [IP John-ga ti sita]]]
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that word-Dar impression-Ace John-Nom did

Sum or hata cannotappropriately a-markall elements evenin thesestructures. If hata and

suru are light in the above, theseverbscannotlicense the subject in the smallestIP. Ifhata

and suru are heavyin theseexamples, the Agentargument of heavyhata wouldend up

controlling the Themesubjectin (66) and the Experiencer subject in (73). Suchcontrol

relationships are illicit as discussedabove.

In the above, I have explainedhow the syntactic restrictions on VNs' behaviorare

accountedfor in the newinheritance analysis, using the notion of FI. Central to the above

analysis is the assumption thatcomplexpredicate formation takes placeat LF and thus is

sensitive to surface word order.

2.4. Summary

First, thischapterhas reviewed the treatment of the syntactic restrictions on the

behaviorof VNs and the a-structure assigned to surulhata, pointingout problems with

variousapproaches. Secondly, it has introduced a new inheritance analysis and illustrated

how complexpredicates are derivedin this analysis. Thirdly, it hasdemonstrated that the

new inheritance analysis is capable of explaining the syntactic restrictions related to the

surulhata constructions with complex predicates. The analysis presented in thischapter

cruciallyrelieson the assumption that there are two types of hatalsuru constructions with

VNs, i.e. suruihata constructions with argument transfer vs. surulhata constructions

withoutargument transfer (see footnote 20). This assumption will be substantiated in the

next chapter, in whichhowsuruihata constructions without argument transferarederived

will be discussed.
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CHAPTER 3. SURUIHATA PATTERNS WITH A MODIFIED VN

sita.

did

sita,

did

sita.

did

ENZYO-sae

ENZYO-o]

aid-Ace

b.

b.

3.1. Literature review

In chapter2 I proposed an inheritance analysis thataccounts for suruihata

constructions like theexamples in (1). Mymainclaim therewas that lightsuru (or light

hata) has the underspecified a-structure <x,Th> and hence needs to occur with a VN from

which it inherits a-structure. I alsoclaimed that heavy suru (or heavyhata) with the a

structure<Ag,Th> can undergo argument transfer witha VN if it is agentive, although

such argument transfer is notobligatory. As I briefly mentioned in chapter 1, however,

such complexpredicate formation with a VN is possible only when the VN is bare. On the

other hand, I madean assumption thatsuru (or hata) cannotinherit an a-structure from

modified VNs. Suchexamples are given in (2).

(1)The bareVN type (with Argument Transfer)

a. John-ga Mary-o HIHAN-sae sira.

John-Nom Mary-Ace criticism-even did

'John even criticized Mary.'

John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Ace aid-even

'John even gave monetary aid to Mary.'

(2) The modified VN type (without Argument Transfer)

a. John-ga [Mary-no HIHAN-o]

John-Nom Mary-Gen criticism-Ace

'John criticized Mary.'

John-ga Mary-ni [sikin-no

John-Nom Mary-Dar money-Gen

'John gave monetary aid to Mary.'
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Such a distinction between suru (or hata) cooccurring with bare VNsand modified

VNs has been hypothesized by few researchers. The majorityof analyses let a modified

VN license elements outside the VN phrase. Thus the dative phrase in (2b), for example,

is consideredto be an outside argumentof the VN, which is modified by a genitiveTheme

argument. Grimshaw and Mester (1988), Sells (1989), Dubinsky (1990: 132, 133),

Kageyama (1991), Kim (1991: 101, 112),and Matsumoto (1992) are among those who

treata dative phrase in an example like (2b) as licensedby the VN. Here I will illustrate

Grimshaw and Mester's (1988) analysis as a representativeof such an analysis.

Grimshawand Mester (1988) treat both (3) and (4) as light verb constructions in

which argumentpositionsin the VN's a-structure transfer to light suru.

(3) All (Agent,Goal, and Theme) arguments transferredfrom the VN to suru

John-ga Mary-ni iku-na-to KEIKOKU-o sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dat go-not-Comp warn-Ace did

'John warned Mary not to go.'

(4) Agent and Goal arguments transferred from the VN to suru

John-ga Mary-ni [NP[CPiku-na-to-no] KEIKOKU-o] sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dat go-not-Comp-Gen warn-Ace did

'John gave Mary the warning that she should not go.'

Light suru's a-structureis empty as in (5a), while the VN's a-structure is given in

(5b}-here I followGrimshawand Mester in using parentheses to indicatea-structure.

(5) a. suru ( ) <acc>

b. keikoku (Agent (Goal (Thernejj)

The argument structure in (5b), where the arguments are nested one inside another,

represents the order in which transferof argumentpositions takes place. That is, if one

argumentposition transfers from the VN to suru, all the outer argumentpositions must

transfer as well.
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For the derivation of (3), the Theme transfers to sum, and so must the Agent and

the Goal. As a result, the complex predicate with the argument structure in (6) is derived to .

be inserted in the D-structure of (3). For (4), the Agent and the Goal transfer, while the

Theme remains with the VN, as shown in (7).

(6) keikoku ( ) + suru (Agent (Goal (Theme)))

(7) keikoku (Theme) + suru (Agent (Goal»

Hierarchically organized argument structures as in (5b) predict the possible and

impossible ways in which argument transfer may take place. A more complete hierarchy

for argument transfer is given in (8).

(8) (Grimshaw (1990: 8»

(Agent (Experiencer (Goal/Source/Location (Thernejj)

This thematic hierarchy does not (by itself) describe correlations between semantic roles

and grammatical functions. (8) is meant to be the hierarchy respected in a-marking across

two domains. For example, (4) has two domains of a-marking, i.e, the entire clause and

the VN phrase. In a-marking arguments in these two domains, the Agent, for example,

cannot be a-marked within the NP domain, when the Goal is realized outside, i.e. in the

clause domain.

Contra such an analysis, some researchers claim that no outside argument is

allowed in examples like (2). Among those researchers are Terada (1990), Hasegawa

(1991), and Yoon (1991). But these researchers except Yoon (1991) claim that surunever

inherits argument positions from a VN when it is not compounded with the VN.

Terada (1990) takes issue with Grimshaw and Mester's proposal that a VN

transfers argument positions to suru. She claims that (9a) is not grammatical because sita

always requires an Agent subject when it is not compounded, while compounded sita lets

the VN realize its nonagentive subject as in (9b).

(9) (Terada's (14), 1990; lOS-judgments are hers)

-----_.. ---
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a. *Ya-ga mato-ni MEITYUU-o sita.

arrow-Nom target-at hit-Ace did

'An arrow struck on the target.'

b. Ya-ga mato-ni MEITYUU-sita.

In addition, Terada states that the Theme argument of a VN cannot be realized

outside as seen from the ungrammaticality of (10), where sita is not compounded

(10) (Terada's (45b), 1990: 129)

*Titioya-wa bonsai-o SENlEI-o sita.

father-Top bonsai-Ace trimming-Ace did

'My father trimmed the bonsai.'

Terada (1990: 130-133) argues that (10) is not a usual Double-Object Constraint violation,

because unlike ordinary Double-Object Constraint violations, topicalizing,

pronominalizing, or clefting one of the two accusative NPs in (10) does not always derive

grammatical sentences. That is, only bonsai-o can be topicalized, pronominalized, or

clefted, while the VN sentei-o 'trimming Ace' cannot be topicalized, pronominalized, or

clefted.

Moreover, regarding an example like (11), where a Theme argument can appear

without violating the Double Object Constraint, Terada claims that the quotative proposition

in (11) is not a Theme argument but an adjunct meaning 'saying CP' (1990: 137).

(11) (Grimshaw and Mester's (18), 1988: 213)

John-wa

John-Top

murabito-ni [ookami-ga kuru-to] KEIKOKU-o sita.

villager-Dat wolf-Nom corne-Comp warning-Ace did

'John warned the villagers that the wolf was coming.'

None of Terada's arguments seem to hold water. First, as has been discussed

earlier, the ungrammaticality of (9a) comes from Burzio's Generalization, whieh prohibits
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an unaccusative verb from assigning accusative Case. Hence replacing the accusative case

in (9a) by the focus particle sae 'even' salvages the sentence, as shown in (12).

(12) Ya-ga mato-ni MEITYUU-sae sita.

arrow-Nom target-at hit-even did

'An arrow even struck on the target.'

Secondly, the inability of the VN in (10) to be topicalized, pronominalized, or clefted is

expected, granted that suru inherits argument positions from the VN, as discussed in

chapter 2. Furthermore, even in Japanese, sentences like (10) are attested by Kageyama

(1991) and Sells (1989, 1990), as has been shown in chapter 2. Thirdly, suru does not

license a quotative proposition without an appropriate VN. Thus, as a response to the

question 'what did John warn?' in (13a), sita in (13b) does not allow a quotative

proposition to appear without the VN keikoku.

(13) a. John-wa nan-to KEIKOKU-o sita no?

John-Top whatComp warning-Ace Q

'What did John warn?'

b. *(John-wa) [ookami-ga kuru-to] sita (n da).

John-Top wolf-Nom come-Comp did (it's that)

'John warned/said the villagers that the wolf was coming. '

Thus it is not motivated to claim, as Terada (1990) does, that suru can never inherit

any argument positions from a VN when it is not compounded. But she made some

observations worth noting. That is, Terada (1990: 109, 116) points out that VNs with

genitive arguments never allow an Experiencer subject or outside argument PPs.

The subject in (14b) below cannot be interpreted as an Experiencer when the

argument Nobcru-no kooi-e-no 'by Noboru's behavior' appears modifying the VN, while

the subject in (14a) can be interpreted as such when the PP argument appears in verbal case

(not modifying the VN).
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(14) Experiencer Subject

a. Suru pattern with a bare VN

Takasi-wa Noboru-no kooi-ni KANDOO-o sita.

Takashi-Top Noboru-Gen act-Dat impression-Ace did

'Takashi was moved by Noboru's behavior.'

b. Suru pattern with a modified VN (Terada's (I8b), 1990: 109)

*Takasi-wa [[Noboru-no kooi-e-no] KANDOO-o] sita.

Takashi-Top Noboru-Gen act-Dat-Gen impression-Ace did

The examples in (15) exhibit the contrast between adjunct PPs and argument PPs

appearing outside the VN phrase. Although the adjunct PP yakuza-to 'with yakuzas' in

(15) can occur outside the VN modified by its Theme argument, the Source argument

Takasi-kara 'from Takashi' in (ISb) and the Goal argumentsyuhutati-ni 'to housewives' in

(I5e) eannot occur outside the VNs modified by their Theme argument.

(I5) (Terada's (31a, f, h), 1990: 117-118-the following judgments are hers)

a. Suru pattern with a modified VN, an Adjunct PP

Takasi-wa yakuza-to [mayaku-no BAIBAI-o] sita.

Takashi-Top gang-with drug-Gen business-Ace did

'Takashi did business in drugs with the gang. '

b. Surupattern with a modified VN, an Argument.Pl'

?*Zinusi-wa Takasi-kara [toti-no BAISYUU-o] sita.

landlord-Top Takashi-from land-Gen acquisition-Ace did

'The landlord bought land from Takashi.'

e. Suru pattern with a modified VN, an Argument PP

?*Yakuza-wa syuhutati-ni [nise-daiya-no HANBAI-o] sita,

gang-Top housewives-Dat fake-diamond-Gen sales-Ace did

'The gang sold fake diamonds to housewives.'
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On the face of it, Terada's above examples support my claim that no argument

transfer takes place if the VN is modified, but the above evidence is far from conclusive.

First, for example, Terada's (14b), where an Experiencer subject occurs with a modified

VN, may be ungrammatical not because the Experiencer role fails to transfer from the VN,

but rather because the example has a non-prototypical Theme argument in the genitive

(Kageyama 1991), as will be discussed later. Also, although I agree that Terada's

examples in (15b) and (15c) are less than perfect but they do not sound as bad to my ear as

she judges.30

Hasegawa (1991) distinguishes the VNs with a nominal modifier in (2) from the

VNs that occur with arguments with a verbal case in (1), claiming that the former are nouns

and the latter verbs, like Kageyama (1976-77) and Lee (1991), Ahn (1991). But, unlike

these researchers, she claims that Case-marked VNs are always nouns and verb VNs

always are compounded (with suru or with a temporal word like go 'after'). However, to

account for problematic examples like (16), Hasegawa changes her position and claims that

some verb VNs can receive Case after it is compounded with suru.

(16) Taro-ga murabito-ni [ookarni-ga kuru-to] KEIKOKU-o sita

Taro-Nom villager-Dat wolf-Nom come-Camp warning-Ace did

'Taro warned the villagers that the wolf was coming. '

Hasegawa assigns (16) the structure in (17)-the examples in (1) are also problematic to

her analysis. The VN keikoku in (17) moves into the verb and gets accusative Case.

(17) (The example is based on Terada's (46b) and (45b), 1991: 27)

[Taro-ga murabito-ni [ookami-ga kuru-to] ti]YP [KEIKOKUi-O sitalv]

Taro-Nom villager-Dat wall-Nom come-Comp warning-Ace did

30 (15b) and (15c) are marginally acceptable because the PPs in those examples can be
marginally interpreted as adjuncts (associated with the Source or the Goal argument), as
will be shown later. Certain arguments of modified VNs can be easily associated with
outside adjunct PPs, while certain arguments do not. The exact reason behind is not clear
to me at this time.
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It is not possible, however, to claim that the VN in (17) is compounded with suru

because (i), as will be discussed in chapter 4, no elements with case markers can be

compounded, and (ii) an adverb can intervene between the VN and suain (17). The

underlined adverb totuzen can intervene between the VN and sica in (18); thus the VN in

(18) is clearly not compounded.

(18)

Taro-ga murabito-ni [ookami-ga kuru-to] KEIKOKU-o toruzen sita

Taro-Nom villager-Dat wolf-Nom come-Comp warning-Ace suddenly did

'Taro suddenly warned the villagers that the wolf was coming. '

On the other hand, if Hasegawa admits that the verb VN can take a case marker

without compounding with suru, she faces the same problem that Sells (1990) and others

face. As has been discussed in chapter 2, the accusative Theme in (19b) is assumed to

occur within the VN phrase (i.e. VP) by these researchers, but it is in fact outside the VN

phrase, as exemplified by the difference in the scope of the focus particle dake 'only'-the

parts in boldface arein the focus.

(19) a John-ga [Mary-no HIHAN]-dake sita.

John-Nom Mary-Gen criticism-only did

'John criticized only Mary.'

b. John-ga Mary-o HIHAN-dake sita.

John-Nom Mary-Ace criticism-only did

'John only criticized Mary.'

To the best of my knowledge, Yoon (1991) was the first to point out the difference

between examples like (1) and (2). Yoon states that there is no partial argument transfer,

i.e., all argument positions have to transfer from the VN to the light verb, otherwise the

verb (hata or suru) is heavy. I agree with his claim, but, unfortunately, the argument he

presented is not well-founded.
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Yoon argues that a VN modified by a genitive argument or adjunct can only occur

with heavy hata and hence the VN's subject is interpreted as an Agent. Consequently if the

VN does not have an agentive subject in such sentences, they are ungrammatical. The

.following are Yoon's examples.

(20) (Yoon's (3), 1991) Hata patterns with a modified VN

a. *?Kicha-ka [Pusan-yek-ulo-uy TOCHAK-ul] hayssta.

train-Nom Pusan-station-to-Gen arrival-Ace did

'The train arrived at Pusan Station.'

hayssta.

hayssta.

did

did

[kwanyek-ey-uy MYENGCHWUNG-ul]b. *Hwasal-i

arrow-Nom target-to-Gen hit-Ace

'The arrow hit the target.'

c. *John-i [Chicago-eyse-uy SAMANG-ul]

John-Nom Chicago-at-Gen death-Ace

'John died in Chicago.'

All above examples are ungrammatical, since the VNs in (20) take a genitive argument or

adjunct and they are all supposed to have a Theme subject,.

But the above argument cannot be taken at face value, because the ungrammaticality

of (20) may arise from some other cause. These examples violate Grimshaw and Mester's

thematic hierarchy in (8). In both (20a) and (2Gb), the Theme is outside the VN phrase,

while the Goal remains inside, violating the thematic hierarchy. It is not clear where an

adjunct like Chicago-eyse 'in Chicago' should be in the thematic hierarchy, but, if so, it

seems higher in the hierarchy than the Theme. If that is the case, this too can be ruled out

by the thematic hierarchy in (8).

As shown above, there is no convincing evidence so far in the literature that

supports the claim that modified VNs do not transfer any argument positions. I will

attempt in the following sections to present three pieces of evidence that favor this claim.
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Before presenting the arguments, I will show how I assume the two types of suru

patterns (i.e. (1) and (2) repeated below) to differ.

(1) The bare VN type

a. John-ga

'John even criticized Mary.'

b. John-ga

John-Nom

Mary-ni

Mary-Dat

sikin-o ENZYO-sae sita.

money-Ace aid-even did

HIHAN-o]

criticism-Ace

'John even gave monetary aid to Mary.'

(2) The modified VN type

a. John-ga [Mary-no

John-Nom Mary-Gen

sita,

did

'John criticized Mary.'

b. John-ga Mary-ni [sikin-no ENZYO-o] sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Gen aid-Ace did

'John gave monetary aid to Mary.'

Structurally, in the bare VN type, suru (or hata) occurs with a bare VN and all the

arguments s-selected by the VN occur outside the VN phrase. In contrast, in the modified

VN type, suruoccurs with a modified VN and the VN's arguments appear to occur both

inside and outside of the VN phrase. I propose that only bare VNs, like the ones in (1),

undergo complex predicate formation with suru or hata, whereby the VN's a-structure is

inherited by suru. Such suru (or hata) can be light or heavy: when the VN bears an Agent

argument, it can be either light or heavy; otherwise, it must be light. Suru or hata occurring

with a VN with modifiers, like the ones in (2), on the other hand, cannot undergo argument

transfer with the VN, nor can they form a complex predicate with it. Such suru and hata

must be heavy with the a-structure <Ag, Th>. Consequently, surucooccurring with a
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modified VN licenses noneof the VN's arguments outside the VN phrase. What appear to

be 'outside arguments' of the VN in the modified type, e.g. the AgentJohn-ga 'John-Nom'

in (2a) and (2b)and the GoalMary-ni 'Mary-Dar' in (2b), are claimed to be arguments or

adjuncts of heavysuru. They appearto be arguments of the VN because they are

associated with the same typesof arguments or adjuncts licensedby the VN.

To sum up, I propose the following.

(21) When suru (or hata or toyta) forms a complex predicate with a VN, no part

of the complex predicate can takea nominal modifier.

A question that arises is why (21) holds. I will show that (21) follows from the fact that

VNs with modifiers do not projecta-structures, which is stated in (22).

(22) A modified VNcannot project an a-structure.

A verb that takes a VN with a modifier cannotinherit any argument positions from the

modifiedVN becausesuch a VNdoes not project an a-structure.

The following section3.2 substantiates the proposal in (21). It shows that what

appear to be arguments of modified VNs in surupatterns like (2) CAN be considered

adjuncts (3.2.1), and that elements that are licensedby VNs but not by heavysuru in suru

patterns of themodified VN type CANNOTappear outside the VN phrase(3.2.2.).

Section 3.3 presents evidencefor (22): that is, modified VNs cannot projecta-structures.

Section 3.4 presents examples where morethan one VNcan form a complex predicatewith

hataand specifies when such an extended complex predicate can be formed. Section3.5

summarizes the chapter.

3.2. No argument transfer from a modified VN

3.2.1. Outside 'arguments' of a modified VN

The purpose of this subsection is to show that what have beenclaimedto be outside

PP arguments of modified VNs,e.g. the dative phrase in (2b) repeated below, can be

regarded as adjuncts modifying the eventdenoted by a sentencewhere theyoccur.
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sita.

did

ENZYO-o]

aid-Ace

(2b) Suru pattern with a modified VN

John-ga Mary-ni [sikin-no

John-Nom Mary-Oat money-Gen

'John gave monetary aid to Mary.'

Thus I claim that the VN enzyo in (2b) need not be responsible for a-marking the dative

phrase.

Support for this claim comes from the examples in (23) where the heavy verb

okonau 'carry out' occurs with a dative in (23a), an ablative in (23b), or a comitative in

(23c).

(23) a. Amerika-ga lran-ni

America-Nom Iran-Oat

buki-no HANBAI-o okonane

arms-Gen sale-Ace doing

ita.

was

'America has been selling arms to Iran.'

b. Amerika-ga Somaira-kara kaiheitai-no TETTAI-o okonatta.

America-Nom Somalia-from marine-Gen withdrawal-Ace did

'America withdrew the marines from Somalia.'

c. Amerika-ga Nihon-to iken-no KOOKAN-o okonatta.

America-Nom Japan-with view-Gen exchange-Ace did

'America exchanged views with Japan.'

The dative in (23a), for example, cannot be replaced by an ablative, and thus each

underlined PP appears to be licensed by the VN in the same clause. Crucially, okonau is a

heavy verb. If this verb were light and could undergo argument transfer with a VN, it

would allow the VN's Theme to occur in the accusative, but, in fact, as the example in (24)

shows, it never allows the VN's Theme argument to occur in the accusative.

(24) *John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o ENZYO-sae okonatta.

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Ace aid-even did

'John even gave monetary aid to Mary.'
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Thus, although the heavy verb okonau and the cooccurring VN seem to jointly determine

the possible adjunct in (23), such licensing does not involve argument transfer and hence

the VNs in (23) are not responsible for a-marking the dative, the ablative, or the comitative.

Perhaps the event denoted by each of the above sentences determines the type of adjunct

that can modify it, e.g., America's selling arms is directed to Iran.

The claim that the dative phrase in (2b) need not be licensed by the VN is further

supported by the examples in (25) below. That is, as a response to the question in (25a), a

dative phrase can occur with sita in (25b) in the absence of a VN.

(25) a. John-wa dare-ni sikin-o ENZYO-sita no?

John-Top who-Oat money-Ace aid-did Q

'Who did John give monetary aid?'

b. (John-wa) Mary-ni sita (n da)

John-Top Mary-Oat did (it's that)

'John did it to Mary.'

Note that it is not plausible, either, to assume that heavy suru routinely

subcategorizes for a Goal, as claimed by Isoda (1991) and Matsumoto (1992), because

heavy suru does not necessariiy license a dative phrase. If heavy suru had the capacity to

assign a Goal role, the dative phrase in (26) should be licensed. Heavy suru in (26),

however, does not license the dative phrase.

(26) John-ga (*Mary-ni) syukudai-o sita.

John-Nom Mary-Oat homework-Ace did

'John did his homework (*to Mary).'

Sita in (26) is heavy because the noun syukudai is not a VN, as shown in (27),

where this noun does not allow any outside arguments. The Korean equivalent swukcay is

a VN because it appears in both of the following patterns.

(27) a. John-ga [suugaku-no syukudai-o] sita.
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'John did his math homework.'

b. *John-ga

John-Nom

suugaku-o

math-Ace

syukudai-sae sita/sykudai-sita.

homework-even did/homework-did

There are some apparent problems with the argument that no argument transfer

takes place in suru patterns of the modified type. That is, the Agent argument of the VN in

(2b), for example, cannot be realized inside the VN phrase (independently of the Agent

subject); also the Goal argument of the VN can be only marginally realized inside (along

with the outside dative phrase), as shown below.

(28)

a.

John-ga] Maryrni [(*kare-noi) (??kanozyore-no) sikin-no ENZYO-o] sita.

John-Nom Mary-Oat he-Gen she-Dat-Gen money-Gen aid-Ace did

'John gave monetary aid to Mary .'

b.~
NPi VP

cs: -----------fu~p W W

~ -----------Mary-ni NP V

NP~Nt sJa
L:\. ;'~

*kare-no PPj N'
~ »<:

??kanozyo-e-no NP N
~ I
sikin-no ENZYO-o

If there were argument transfer from the VN to suru in the structure shown in (28b), the

explanation for their inability to occur both inside and outside the VN phrase would be

straightforward. That is, the Agent and and Goal cannot be realized inside the VN phrase

because the Agent role and the Goal role have been transferred to sita.
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I attribute the inability of theAgentand the marginality of the Goalof the VN to

appear within the NP in (28) to a discourse principle of 'not saying more than required',

i.e. Avoid Pronoun (Chomsky 1981: 65).31

The controlled logical subject of a VN cannotbe overt even when the VN phrase

occurs witha bona fide heavy verb like okonau. That is, the NP-internallogical subject

fails to appeareven withoutargument transfer. The example (29a),where the VN appears

without an overt genitive Agent argument, is grammatical, while the examplein (29b),

where the VN appears with an overtgenitiveAgentargument, is ungrammatical.

(29) a. John-ga KOOSYOO-o okonatta.

John-Nom negotiation-Ace did

'John conductedthe negotiation. '

b. *John-gai [kare-no] KOOSYOO-o] okonatta.

John-Nom he-Gen negotiation-Ace did

Goals and other PP arguments can sometimes appear both inside and outside the

VN phrase (Terada, 1990: 119). The following sentence with an outside and inside dative

phrases is marginal, but not completely ungrammatical.

(30) ??John-ga Maryj-ni

John-Nom Mary-Dar

[kanozyoj-e-no

she-Dat-Gen

ENZYO-o] sita.

aid-Ace did

To sum up, I have shown above that what appear to be outside arguments of

modifiedVNscan be seen as adjuncts modifying theeventdenoted by a sentence they

occur in. This does not by itselfdeny the possibility that some argumentpositions may

transferfrom modified VNs. The following section attempts to demonstrate that no

arguments can be transferred from modifiedVNs.

31 As pointed out by WilliamO'Grady (p.c.), the principle as it is is too vague unless
the exact condition under which it applies is preciselyidentified. I am notready to
elaborate the relevantcondition in this thesis. However, I think it is clear, at least, that the
inabilityof the Agent of the VN to appearwithin the VN phrase has nothing to do with
argument transfer, because such an Agentcannot occureven in sentences withoutargument
transfer such as (29b).
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3.2.2. Arguments and adjuncts compatible with heavy suru

As shown in the abovesubsection, even if noargumenttransfer takesplace, suru

patterns with modifiedVNsmay containadjuncts, which look like arguments licensedby

the VNs. This led many researchers, e.g. Grimshawand Mester (1988), to hypothesize

that modifiedVNs licenseoutside arguments. Crucially thoseadjuncts can occur without

VNs, as shown in (25b). We will examinein this subsection whetherelements that are not

licensed by suru but are licensed by VNscan occuroutside the VN phrase whenthe VNs

take modifiers. It will be shown that, first, suru without argument transferdoes not allow

an extra Theme argument (3.2.2.1), secondly, it doesnot licenseTheme or Experiencer

subjects (3.2.2.2), and, thirdly, secondarypredicates, which can predicated of a VN's

Theme argument in the accusative, are shown not to bepredicable of its genitive Theme

(3.2.2.3).

3.2.2.1. An extra Theme

A VN's Themecannot occur outside the VNphrase withoutargumenttransfer.

Observe first that heavy suru cooccurring with a noun with no a-marking capacitynever

licenses more thanone Theme in (31).

(31) Suru patterns withouta VN

a. *John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o sore-sae sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dar money-Ace that-even did

'*John even did it money to Mary.'

b. John-ga Mary-ni sore-sae sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dar that-even did

'John even did it to Mary.'

(31a) shows that when a pronominal appears in placeof the VN enzyo 'aid' in (1b), the

sentencebecomes ungrammatical with the accusative NP sikin-o 'money Ace', while the
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sita.

did

did

ENZYO]-sae

aid-even

sita.

did

ENZYO-sae

example in (31b) is grammatical without the accusative NP. «31 b) is also grammatical

with sore followed by the accusative marker 0.)

The presence ofVNs, however, does not automatically trigger argument transfer.

Suru in (32) below takes an object headed by a VN, and yet the examples in (32) pattern

with (31), i.e., the VN's Theme in (32a) is not allowed to occur outside, while (32b)

without the accusative Theme is grammatical. Crucially, the VN in (32) takes an adjectival

modifier.

(32) Suru patterns with a modified VN

a. *John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o [takusan-no

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Ace much

'John gave even generous monetary aid to Mary.'

b. John-ga Mary-ni [takusan-no ENZYO]-sae sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dat much aid-even

'John gave even generous aid to Mary.'

Without the modifier, the example in (32a) would begrammatical as in (1b)

repeated for convenience.

(lb) Suru pattern with a bare VN

John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Ace aid-even

'Jchn even gave monetary aid to Mary.'

Note that sikin 0 'money Acc' in (1b) is licensed by the VN or the complex predicate VN +

suru and is related to the Theme position in the VN's a-structure, contra Terada's (1990:

132-134) claim, because the sentence is ungrammatical without the VN as shown in (33).

(33) *Johr.-ga Mary-ni sikin-o sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dar money-Ace did

'*John did money to Mary.'
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Even heavy suru with the a-structure <Ag, Th> cannot salvage (33) because sikin0 is not

the kind of NP that heavy suru can take as its Theme.

I claim that modifiers that block complex predicate formation are not limited to

certain types of modifiers but anykind of nominal modifiers blocks complex predicate

formation, The following examples show that the restrictives (of various types, i.e. extent,

quality, timeliness, manner, duration, frequency, and modal modifiers) in (34), the

nonrestrictive in (35), and the determiner in (36) all prevent VNs from forming complex

predicates.

(34) Restrictive modifiers

a. Extent (= (32a»

[takusan-no ENZYO]-sae sita.*John-ga

John-Nom

Mary-ni

Mary-Dat

sikin-o

money-Ace much aid-even did

aid-even did

ENZYO]-sae sita.

'John gave even generous monetary aid to Mary.'

b. Quality

*John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o [hakari-sirenai

John-Nom Mary-Dar money-Ace invaluable

'John gave even invaluable monetary aid to Mary.'

c. Timeliness

*John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o [ori-yoi

John-Nom Mary-Oat money-Ace timely

'John gave even timely monetary aid to Mary.'

d. Manner

ENZYO]-sae sita.

aid-even did

*John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o [tyuui-bukai ENZYO]-sae sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dar money-Ace careful aid-even did

'John gave even careful monetary aid to Mary.'

e. Duration
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John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Ace l-year-Gen

'John gave even one-year monetary aid to Mary.'

f. Frequency

aid-even did

*John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o [hinpan-na ENZYO]-sae sita.

John-Nom Mary-Oat money-Ace frequent aid-even did

'John gave even frequent monetary aid to Mary.'

g. Modal

*John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o [hituyoo-na ENZYO]-sae sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Ace necessary aid-even did

'John gave even necessary monetary aid to Mary.'

(35) Nonrestrictive

*John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o Wppan-teki-ni zindoo- teki-da-to

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Ace generally hurnanitarian-Cop-Cornp

iwarete-irul ENZYO]-sae sita.

is-said aid-even did

'John gave to Mary even monetary aid, which is generally said to be humanitarian.'

(36) Determiner

*John-ga Mary-ni sikin-o ENZYO]-sae sita.

John-Nom Mary-Dat money-Ace that aid-even did

'John gave even that monetary aid to Mary.'

In arguing against G&M's thematic hierarchy, Matsumoto (1992) gives the

following example, which appears to pose a problem to the above analysis.

(37) (Matsumoto's (SOb), 1992: 101)

sono bussi-wa karera-ga [saigai-tiku-e-no YUSOO-o] suru rasii

that goods-Top they-Nom disaster-region-to-Gen delivery-Ace do seem
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'They seem to do thedelivery of the goodsto the disaster-stricken region.'

The VN is modified by thegenitive Goalargument and therefore suru is expected to be

heavy, even though there is an apparent outsideTheme, sana bussi wa 'those goods Top',

at the beginning of the sentence. This NP, however, is clearly not the Theme of the VN

but is a topic related to the restof the sentence. The sentence is clearly ungrammatical, if

the topicmarkeris changed to an accusative markerand the accusative marker on the VN is

changed to sae 'even'. That is, contrary to Matsumoto's claim, the VN'sTheme is not

allowedoutsidewhenthe VN takesa genitive Goal.

(38) Suru pattern witha modified VN

*sono bussi-o karera-ga [saigai-tiku-e-no YUSOO]-sae suru rasii

a. ??inseki-ga

meteor-Nom

•A meteorfell.'

b. inseki-ga

meteor-Nom

that goods-Ace they-Nom disaster-region-to-Gen delivery-even do seem

'They seemto do even the delivery of the goods to thedisaster-stricken region.'

3.2.2.2. Theme and Experiencer subjects

Only an Agentcan occuras a subject in suru patterns withmodified VNs, as noted

by Tanomura (1988), Terada (1990) and Matsumoto (1992). In contrast, not only an

Agent but a Themeor Experiencer can occuras a subject in suru patterns with bare VNs.

Lightsuru patterns with unaccusative VNsare unacceptable whenthe VNs get

accusative Case, as shown in (39a). The sentencecan be salvaged, as in (39b), however,

if the accusative markeron the VNis replaced by a focus particle.

(39) Suru patternswith a bare VN, a Themesubject

RAKKA-o sita,

fall-Ace did

RAKKA-sae sita.

fall-even did

'A meteoreven fell.'
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The ungrammaticality of (39a) can be attributed to Burzio's Generalization, as noted

by Miyagawa(1989a), Tsujimura(1990), and Kageyama(1991),as discussedearlier.

(40) Burzio's Generalization

' ...all and only the verbs thatcan assign a-role to a subjectcan assign(accusative)

Case to an object' (Burzio 1986: 178)

Light suru in (39a) inherits a Themerole, whichcannot be assignedto subject position in

Burzio's framework, and thus it cannot assign accusative Case. But (39a) can be

salvaged, as in (39b), by replacing the accusative case by the focus particle sae. I postulate

that the focus particle assigns obliqueCase to the VN phrase.

The Theme subject, however, is neverpermittedwhen the VN is modified by an

adjectiveas in (41). (41a) with accusative case on the VN is ill-formed, as expected. But

(41b) with the focus particle replacing theaccusative markeris also ungrammatical because

of the forcedreading that the meteorintentionally fell rapidly.

(41) Suru patterns witha modified VN, a Theme subject

a. *?inseki-ga [kyuugeki-na RAKKA-o] sita.

meteor-Nom rapid fall-Ace did

'A meteorfell rapidly.'

b *?inseki-ga [kyuugeki-na RAKKA-sae] sita,

meteor-Nom rapid fall-even did

'A meteoreven fell rapidly.'

Interestingly, a Korean sentence like (41a) is also ungrammatical despite the fact

that Burzio'sGeneralization does not applyin Korean. Thus (42) is ungrammatical with

the adjective butgrammatical without it.

(42) Yenghi-ka (*kapcaksulewun) SAMANG-ul ha-yessta.

Yenghi-Nom sudden death-Ace did

'Yenghi died suddenly.' (Ahn's (28), 1991: 22)
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An Experiencersubject is notpermitted by heavy suru, either. The VN in (43) is

bare; thus it can form a complex predicate, transferring its a-structure. John is interpreted

as the Experiencerof the event in (43). In contrast,John can be only interpretedas an

Agent in (44) when the adjectiveookina 'great' modifies the VN.

(43) Surupattern with a bare VN, an Experiencer subject

John-ga sono kotoba-ni ookiku KANGEKI-o sita.

John-Nom that word-Dat greatly impression-Ace suru

'John was greatly impressed by those words.'

(44) Surupattern with a modified VN, an Experiencersubject

*?John-ga (sono kotoba-ni) [ookina KANGEKI-o] sita.

John-Nom that word-Dat great impression-Ace did

Note that sita is not permitted in (44) with or without the 'outside' argument; that is, the

inability of the Source argument to be transferredcannot be the cause of its

ungrammaticality.

3.2.2.3. Secondary predicates

The third type of elements that cannot occur outside the VNphrase if the VNis

modified consistsof secondary predicates that take the Theme of a VN as their subject.

The example in (45) below is a SUTU patternwith a bare VN, in which the secondary

predicate kyooyoo-kamoku tosite 'as liberal arts courses' is associated with the Theme

koosu0 'courses Ace'. The example in (46), a sum pattern with a modified VN, has the

same secondary predicate and the same Theme, but, in contrast with (45), the secondary

predicatein (46) fails to be predicated of the Theme in the genitive,rendering the sentence

ungrammatical. Their LFs are given in (47) and (48).

(45) Surupattern with a bare VN, a tosite phrase

John-ga kyooyoo-kamoku-tosite koosu-o SENTAKU-sae sita

John-Nom liberal-arts-course-as course-Ace choosing-even did
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'(It seems that) John even chose some courses for liberal arts.'

(46)Suru pattern with a modified VN, a tosite phrase

*John-ga kyooyoo-kamoku-tosite [koosu-no SENTAKU-o] sita (rasii)

John-Nom liberal-art-course-as course-Gen choosing-Ace did (seem)

(47) LF of (45)
IP

-VI

l'

~I
T----

NP
~~ ~

kyooyoo-kamoku-tosite koosu-o NP V
'as liberal arts courses' 'courseAcc~~ I

SENTAKU-sae sita
'choosing even' 'did'

NP
L::::::a.
John-ga
'John Nom'____

pp

(48) LF of (46)
IP

l'
L::::::a. ~
fuhn~ W I
'John Nom' ~__----r--~__

Ni p ----.pp V

~~ I
kyooyoo-kamoku-tosite NP N sita
'as liberal arts courses'/"::... I 'did'

koosu-no SENTAKU-o
'course Gen' 'choosing Ace'

Note that the secondary predicate in the above can be predicatedof the genitive

Theme of the VN if it occurs within the VN phrase, as shown in (49).

(49) [NP kyooyoo-tosite-no [N' karnoku-no SENTAKU-ga]] hituyoo-da

liberal-arts-course-for-Gen course-Gen choosing-Nom necessary-Cop

'Choosing a course for a liberal arts course is necessary.'

It may appear that the above contrastoriginates from a structural difference, i.e. a

mutualc-commandrelationship between the Theme and the secondary predicate in (47) but

the lack thereof in (48). But there is reason to believe that such a structural condition is not
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required between a secondary predicate and its subject. Napoli (1989) argues convincingly

that in English and Italian, secondary predicates do not need to be in a mutual c-command

relationship with their subjects. Examples are given in (50) and (51)-in the following the

secondary predicate is highlighted in boldface. Crucially, the subject to be predicated of is

within a PP and hence it cannot c-command its secondary predicate, but all examples are

grammatical.

(50) (Napoli's (2-25b), 1989: 95)

a. I ran [pp after John] [as the easiest to catch].

b. We threw a party [pp for Mary] [as the newcomer].

(51) (Napoli's (2-37a), 1989: 99)

Dependo [pp da Claudio] [come prete].

'I depend on Claudio as a priest. '

The above examples do not allow restructuring, as shown in (52) and (53), where the

object of the preposition fails to be passivized-Italian never allows such restructuring.32

(52) (Napoli's (2-34a,c), 1989: 98)

a. *Bill was run after (as the easiest to catch).

b. *Mary was thrown a party for (as the newcomer).

(53) (Napoli's (2-38), 1989: 100)

*Giorgio eetato dipso da.

'Giorgio was depended on. '

The following Japanese examples also show that mutual c-command is not

necessary for a secondary predicate to be predicated of its subject. The secondary predicate

in (54) is associated with an element within a PP (i.e. it is associated with sono otoko 'that

man'), and the secondary predicate in (55) is associated with an element within an NP (i.e.

32 Roughly put, restructuring here refers to a syntactic process that restructures V + [P
+ NP] into [V + P] + NP. This process makes it possible for the restructured [V + P] to
behave like one verb, letting r..l-Je NP be passivized, e.g. John ~'Ilas talked about (Hornstein
and Weinberg's (SIb), 1981: 65).
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it is associated with SOrlO otokono 'that man Gen'). In neither case can the subjectc-

commandits secondary predicate, which is outsidethe maximal projection that contains the

subject. The LFs of (54) and (55) are given in (56) and (57), respectively.

(54) Subjectwithin a PP

Zyuuyuc-sankoo-nin-tosite (mazu) [pp sono otoko-kara]

important-witness-as first that man-from

zizyoo-o kiita

circumstance-Ace asked

'(They) (firstof all) askedaboutcircumstances of that man as an important

witness.'

(55) Subjectwithin a NP

Keisatu-wa yoogisya-tosite (zutto) [NP [sono otoko-no] ato-o]

police-Top suspect-as long that man-Gen after-Ace

one ru.

chasing is

'The police has beenrunning after thatman as a suspect (fora long time).'

(56) LF of (54)

YP

v
I
kiita
'asked'

_---~;7-=:::::::::---__
PP PP NP

z~lte ~P ~o
'as an importantwitness'~ I 'circumstance Acc'

sono otoko kara
'that man' 'from'

(57) LF of (55)

-Y
I .

otte iru
'is chasing'

VP

"NP
~~

yoogisya-tosite NP N
'as asuspect'~ I

sono otoko-no ato-o
'that man Gen' 'after Acc'
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The above facts can be captured by the conditions on predication proposed by

Napoli (1989), which are given in (58) and (59))3

(58) a. (Napoli's (2-60), 1989: 109, 163)

Proviso One: If a secondary predicate is within the theta domain of a

lexical item H, its srp [subject role player] must appear in the lexical

structure of H [i.e. its srp is assigned a a-role or accusative Case by H].

b. (Napoli's (2-79), 1989: 121,163)

Alternative to Proviso One for H=N: If a secondary predicate is

within the theta domain of a lexical item H, either the secondary predicate or

its srp must receive a theta role from H.

(59) (Napoli 1989: 109)

Theta domain: all the sisters of a theta assigner.

The secondary predicate in (56) satisfies Proviso One. The tosite phrase is within

the theta domain of H, kiita 'asked', because the former is a sister of the latter (assuming

multiply branching phrasal structure in VP), and the subject of the secondary predicate

appears in H's lexical structure by being s-selected. The secondary predicate in (57) also

satisfies Proviso One, assuming that (i) ato0 ou 'run after' is an idiomatic complex

predicate listed in the lexicon and (ii) ou 'chase' licenses the genitive argument via the noun

ato 'after'.

The above conditions explain the contrast between (45) and (46) as follows. The

secondary predicate is permitted in (45) because it is a sister of the complex predicate VN +

suru and its subject is s-selected by the complex predicate, satisfying Proviso One. On the

other hand, the secondary predicate in (46) satisfies neither Proviso One nor the Alternative

to Proviso One. The secondary predicate in (46) fails on Proviso One (where H =suru)

33 Note that the conditions in (58) apply only to secondary predicates (but not to
primary predicates) and that the lexical item in (58) refers not only to a single word but to a
string of words, which may include auxiliaries and modifiers (Napoli 1989: 79).
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because, although it occurs within the theta domain of suru (by being a sister), the genitive

Theme of the VN does not appear in suru's lexical structure, granted that suru and the VN

do not form a complex predicate. The secondary predicate also fails on the Alternative to

Proviso One (where H =VN) because it does not occur within the theta domain of the VN.

Given that the above assumptions are correct, the failure of the secondary predicate

in (46) to be predicated of the target subject, which occurs within the VN phrase, indicates

that suru and the VN do not form a complex predicate. Thus the inability of the secondary

predicate to be associated with the Theme within the VN phrase in (46) corroborates the

claim that the VN and suru do not form a complex predicate in such suru constructions.

3.2.2.4. Summary

The table in (60) below summarizes the above. That is, (i) a VN's Theme cannot

appear outside the VN phrase when the VN is modified by an adjective, as shown in

(32a), cell b; (ii) a VN's Theme or Experiencer argument cannot appear as the subject of

suru when the VN is modified by an adjective, (4Ib) and (44), cell d; and (iii) a secondary

predicate cannot appear outside when its subject appears as a genitive modifier of the VN,

(46), cell e.

(60) Suru patterns with a modified VN

" outside argument Accusative Therne/Experiencer Secondary

"\
Theme Subject Predicate

N modifier

argument-Gen a. c. e. *(46)

adjective/relative clause b. *(32a) d. *?(4Ib)/*?(44) f.

Examples that fall into cell f are structurally identical to either the example in cell e

or the example in cell b and thus can be ruled out for the same reason. If the subject of a

secondary predicate occurs within the VN phrase as a genitive modifier, as in (61), the

subject (koosu no) cannot be associated with the secondary predicate ikyooyoo-tositei,

whether or not the VN takes an adjective. This is because the genitive subject of the
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secondarypredicate prevents the VN from forming a complex predicate with suru, just as

in (46), cell e.

(61) Cell f (=> cell e)

*Gakusei-wa kyooyoo-tosite [tyuui-bukai koosu-no SENTAKU-o] suru

course-Gen choosing-Ace docarefulstudent-Top Iiberal-arts-as

(beki-da)

(should)

'Students (should) carefullychoose some courses for liberal arts.'

Placing the subject of the secondary predicateoutside the VN phrase, as in (62),

does not change the grammaticalstatus, if the VN is modified by an adjective. Heavy sum

in (62) cannot license another Theme, koosu mo, resulting in ungrammaticality, just as in

(32a), cell b.

(62) Cell f (=> cell b)

*Gakusei-wa kyooyoo-tosite koosu-mo [tyuui-bukai SENTAKU-o] suru

choosing-Ace docourse-also carefulstudent-Top liberal-arts- as

(beki-da)

(should)

'Students (should) carefully choose some courses for liberal arts also.'

An example that falls into cell c is given in (63), which is ungrammatical, as

expected. Heavy suru in (63) cannot license an Experiencer subject.

(63) Cell c (an Experiencersubjectwith an argument modifyingthe VN)

site iru.

doing is

KIBOO-o]

hope-Ace

[heiwa-no??John-ga

John-Nom peace-Gen

'John hopes for peace.'

(63) can also be ruled out by some other account. Kageyama (1991: 187-189) has

demonstratedthat the sole genitiveargumentof a VN in a suru construction must be a
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'prototypical theme'. The Themeargument in (63) is an unaffected Themeand thus fails to

be a 'prototypical theme.' Kageyama's generalization, however, fails to account for

examples like (44), as opposed to (43), both repeatedbelow, because it only refers to

modification of a VN with genitive argument phrases. The suru patternin (44), where a

VN with an Experiencer argument takesan adjectival modifier, is ungrammatical.

(43) Suru patternwith a bareVN, an Experiencer subject

John-ga sono kotoba-ni ookiku KANGEKI-o sita.

John-Nom that word-Dat greatly impression-Ace suru

'John was greatly impressedby those words.'

(44) Suru pattern with a modified VN, an Experiencer subject

*?John-ga (sono kotoba-ni) [ookina KANGEKI-o] sita.

John-Nom that word-Dat great impression-Ace did

The generalization in (21)repeated below can account for the ungrammaticality of

(44) on a par with the ungrammaticality of (63).

(21) Whensuru (or hata or toyta) forms a complexpredicate with a VN,no part

of the complex predicate can takea nominal modifier.

That is, because the VN in both theexamples in (44) and (63) have a modifier, sitain these

examplesmust be heavyfor lackof complex predicate formation. But the Agentargument

of heavy suru cannotcontrol the VN'sExperiencer argument; hence the marginality of the

sentences.

A different kindof example that falls intocell c and an example for cell a are given

in (64) and (65),respectively. (64)containsa Theme subjectand (65) a Theme in the

accusative. In bothcases the VN is modified by a Goal argumentin the genitive.

(64)Cellc (a Theme subject with an argument modifying the VN)

*ya-ga [mato-e-no MEITYUU-sae] sita,

arrow-Nom target-to-Gen hit-even did
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'An arroweven hit the target.'

(65) Cella (an outside accusative Theme with an argument modifying the VN)

*John-ga

John-Nom

sikin-o

money-Ace

[Mary-e-no ENZYO]-sae sita

'John even gave monetary aid to Mary.'

Without argument transfer, suru in the aboveexamples must be heavy but heavysuru

cannot license theTheme subject in (64)or the extraThemein (65) because it cannotinherit

a Themeargument.

The above examples in (64) and (65) also violate Grimshaw and Mester's thematic

hierarchy. The generalization in (21), however, dispenses with the Grimshaw and

Mester's idea thatargument transferrespects the thematic hierarchy in (8) repeatedbelow.

(8) (Grimshaw 1990: 8)

(Agent (Experiencer (Goal/Source/Location (Themejj)

The above examples in (64) and (65) violate the thematic hierarchy. This is because in both

the examples theGoal argument remains with the VN, while the Theme argument is

transferred to suru and hencerealizedoutside the VN phrase. The example in (66) belowis

anotherkind of thematic hierarchy violation, where an Agent remains with the VN anda

Goal is transferred and realizedoutside.

KEIKOKU-o sita.(66) *Mary-gaini

Mary-Nom/Dat

[John-no [iku-na-to-no]

John-Gen go-not-Comp-Gen warning-Ace did

'John warned Mary not to go.'

On the other hand, theanalysis presentedin this thesisaccountsfor the

ungrammaticality of theseexamples without recourse to the thematic hierarchy. The

ungrammaticality of (64) and (65) has beenexplained above and (66) is explained on a par

with (64). That is, suru in (66) cannot inherit argument positionsbecause of the modified
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VN and thus it assigns an Agent role to its subject but nota Goal role. Thus the initial

phrase in (66) fails to get the appropriate interpretation.

The generalization in (21)repeated below is superior to Grimshaw and Mester's

account in that the former, but not the latterpredicts that noargument transfer takes place

not only when a VN takes an 'argument' phrase in the genitive, as in (46), (64), (65) and

(66), but also when it takes an adjectival modifier, as in (32a), (41b),and (44).

(21) Whensuru(or hata or toyta) forms a complex predicate with a VN,no part

of the complex predicate can take a nominal modifier.

In sum, I have shown thatsuru never inherits argument positions when the VN that

it occurs with takes an argument in the genitive (cells a, c, ande) or an adjectival modifier

(cells b, d, and f), supporting the generalization in (21). Suru in such structures is a heavy

verb with the a-structure <Ag, Th>and does not license an extraTheme (cells a and b) or a

nonagentive subject(cells c and d). The lack of predication between a secondary predicate

and its subjectwithin the VN phrase also corroborates the claim that suru does not form a

complexpredicate whenthe VN is modifiedby a genitive argument (cell e). Primafacie

'outside PP arguments' arecharacterized as adjuncts because theycan occureven without

VNs, (25b), and they can occur even with bonafide heavy verbs, (23a)-(23c). Thus the

generalization in (21) is supported.

3.3. Modified VN's lack of a-structure

In theprecedingsection, I have presented evidence in supportof thegeneralization

in (21) repeated below.

(21) When suru (or hata or toyta) forms a complex predicate with a VN, no part

of the complex predicate can take a nominal modifier.
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(21) has been claimed to follow from (22), repeated below, at the beginning of this chapter.

That is, suru or hatacannot form complex predicates with modified VNs because such VNs

do not project a-structures,

(22) A modified VN cannot project an a-structure.

This section substantiates (22), by focussing on the question of whether VNs have a

structures when they take modifiers.

I will argue that, although bare VNs that form complex predicates with suru(or

hata) project a-structures from their lexico-semantic representations C'LCSS), just like verbs,

VNs with a modifier cannot project an a-structure. Central to this distinction is whether or

not VNs obligatorily realize the arguments in their a-structures. If they have a-structures,

their argument positions are obligatorily realized in syntactic positions (unless those

positions are suppressed), as assumed by Grimshaw (1990).

For example, the VNs hihan 'criticism' and enzyo 'aid' have the LCSs in (67), ala

Grimshaw (1990).

(67) LCS

a. hihan 'criticism': there is an event such that x criticizes y.

b. enzyo 'aid': there is an event such that x gives y aid in z.

These VNs project the a-structures in (68a) and (68b) from their LCSs, when they form

complex predicates with light verbs, e.g.(1). On the other hand, the VNs in the suru

patterns of the modified type in (2) do not have a-structures; they only have the LCSs in

(67).

(68) a. hihan : «Ag), Th>

b. enzyo: «Ag), Go, Th>

The above characterization of VNs is different from Grimshaw's characterization of

English deverbal nouns. Grimshaw (1990) takes English deverbal nouns to be ambiguous

as to whether or not they take a-structure. English deverbal nouns may occur with a-
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structure, depending on the kind of specifierand modifiers they take (Grimshaw 1990:54,

56). Deverbalnouns with a-structure (andLCS) are calledcomplexevent nominals, and

those withouta-structure (but with LCS)are calledsimple event nominals.34

Grimshaw (1990:50-58) gives threekindsof tests to check to see whetheror not a

noun is a complexpredicate(i.e, whetheror not it hasan a-structure): (i) obligatory

realization of internal arguments,35 (ii) eventcontrol, and (iii) modification by aspectual

modifiers. But none of her tests are applicable in Japanese (or Korean). The test of

obligatory realization of internal arguments cannotbe applied if it testsfor the occurrence of

overt internal arguments because Japaneseallowsa phonologically null pronoun (pro).

The tests of eventcontrol and modification by aspectual modifiers do not distinguish

complexpredicate nominals from others,although Tsujimura (1992) uses these tests to

argue that Japanese deverbal nounsare complexpredicate nominals.

34 For example, Grimshaw (1990: 50,54) claims that the modification of a deverbal
noun with modifiers likefrequent forces the event reading of that deverbal noun, as shown
in (i).

(i) (Grimshaw's (7), 1990: 50)
a. The expressionis desirable.
b. *The frequent expression is desirable.
c. The frequentexpressionof one's feelings is desirable
d. We express *(own feelings).

Whenfrequent modifies the deverbal noun, its Themeis requiredas in (ib), i.e., it has a
structure that contains a Themeposition.

Also as the examples in (ii) show,assignment can occur with any determiners given
in (iia) as a result noun, while it can occuronly with the as a complexevent nominal.

(ii) (Grimshaw's (17), 1990: 54)
a. The studiedthe/an/one/that assignment.
b. They observedthe/*an/*one/*that assignment of the problem.

35 Realization of internal arguments is obligatory when a duration/frequency adjective
occurs as a modifieror a genitive subjectoccurs in theSpec position. Internal arguments
can be realized whenno other determiners than the occurs in the Specposition, the noun in
question is in the singular, the noun in question does notoccur predicatively, i.e. after the
copula, or no temporal modifier (e.g. yesterday's) occurs as a modifier) (Grimshaw 1990:
50-57).
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The VN phrase 'the advertisement of that book' below appears to control the

PR036 in (69), and the VN in (70b) allows the same kind of aspectual modifier 'within one

week' as the complex predicate composed of the same VN in (70a).

(69) Event Control

[PRO dokusya-soo-o huyasu tame-no] sono hon-no SENDEN

readership-Ace increase purpose-Gen that book-Gen advertizing

'the advertisement of the book to increase its readership.'

(70) Aspectual Modifier

a. l-syuukan-inai-ni/* l-syuukan sono mokuhyoo-ni TASSEl-sita.

l-week-within/l-week that goal-at accomplishment-did

'(They) accomplished the goal within one week.'

b. l-syuukan-inai-no/r l-syuukan-no sono mokuhyoo-no TASSEl

l-week-within-Gen/l-week-Gen that goal-Gen accomplishment

'the accomplishment of the goal within one week'

But it is not clear whether the VN phrase is the controller of the PRO in (69) and it

may well be the case that it is the implied Agent of senden 'advertisement' that controls the

PRO in (69). Moreover, as shown in (71) below, even a noun that does not denote an

event (teizoku syumi 'vulgar tastes') can control the PRO in a purpose clause. (71) allows

interpretations where someone (the author or the publisher) increases its readership (the

case of control by the implied Agent) and the book's vulgar tastes increase its readership

(control by the head noun). That is, a noun with a purpose clause modifier can control the

PRO in the purpose clause even if it does not denote an event.

(71) Event Control

[[PRO dokusya-soo-o huyasu tame-dake-no] sono hon-no

36 PRO is also a zero pronoun, but it differs from pro in that it is assumed to appear as
the subject of an infinitival verb or the specifier of a noun as well as other positions where
Case is not assigned (see Chomsky (1981, 1986a) for more precise definition).
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readership-Ace increase purpose-only-Gen that book-Gen

teizoku-syumi-wa] itadakenai

vulgar-taste-Top is-distasteful

'the vulgar testes of the book (designed) to increase its readership are disgusting.'

Also, aspectual modifiers can modify nouns like zisin 'earthquake' and terebi-

bangumi 'T.V. program'.

(72) Aspectual Modifier

a. 3-pun-inai-no zisin

3-minute-within-Gen earthquake

'earthquake (that is) shorter than three minutes'

b. l-zikan-no/l-zikan-ni wataru terebi-bangumi

I-hour-Gen/1-hour-Dat over T.V.-program

'a one-hour T.V. program'

Terebi-bangumi does not denote an event but denotes a concrete entity. Zisin may denote

an event but it does not have an a-structure because it cannot be taken to assign any a-role

and it cannot compound with suru, *zizin-suru.

Thus we look for some other syntactic phenomena to determine wether VNs with

modifiers can bear an a-structure in the following sections. First, I will demonstrate in

section 3.3.1 that there is no evidence, so far as the Japanese data is concerned, that

indicates that modified VNs have a-structure. Secondly, I will show in section 3.3.2 that

there is evidence that indicates that VNs with modifiersdo not have any a-structure.

Finally at the end of this section, we determine the syntactic structure (particularly at LF) of

the surupatterns with modified VNs in (2).

3.3.1. PRO control, reflexive binding, and depictive predication

In order to argue that pro occurs in the object position of Italian sentences with a

generic time reference, Rizzi (1986) demonstrates that such a null position plays an active
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role in the syntax. That is, pro in object position can control PRO, bind a reflexive, be

modified by a depictive adjunctpredicate and becomethe subject of a smallclause in a

causative construction. I will show in the following that an implied argumentof modified

VNs is also syntactically active in the sense of Rizzi. After this, I argue against him that

such an impliedargument need not be syntacticallyrealized,crucially assuming, with

Grimshaw (1990), that nouns with a-structures must denote events that can be

characterized in terms of aspectualdimensions.

An implied argument of a modified VN (whichotherwise occurs in object position

as shown in the (a) example) appears to be 'active', as the following examples show.

(66) Control

a. zyoosi-ga pro] [PROi hataraku-yoo-ni] KYOOSEI-sita.

boss-Nom work-Comp forced

'The boss forced pro; [PROi to work].'

b. [PRO hataraku-yoo-ni-to-no] KYOOSEI

work-Comp-Comp-Gen coercion

'coercion to work.'

(67) Binding

a. *?keisatu-wa pro] [zibun-zisin-ga]

police-Top self-Nom

hooritu-ni yotte] TAIHO-sita.

law-Dar by arrested

'the police arrested pro by the law he himself made'

a'. ??keisatu-wa sono otoko-o; [zibun-zisin-gaj

police-Top that man-Ace self-Nom

tukutta hooritu-ni yotte] TAlliO-sita.

made law-Dat by arrested
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'the police arrested the man by the law he himself made'

b. ??[zibun-zisin-ga tukutta hooritu-ni yoru] TAIHO

self-Nom/self-Nom made law-Dat by arrest

'arrest of pro by the law he himself made'

(68) Depictive Adjunct Predicate

a. keisatu-wa

police-Top

pro hadaka-de

nude

TOOGOKU-sita.

put-in-jail

'The police put pro in jail nude.'

b. hakada-de-no

nude-in-Gen

TOOGOKU

imprisonment

'imprisonment of pro nude'

PRO in (66b) can be controlled by an implied argument (the causee) of the VN

kyoosei 'coercion',just as PRO can be controlled by pro in (66a)}7 The reflexive in (67b)

can be marginally coindexed with the implied Theme of the VN taiho 'arrest'. (The

marginality comes from the tendency for Japanese reflexive pronouns to be coindexed with

subjects. Thus both pro in (67b) and the overt object in (67a') can only marginally bind the

reflexive.) All examples in (67) improve if the referent of the arrested man is the topic of

discourse. The adjunct hadaka-de 'in the nude' can modify the implied Theme of the VN

toogoku 'imprisonment' in (68b) as well as pro in object position in (68a)-both the

sentences are in fact ambiguous, it may be the case that the people who put someone in jail

were nude. I could not find any VNs that clearly take argument small clauses. Thus it

seems that the above implied arguments are syntactically active and occupy a position in

syntactic structure (to control, bind or be modified). Assuming such a syntactically active

37 Whether or not pro can occur in object position in Japanese is still a moot point.
For example, Huang (1984) argues that pro cannot occur in object position in Chinese. I
assume with Cole (1987) that pro can appear in object position in Japanese and Korean.
See Sato (1989) for an argument that pro can occur in object position in Korean. Also even
if a variable occurs in object position, as claimed by Huang, it needs a a-role anyway.
Thus the above argument will not be affected.
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position must be an argument position (occupied by pro), it appears to follow from the

above that VNs with noun modifiers have the ability to license an argument position and

hence have a-structure.

was

atta

kita.

came

tegami-ga]

letter-Nom

The following examples, however, show that the above VNs need not have a

structure because even nouns that do not denote an event (and thus do not have a

structures) allow their implied arguments to control PRO, bind a reflexive, and be modified

by an adjunct depictive predicate in Japanese.

(69) Control

[[CPPRO hataraku-yoo-ni-to-no]

work-Comp-Comp-Gen

'A letter came, asking (me) to work.'

(70) Binding

[[zibun-zisin-ni tuite-no] warukuti-ga] kaite

self-Dat about-Gen slander written

'a slander about self was written (there).'

(78) Depictive Adjunct Predicate

hadaka-de-no kansyoku

nude-in-Gen feeling

'a feeling that one gets when he is nude/when the object is not wrapped'

The noun tegami 'letter' in (69) is unlikely to bear a-structure because it does not

refer to an event. Rather the noun refers to a concrete entity, i.e. 'letter(s)'. For instance,

it cannot be modified by an aspectual modifier.

(79) a. *ikkagetu-ni-wataru tegami

one-month-over letter

'a letter over (a period of) one month'

b. * lO-pun-inai-no tegami
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10-minute-within-Gen letter

'a letter within 10minutes'

Nor can it form a complex predicatewith suruas in (80). Sita is not allowedin (80),

althoughkaita 'wrote' is permitted there.38

(80) John-ga

John-Nom

Mary-ni

Mary-Dat

tegami-o

letter-Ace

*sita/kaita.

did/wrote

'John wrote a letter to Mary.'

Although the noundoes not have a-structure and thus does not license pro, the PRO in the

CP in (69) is licensed by some element.

It may be possible, as claimed by Chomsky(1986a) (but denied by Williams

(1985)), for anotherPRO to occur in the Spec of N to control the PRO in CP as in (81).

(81)

NP---------NP N'

pkoi ~N..:...-::::: I
PROi hataraku-yoo-ni-to-no tegami-ga

PRO in the Spec of N is associated with the receiverargumentvariablez in the noun

tegami's LCS, 'x such that y writes x to z', ala Grimshaw (1990), in the above structure.

If PRO, which is associated with an argumentvariable in LCS, can control another

PRO, however, then the VN in (66b)does not need an a-structure but just needs an LCS to

license a PRO in CPo Suppose the VN kyoosei 'coercion' has the LCS 'x forces y to do

38 The word for 'letter' in Korean is a VN and thus can take a-structure, as in (i).
Also there is a result noun homophonouns to the VN phyenci, as in (ii).

(i) John-i Mary-eykey ppappu-ta-ko PHYENCI-Iul
John-Nom Mary-Dat busy-Comp letter-Ace
'John wrote to Mary that he is busy.'

hayessta.
did

(ii) John-i phyenci-lul
John-Nom letter-Ace
'John is reading a letter.'

ilko-ko
reading

issta.
is
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z', the NP shouldbe able to havePRO associated with the causee (y) variable and have it

control PRO in CP, as in (82), obviating the needfor a-structure.

(82)

NP----------rp
~

PROj CP N
--====::: ====- I
PROihataraku-yoo-ni-to-no KYOOSEI

The noun warukuti 'slander' in (70) also refers to a concrete entity(something

written) and does not refer to an event. It cannot form a complex predicate with suru,

either.

(83) John-ga

John-Nom

warukuti-o *sita/itta.

slander-Ace did/said

'John spoke ill (of someone).'

Thus the noun is not supposed to bear any a-structure, i.e. there cannotbe pro that

binds the reflexive. But the reflexive is allowed to occur. If the reflexive needs to be

boundby someelement,PRO must appear in the Specof N to bind it, as shownin (84).

(84) [NPPROi [N'[zibun-zisini-ni tuite-no] warukuti-ga]]

self-Dat about-Gen slander-Nom

Assuming that warukuti has the following LCS in (85),PROcan be associated witheither

they (slanderer) or the z (slanderee) variable-in the lattercase it is most likely the casethat

the person who foundthe slanderous thingwritten is the slanderee (i.e. the affectee).

(85) warukuti: x such that y says x (= something slanderous) aboutz

Thus PRO associated with the y (slanderer) or the z (slanderee) argument variable can bind

a reflexive. ThenPROcan take the place of pro in (67b); thus the VN in (67b) does not

need an a-structure.
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The noun kansyoku 'feeling' does not refer to an event, or a process of feeling

something. The noun refers to something that is perceived though contact. It cannot occur

with an aspectual modifier.

(86) a. *I-zikan-ni wataru kansyoku

I-hour-Dat over feeling

b. *lO-pun-inai-no kansyoku

lO-minute-within-Gen feeling

This noun cannot form a complex predicate with suru.

(87) *John-ga (kinu-ni sawatte) kansyoku-o suru.

John-Nom (silk-Dat touching) feeling-Ace do

Probably this noun has the LCS 'x such that y feels x (by touching z)', allowing

PRO to be associated with the y variable (the feeler) or the z variable (something touched).

Such PRO occurs in the Spec of N in (78), as shown in (88).

(88) [NP PRO [Nt hadaka-de-no [Nt kansyoku]]]

The adjunct hadaka-de-no 'in the nude' can modify PRO in (88). This again obviates the

need for pro.

Thus, contra Rizzi (1986), an implied (internal) argument need not appear as pro to

license PRO, bind a reflexive, or be modified by an adjunct depletive predicate in Japanese.

Even if a VN does not have a-structure (and hence cannot license pro), PRO associated

with an argument variable in its LCS should be able to fulfil the function, as in the case of

the nouns without a-structure, (69)-(78).

3.3.2. Numeral quantifiers and resultative adjuncts

Moreover there are some pieces of evidence that indicate that what appear to be

genitive arguments of VNs are not true arguments. Two pieces of evidence will be

presented in this regard. The first concerns numeral quantifiers (NQs) and the second

concerns resultative adjunct predicates.
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Arguments of bare VNs (occurring with suru) can allow their NQs to occur

separately. In contrast, genitive NP 'arguments' of VNs never allow their NQs to appear

separately. The NQ 3-tu 'three' in the following examples is associated with the noun tosi

'city'-the NQ and its associated nominal are in boldface. The NQ in (89a) and (90a)

occurs within the maximal projection of the N that it modifies. The NQ in (89a) can occur

separate from the associated NP as in (89b), i.e., it can be separated by the time adverbial

in the parentheses. The NQ in (90a) cannot occur separate from the associated NP, as

shown in (90b)-(90b) is marginally grammatical with the reading 'three destructions of

cities' .

(89) NP arguments of VN being part of a complex predicate

a. karera-wa [3-tu-no tosi-o] HAKAI-sae sita.

they-Top 3-Cl-Gen city-Ace destruction-even did

'They even destroyed three cities. '

b. karera-wa tosi-o (kako-ni) 3-tu HAKAI-sae sita.

they-Top city-Ace (past-in) 3-CI destruction-even did

'They even destroyed three cities in the past.'

(90) genitive NP 'argument' of VN

a. [3-tu-no tosi-no] HAKAI

3-CI-Gen city-Gen destruction

'the destruction of three cities'

b. *tosi-no 3-tu-no HAKAI

city-Gen 3-Cl-Gen destruction

The NQ in (90a) is clearly within the NP with the associated N, as exemplified by

(91). The adjectival phrase (AP) kanzen-na 'complete' can separate the VN and its Theme

NP in (91a), while it cannot intervene between the NQ and its associated N in (91b). (The
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AP in (91 b) can modify tosi, resulting in a constituent 3-tu· no kanzen-na tosi 'three

complete cities', but it can nevermodify the VN.)

(91) a. [3-tu-no tosi-no] kanzen-na HAKAI

3-Cl-Oen city-Gen complete destruction

'completedestruction of threecities'

b. *3-tu-no kanzen-na tosi-no HAKAI

3-tu-Oen complete city-Gen destruction

Miyagawa (1989b) tries to explain the behavior of NQs in termsof predication

(Williams 1980), cruciallydrawing on the notion of mutual c-command relationship. That

is, a nominal can be modified by its NQ when theyare in a mutual c-command

relationship. But Miyagawa's characterization of the phenomenon is not entirely

configurational. Miyagawa distinguishes particles from postpositions (Ps) in termsof

whether they assign any a-role: 'I predict thatany NP, including the subjectand the direct

object, whose thematic role is provided bya sourceexternal to the NP-particle phrasecan

function as the antecedent ofNQ' (l989b: 35).

Thus, for example, Miyagawa treats somedative phrases as NPs and some as PPs,

depending on how a-roles are assigned. In Miyagawa's (l989b) analysis, the particleni in

(92) is a postposition and a a-role is assigned by the P independently of the verb;in

contrast, the homophonous particle ni in (93) is a particle because the a-role is assigned by

the verb via the ni particle. Because the ni particle does not project a PP in (93), it does

not blockc-command,

(92) (Miyagawa's (57), 1989b: 36)

*Kodomotati-wa

children-Top

kooen-ni

park-to

2-tu ina.

2-Cl went

'The children went to two parks.'

(93) (Miyagawa's (56), 1989b: 35)
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I-Top famous scholar-Dat 3-Cl met

'I met three famous scholars.'

It follows from the above that an NP can be associated withan NQ when the former

is an argument that is directly O-marked.39 Supposing that the abovecharacterization is

correct, I assume that the NP in the genitive in (90b)cannotbe associated with its NQ

because the genitive NP is not an argument of the VN. Note that the structural relationship

that the NP tosi-no in (90b) has to its NQ is identical to the structural relationship that the

NP tosi-o in (89b) has to its NQ. That is, an NP with a genitive markercan c-comrnand

outside elements. Thus the examplein (94b), as opposedto (94a), is ungrammatical,

because thereflexive in the genitive c-commands thecoindexed antecedent in the structure

(a violation of Principle C of BindingTheory'? (Chomsky 1981».

(94) a. [John-no] [zibun-zisin-no]

John-Gen self-Gen

'John's criticism of himself'

b. *?[zibun-zisin-noi [John-not

HIHAN]]

criticism

HIHAN]]

self-Gen John-Gen criticism

'self's criticism of John'

On the other hand,if there is a dativemarkeras in (95b), the reflexive can precedeits

antecedent.

(95) a. [John-no] [zibun-zisinj-e-no

John-Gen self-Dat-Gen

'John's expectation for himself'

KITAI]]

expectation

39 Sells (1988: 298) also reports that floating of a quantifierin Albanian is possible
only from 'terms'.
40 Principle C of BindingTheory: An R-expression is free [= not bound] (Chomsky
1981: IgS), where R-expressions refer to nonpronominal and nonanaphoric NPs,e.g.
John-no 'John's'.

- -------_. _... __ . -~ ---
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seIf-Dat-Gen John-Gen expectation

Therefore I attribute the inabilityof tosi-no 'city's' in (90b) to be modified by a

separate NQ to its thematic status,i.e., it is not an argument of the VN but it is a modifier

that is associatedwith the VN's Theme variable in its LeS, i.e. 'there is an event such that

x destroys y'. Hence it follows that the VN does not havea-structure there.

Another respect in which genitive 'arguments' of VNs differfrom arguments of

VNs forming part of complex predicates is, as pointed out by Hasegawa (1991), that the

latter, but not the former, allowresultativeadjuncts. Hasegawa (1991)demonstrates that

the genitiveTheme argumentof a VN, in contrast with the accusative Theme argument,

cannot be modifiedby a resultative secondarypredicate,whether the resultative secondary

predicate occurs inside or outside the VN phrase, as shown below.U

(96) (Examples (a)-(c) are from Hasegawa's (27), 1991: 20)42

a. Tekigun-ga

enemy-Nom

konagona-ni hasi-o

pieces-into bridge-Ace

HAKAI-sita.

destroyed

'The enemy destroyedthe bridge into pieces.'

41 Tsujimura(1992)claims that a resultativecan modifya deverbal noun,giving the
following example.

(i) (Tsujimura's (45), 1992: 496)
John-ga kaita akubun-no meibun-e-no aratarne
John-Nom wrote bad-sentence-Gen good-sentence-Dat-Gen changing
'changing/improving the bad writing that john wrote into good writing'

I think that meibun-e-no 'into good writing' is a modifierassociated with the Goal role of
the noun aratame 'change' and is not a true resultative modifier. Tsujimura(1992: 495)
admits that 'Not all deverbal nounscan takeresultativephrases since[as nominal
modifiers-Sato] results expressions are limited to predicate of contactand thoseof change
of state... ',
42 Resultativesecondary predicates cannot modify English deverbal nouns,either. In
(ib), there is an overt Theme argument, and yet the secondary predicatecannot modify it.

(i) (Hasegawa's (34a) and (36a), 1991: 24)
a. We painted the house red.
b. *our painting of the house red.
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b. *Tekigun-ga konagona-ni [hasi-no HAKAI-o] sita.

enemy-Nom pieces-into bridge-Gen destruction-Ace did

c. *Tekigun-ga [konagona-na hasi-no HAKAI-o] sita.

enemy-Nom pieces-into bridge-Gee destruction-Ace did

d. *Tekigun-ga [konagona-e-no hasi-no HAKAI-o] sita.

enemy-Nom pieces-into-Gen bridge-Gen destruction-Ace did

The resu1tative adjunct konagona-ni 'into pieces' is predicated of the accusative

Theme hasi-o 'bridge Ace' in (96a), while the same resultative adjunct cannot be predicated

of the Theme in the genitive from outside the VN phrase, as shown in (96b). The

resu1tative adjunct konagona-na in its noun-modifying form cannot be predicated of the

genitive Theme from inside the VN in (96c), either. Also the resultative adjunct konagona

e-no 'into pieces Gen' cannot be predicated of the genitive Theme in (960).

I assume, following Jackendoff (1990: 225fO, that the subject ofa resultative

secondary predicate must be a Patient in some sense, i.e., it is a Patient (something affected

by the event) of a predicate or a 'discourse or pragmatic' Patient (p. 230)-the referent of

the NP is 'somehow adversely affectled]' (ibid.) in the context. Hence unaffected Themes

cannot be predicated of by resultative secondary predicates. Jackendoff's example is given

in (97), in which the resultative to desperation cannot be predicated of the unaffected

Theme Betty.

(97) (Jackendoff's (46i), 1990: 231)

*HaIT'jliked Betty to desperation.

If this argument is on the right track, the VN in (96b)-(96d) has arguably lost its capacity to

assign the Theme role to hast-no 'bridge-Gen ', making it impossible for the resultative

adjuncts to be predicated of the genitive NP.

So far I have shown that what appear to be genitive arguments of VNs are not true

arguments but they are modifiers related to argument variables in VNs' LeSs, and that
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VNs with such modifiers do not license arguments. I call those modifiers related to

argument variables ARGUMENT MODIFIERS43. Our inquiry into the question whether VNs

with modifiers have a-structures is not complete because there are not only argument

modifiers but also adjectival modifiers (as well as other modifiers). I only look at cases

with adjectival modifiers.

(98a) is an example with an NQ associated with pro in object position; the absence

of case marker from 3-tu 'three' indicates that it is an NQ but not the object-in Japanese

NQs cannot take case markers (other than the genitive). It is not the case that an accusative

case is omitted from S-tu in (98a) because (98a) is fully grammatical as a written expression

and also it allows a distributive reading, unlike (98a'), where 3-tu occurs as the object.

That is, (98a) allows the interpretation on which they each destroyed three thus more than

three things have been destroyed, while (98a') does not.

(98) NQs

a. karera-ga 3-tu pro HAKAI-sita.

they-Nom 3-CI

'They destroyed three.'

a I. karera-ga 3-tu-o

they-Nom 3-Cl-Acc

'They destroyed three.'

b. *[3-tu-no kanzen-na

3-CI-Gen complete

destruction-did

HAKAI-sita.

destruction-did

HAKAI-ga]

destruction-Nom

okotta.

occurred

'The destruction of three (cities) occurred.'

c. [kanzen-na

complete

HAKAI-ga]

destruction-Nom

okotta.

occurred

43 Argument modifiers correspond to Grimshaw's (1990: 91) complements and her a-
adjuncts (argument adjuncts), by which she refers to adjuncts licensed by suppressed
arguments (p. 109). I call both Grimshaw's complements and a-adjuncts argument
modifiers.
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'A complete destruction occurred.'

d. [3-tu-no tosi-no

3-CI-Gen city-Gen

kanzen-na

complete

HAKAI-ga]

destruction-Nom

okotta,

occurred

'The completedestruction of threecitiesoccurred.'

In contrastwith (98a), where the VN and sita form a complexpredicate, the VN

with an adjective in (98b) is ungrammatical on theintended reading-it is grammatical on

the reading 'three complete destructions occurred'. That is, the NQ B-tu-no cannot be

associatedwith the impliedThemeof the VN 'destruction'. (98c) shows that the sentence

is grammatical without the NQ and (98d) shows that the sentence is grammatical with the

NQ and the N tosi-no 'city-Gen' forming a constituent 'three cities'. Note that, if a VN

with a modifiercould license pro, (98b) shouldbe grammatical becausethe NQ shouldbe

associatedwith pro, just as in (98a). The ungrammaticality of the examplein (98b)

demonstrates adjectival modifiers preventVNs from projectinga-structures.

The sameholdsof examples withresultative adjuncts. The resultative adjunct

konagona-ni 'into pieces' in boldfacecan be predicated of pro in (99a)where the VN and

sita form a complex predicate, while the resultative adjunctcan never bepredicated of the

implied Theme of the VN hakai 'destruction' in (99b-d'), where the VN takes an adjectival

modifier.

(99) Resultative adjuncts

konagona-ni pro HAKAI-saea. karera-ga

they-Nom pieces-into destruction-even

sita.

did

'They even destroyed (it) into pieces. '

b. *karega-ga [konagona-na kanzen-na HAKAI-o] sita.

they-Nom pieces complete destruction-Ace did

b ' *karega-ga [kanzen-na konagona-na HAKAI-o] sita.

they-Nom complete pieces destruction-Ace did
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c. *karega-ga konagona-ni [kanzen-na HAKAI-o] sita.

they-Nom pieces-into complete destruction-Ace did

d. *karega-ga [konagona-e-no kanzen-na HAKAI-o] sita.

they-Nom pieces-into-Gen complete destruction-Ace did

d'. *karega-ga [kanzen-na konagona-e-no HAKAI-o] sita.

they-Nom complete pieces-into-Gen destruction-Ace did

In (99b),where the resultative adjunctoccurs within the VN phrase with the adjective

kanzen-na, it cannotbe predicatedof the impliedTheme. Changing the position of the

resultative adjunct and the adjective does not change the grammaticality, as shown in

(99b'). In (99c), theresultative adjunct occurs outside the NP headed by the modified VN,

but it cannotbe predicated of theimpliedTheme, either. Addingthe dativeto the resultative

adjunct, as in (99d) and (99d')does not improve the grammaticality at all.

As I have shown above both adjectival modifiers and argument modifiers block

VNs from licensingarguments, which supports the generalization givenin (22)repeated

below.

(22) A modifiedVNcannot project an a-structure.

The fact capturedby (22)explains why the generalization in (21) holds, which is repeated

below.

(21) Whensuru (orhata or toyta) forms a complexpredicate witha VN, no part

of thecomplexpredicate can takea nominal modifier.

That is, a verb such as suruor hatacannotform a complex predicate with a modifiedVN

because an a-structure is not available from sucha VN.

In the aboveI have arguedthat modified VNsdo not have any a-structure in

surulhata patterns. Supposing this argument is correct, (2a) repeated below gets the

structure in (l00).
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(2a) Suru pattern with a modified VN

John-ga

John-Nom

[Mary-no

Mary-Gen

HIHAN-o] sita.

criticism-Ace did

'John criticized Mary.'

(100) Structure for (2a)

IP----------NP l'

JJhn-ga V~
'JohnNom~

NP V
»<: <Ag,Th>

NP N I
I I sita

Marv-no PIPHAN-o'did'
'Mary Gen' 'criticism Ace'

Heavy suru has the a-structure -cAg,Th>, of which the Theme role is assigned to

the VN phrase and the Agent role is assigned to the subject via VP. The VN hihan in this

case does not have a-structure. The genitive NP Mary-no is associated with VN's LCS

Theme variable (y) in (67a), i.e. 'there is an event such that x criticizes y'.

(2b) repeated below is assigned the LF in (101). Heavy suru in (101) below

assigns the Theme role to the VN phrase and the Agent to the subject. The genitive NP

sikin-no is associated with the Theme variable z in the VN's LCS in (67b), i.e. 'there is an

event such that x gives y aid in z', The dative phrase is an adjunct that modifies the event,

i.e., John's giving monetary aid is directed to Mary, as claimed in 3.2.1. This dative is

associated with the y variable in the VN's LCS.

(2b) Suru pattern with a modified VN

John-ga

John-Nom

Mary-ni

Mary-Dat

[sikin-no ENZYO-o] sita.

money-Gen aid-Ace did

'John gave monetary aid to Mary.'
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(101) Structure for (2b)

IP

N r

Jdhn-ga ~
'John Nom' ___________

pP V'
~~
Mary-ni NP V

'MaryDat'~ <Ag,Th>

~P I lita
sikin-no ENZYO-o 'did'

'money Acc' 'aid Ace'

To sum up, VNs do not project up a-structures if they take modifiers. This is

considered the reason why suru (or haw) cannot inherit a-structure from a modified VN.

3.4. An extended complex predicate

There is one more phenomenon worth noting that sheds light on the difference

between suruthata patterns of the bare VN type and the modifiedVN type in termsof

whether or not there is a control relationship among the logical subjectsinvolved. It

concerns the fact that a complex predicate consisting of one VN and suruihata can be

extended by adding one or more VNs, if none of the VNs take modifiers (as shown above)

and the VNs and surulhata have an agentive argumentreferring to the same entityor entities

(i.e. they are in a control relationship).

Choi (1988) observes that Korean allows examples like (102), which contains

more than one VN. (Matsumoto (1992) finds the same phenomenon in Japanese, using

sentences with suru compoundedwith a VN.)

(102) (Choi's (27b), 1988:249)

cengpwu-ka tarnpay-lul SWUIP-ul CWUNGTAN-ul hayessta.

government-Nom cigarette-Ace import-Ace stop-Ace did

'The governmentstoppedimportingcigarettes.'
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In (102) the two VNs (as well as the light verb)need to have the agentive argument

referring to the same entity. I will assign the following structure to (102), following

O'Grady (1992b)-I assume thathaw in (103) belowis light but it may well be heavy;

nothing willhingeon whetherhata is light or heavyin the following argument.

(103) the LF of (102)
IP-------..-----NP

~a VP I
'govemmentNom' I

NP V' (5) yessta
/",.. <',C,«J}g),«Ag),Th»> 0

tampay-Iul ~
'cigarettes Ace' ~~~~ A~' (3)

«Ag),Th> <~,«J\g),Th» ~

~l N~.(l)_)
'import Ace' «Af),~~.-/. <x,~h> -

CWUNGTAN-ul ~a
'stop Ace' 'do'

At the node labelled (1) in the abovetree, the light verbdischarges its Theme role to the VN

phrase headed by cwungtan 'stop' (i.e. node (2)), whichresults in incorporation of the

VN's a-structure into the Theme position and inheritance of the Agent role by x. The

complexpredicate formedat node (3)discharges its Themerole to the VNphraseheaded

by swuip 'import' (i.e. (node (4)), whichcreates an extendedcomplex predicate. As a

result, the VN's a-structure at node (4) incorporates into theTheme position. Because the

complex predicate formedat node (3)does not havean unspecified argument position (x

has been identified), the externalargument of the complexpredicate formed at node (3), i.e.

x (= Ag), controls the logical subjectof the VN 'import', just as in the case of heavy hata.

The undischarged Theme in the a-structure at node (5) is discharged to tampay 'cigarettes'

and the x (= Ag) role, which controls the other Ag, is dischargedto the subject NP.

Crucially, according to Choi, the two arguments, x (=Ag) and Ag, in the a-structure

of the newlycreatedpredicate at node (5) in (l03) need to be in a controlrelationship, i.e. x
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(= Ag) controls the Ag (which originally belonged to the VN 'import'). Therefore (104) is

ungrammatical because the Agent argument of the complex predicate piphan-ul ha 'criticize'

does not control the Agent of the VN swuip 'import'-(104) is grammatical on an

interpretation where the scholars are importing cigarettes.

(104) (Choi's (29b), 1988:249)

*hakca-tul-i tampay-lul SWUIP-ul PIPHAN-ul hayessta.

scholar-PI-Nom cigarette-Ace import-Ace criticism-Ace did

'Scholars enticized the import of cigarettes. '

The ungrammaticality of (104) is attributed to the failure of tampay-lul to be licensed, i.e.

an FI violation. Hata and the VN 'criticism' form a complex predicate meaning 'criticize' at

node (3) in (105) below. This cannot form an extended complex predicate with the VN

'import' because the Agent argument of 'criticize' does not control the Agent argument of

the VN 'import' in this example. Hence the a-structure of the VN 'import' at node (4)

cannot bepassed to a higher node, blocking the complex predicate at node (3) to form a

larger complex predicate with the NP at node (4). The complex predicate formed at node

(3) discharges its Theme role to the VN phrase at node (4) and its x (= Ag) role to the

subject, but it does not have any a-role left to a-mark tampay-Iul. Thus tampay-lul

'cigarettes Ace' in (105) fails to be licensed and violates FI.

(105) LF of (104) IP

NP I'L">.. ______________
hakca-tul-i VP I
'scholars Nom,:------------ I

NP V' yessta

~ ----------, .tampay-Iul , NP (4) V' (3)
CIgarettes Ace «Ag~,Th> ~~)

SWUIP-ul N~:V ~..Y(1)
'import Ace' «Ag),Th> <x.Th>

I I
PIPHAN-ul lia
'criticism Acc' 'do'
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The above NP tampay, however, can occur as a genitive modifier of the VN swuip

'import', as shown below.

(106)

hakca-tu1-i

scholar-PI-Nom

[tampay-uy SWUIP-ul] PIPHAN-ul hayessta.

cigarette-Gen import-Ace criticism-Ace did

'Scholars criticized the import of cigarettes.'

A complex predicate is formed at node (3) in (107) and it discharges the Theme role to

tampay-uy swuip-ul 'the import of cigarettes' and the Agent role to the subject. Because

the VN 'import' takes a modifier it does not project its a-structure and the VN 'import' does

not form an extended complex predicate with the complex predicate 'criticize' at node (3).

The genitive modifier is supposed to be associated with the VN's LCS, 'there is an event

such that x imports y'. Thus no element in (107) violates FI, as expected.

(107) LF of (l06)
IP---NP

~
hakca-tul-i
'scholars Nom'

NP
~

NP N
I I

tampay-uy SWUIP-ul
'cigarettes Gen' 'import Ace'

I
V' (3) yessta

<~g),Th»

~
NP (2) V (1)

«Ag),Th> <x,Th>

I I
PIPHAN-ul ha

'criticism Ace' 'do'

It follows from the above that the agentive argument of a complex predicate (VN +

hata) and another VN need to be coindexed to form an extended complex predicate. The

above phenomenon is captured as in (108), where the extended complex predicate is

defined as a complex predicate that inherits a-structures from more than two predicates.

(108) An extended complex predicate headed by hata (or suru) denotes a series of

activities performed by the same doer(s), i.e. Agent. In this series of
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activities, the VN denoting one activity is the object (i.e.Theme)of the VN

denoting another.

A question that arises in this connection is whetherVNs with Themeor

Experiencersubjects form extendedpredicates. I use theJapaneseexample to examine

whetherVNs with an Exper.iencer subject form extended predicates because Koreanseems

to allowan Agentto control an Experiencer (although an Agentcannotcontrol a Theme).

Japanese also allowsextendedcomplexpredicates, as observed by Matsumoto (1992), if

not too many VNs are involvedand the Double-Object Constraint is somehow

circumvented. (109) is such an example.

(109) ??seihu-ga zooge-o BAIBAI-sae KINSI-sita.

gov't-Nom ivory-Ace selling&buying-even prohibition-did

'The governmentprohibitedeven business in ivory.'

Now observe the examples in (110). Although it is possible for the VN kangeki

'impression' to occur as an object of the complex predicate kioku-suru 'remember' as in

(llOa), the VN kangeki can never realizeits arguments outside its maximalprojection.

That is, no argument transfercan take place in this case.44

(110) a. watasi-wa (sono) KANGEKI-o KIOKlJ-site iru.

I-Top (that) impression-Ace remember is

'I remember the deepemotion.'

b. *watasi-wa sono kotoba-ni KANGEKI-o KIOKU-site iru.

I-Top that word-Dat impression-Ace remembering is

'I remember being impressed by those words.'

44 The generalization given in (108) is stipuiative in natureand it wouldbe less so if
we could say thatcontrol between external arguments (ratherthan agentive arguments) is
required. Unfortunately, (llOb) is hopelessly bad. The ungrammaticality of (110b) may
come from disfavorof stackingVNs in Japanese; thus even (109), where agentive
argumentsare involved, is also low in acceptability. Postsyntactic compounds, where
stackingVNs is permitted,does not provideconclusive evidence in this regard, either,
because temporal words that follow suchcompounds do not favor stativeevents.
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On the otherhand, the unaccusative VNs appear to form an extended complex

predicateas shown in (l l la) and (lllb)-note, however, when haw occurs insteadof

toyta, the sentence degrades in grammaticality. The following facts contradict the

generalization in (l08).

(l11)

a. Nayngcen-kwuco-ka

cold-war-order-Nom

CONGKYEL-i

end-Nom

TOLAY-ka toyessta.

arrival-Nom became

'The endof the cold warworldorder has come.'

b. ?Nayngcen-kwuco-ka CONGKYEL-i TOLAY-hayessta.45

cold-war-order-Nom end-Nom arrival-did

I claim, however, that the two unaccusative VNs and a light verb in (111) do not

form a complexpredicate. That is, I argue that the first NP nayngcen kwuco-ka 'the cold

war order-Nom' does not get a Theme role from the VN congkyel 'end', but it is licensed

as the focus element in the sentence, just as in the following multiple nominative

construction. Note thatSeoulcannotget a s-role from the following noun inkwu

'population'.

(l12) Seoul-i inkwu-ka manhta.

Seoul-Nom population-Nom many

'Seoul's population is large.'

The crucial evidence thatsupports theclaim thatan agentive argument of one

predicate need becontrolled by an agentive argument of another in extended complex

predicate formation comes from Japanese postsyntactic compounds, which wili be

discussedin chapter4. Thus I conclude thatextendedcomplex predicate is possible only

when all agentive arguments involved arecoreferent.

45 Accusative case is not allowed on the VN congkyel 'end' in (111 b).
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3.5. Summary

The main point of this chapter is that, as proposed in (21), VN s with modifiers do

not undergo complex predicate formation with SLUU or hata. This fact has not been noted

accurately by researchers except for Yoon (1991), who, however, does not provide

convincing evidence and generalized this as prohibition on partial argument transfer. I have

demonstrated here that any kind of nominal modifier prevent a VN from forming a complex

predicate with suruihata. Thus VNs with adjectival modifiers have been shown unable to

license their Theme argument outside (as an object or a subject) or their Experiencer

argument outside (as a subject). Also secondary predicates outside the VN phrase have

been shown unable to be predicated of a Theme modifier within the VN phrase, which

indicates that no complex predicate is formed by the VN and SLUU. I have also shown that

what appear to be outside arguments ofVNs with modifiers are indeed adjuncts, which are

associated with arguments variables in the VNs' LeSs. The unacceptability ofVNs with

modifiers is attributed to the fact that such VNs cannot project a-structures, i.e. (22). Thus

what appear to be VNs' genitive arguments are claimed to be argument modifiers.

In addition to the constraint that no argument transfer can take place from a

modified VN, (21), another constraint is observed. That is, as stated in (l08), when

suruihata forms an extended complex predicate with more than one VN, all agentive

arguments involved must refer to the same entity or entities. The exact characterization of

the second condition, however, hinges on some data from the next chapter.

The above two constraints will be shown to be at work in complex predicates

formed by VNs and a zero light verb, which will be discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4. COMPLEX PREDICATE FORMATION IN TEMPORAL

PHRASES WITH A VN

This chapter first introduces the phenomenon of postsyntactic compounding, which

is discussedin the seminalwork by Shibatani and Kageyama (1988) and Kageyama and

Shibatani (1989). Postsyntactic compounds are composed of a VN as theirheadand one

of the VN's arguments as their nonhead and they exhibitphrasal accentuation. Shibatani

and Kageyamadescribe such compounds as derivedfrom underlying phrasal structures by

postsyntactic noun-incorporation, whereby, they argue, the resultingcompounds retain

phrasal accentuation. Secondly, problems with Shibatani and Kageyama's analysis will be

pointed out. I argue that (i) no such postsyntactic movement is necessary, (ii) the nonhead

of such a compoundis an NP, rather than an N, and (iii) VNs cannotassign accusative

Case. The last point is in keeping with whathas beenclaimedin chapter2. Thirdly, based

on the aboveobservations, two types of adverbial phrases involving a VN and a temporal

word (e.g.go 'after') are examined(call them the temporal phrases with a VN). One type

of the temporal phraseswith a VN contains a postsyntactic compound, and the other type is

treatedby Shibatani and Kageyama (1988) as phrasal structures from which postsyntactic

compounds can be derived. I claim that both the typesof the temporal phrases witha VN

involvecomplex predicate formation witha zero lightverb. The inheritance analysis

proposedin chapter2 is shown to be capable of accounting for the data. Finally, to

support the idea that the zero light verbexists it will be shown that the conditions on

complex predicate formation proposed in chapter3 are also validfor complex predicate

formation in the two types of temporal phrases with a VN. The conditions on complex

predicate formation are that (i) no nounmodifiers can modify a part or the whole of the

complexpredicate, and (ii) the agentive arguments mustenter into a control relationship to

form an extended complexpredicate.
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The organization of this chapter is as follows: 4.1 introduces Shibatani and

Kageyama's works on postsyntactic compounds. 4.2 presents new data that requires some

revisions in the characterization of the postsyntactic compounding. 4.3 shows how the

inheritance analysis is applied to the analysisof a special type of temporalphrases with a

VN. 4.4 demonstrates that both the conditions proposed in chapter 3 apply in complex

predicate formation in such temporal phrases with a VN.

denki-gtiisya

electriccompany

yama-ntibori

mountain climbing

kami-kdkusi

being spiritedaway

yomi-hazimeiru)

begin to read

yom-asetru)

cause to read

yomi-ddstu)

begin to read

->

->

->

kaisya

company

nobor(u)

climb

kaktisiu}

hide

hazimeiru) ->

begin

sase(ru) ->

cause

ddstu) ->

start

+

+

b.

c.

god

(2) Syntactic Compounds

a. y6m(u) +

read

b. y6m(u) +

read

c. y6m(u) +

read

4.1. Literature review

Shibatani and Kageyama (1988) and Kageyama and Shibatani (1989) claim that,

besides lexically and syntacticallyderived compounds, there are postsyntactically derived

compounds in Japanese. According to Shibatani and Kageyama (1988), the examples in

(1) are lexical compounds, those in (2) are syntacticcompounds, and those in (3) are

postsyntactic compounds.

(1) Lexical Compounds

a. denki +

electricity

yamd

mountain

kdmi
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(3) Postsyntactic Compounds

a. Amerika + hoomon -> Amerika: hoomon

America visit visiting America

b. roodoosya + kdiko -> roodoosya: kdiko

worker lay-off laying off workers

Lexical compounds differ from syntactic and postsyntactic compounds in that the

former are not always semantically compositional, nor are they productive (Kageyama

1982). Kami-kakusi in (lc), for example, does not mean 'hiding a god', as yama-nobori

'mountain climbing' in (lb) indicates; rather it means 'mysterious hiding of someone

(perhaps by a god)'. Lexical compounds are not as productive as the other two types of

compounding in the sense that the coinage of new compounds are rarer in lexical

compounding than in syntactic or postsyntactic compounding. Thus hito-kakusi thito

'person' + kakus(u) 'hiding') does not exist whether it means either 'hiding a man' or

'hiding by a man' . In contrast, both syntactic and postsyntactic compounds are always

semantically compositional, i.e., their meanings are predictable from their components, and

are productive (although there are some constraints on the derivation of postsyntactic

compounds as will be discussed later). The syntactic compounds given here are of the

aspectual and causative types; Shibatani and Kageyarna also include passives in this group.

I will not go into the details of how lexical compounding differs from syntactic and

postsyntactic compounding but concentrate on the distinction between postsyntactic

compounds, on the one hand, and lexical and syntactic compounds, on the other, since this

is crucially related to the discussion that follows.

4.1.1. Phrasal accentuation

Postsyntactic compounding is distinguished from lexical or syntactic compounding

by Shibatani and Kageyama on phonological grounds: 'Our reason for considering that the

compound formation in question takes place after the syntax is primarily phonological'
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(Shibatani and Kageyama 1988: 459). Postsyntactic compounds allow their components to

exhibit phrasal pitch patterns, i.e., they allow more than one accent peak, whereas,

Shibatani and Kageyama (1988) claim, lexically or syntactically derived compounds pattern

with simple words in their pitch shape. Postsyntactic compounding is supposed to take

place after pitch has been assigned (Shibatani and Kageyama 1988: 460). Thus what

Shibatani and Kageyama mean by postsyntactic compounding seems to be PF

compounding. In the above examples in (1)-(3), the position of accent, if any, is indicated

by an acute accent marker; the parts in bold face represent morae with high pitch.46

None of the lexical compounds in (1) have more than one accent peak, regardless of

the original accentual patterns of their components. Thus even such lexical compounds as

kami-kdkusi in (Ic), which are composed of two accented words, have one accent peak

after derivation, and they can never have two accent peaks, e.g. "kdmi-kaktisi. The same

constraint applies to syntactic compounding. No syntactic compounds have more than one

accent peak, as can be clearly seen from (2c), which cannot be pronounced as yomi

ddsiu), although it is composed of two accented words. In contrast, postsyntactic

compounds allow their components (their nonheads in particular) to retain their original

accentual patterns. So a ': ' boundary is inserted between them by Shitatani and

Kageyama.i? while a '-' boundary is inserted between components of lexical or syntactic

compounds. In (3b), roodtiosya: kdiko has two accent peaks, which is never allowed in

simple words in Japanese.48

46 In Tokyo Japanese, the initial mora is always pronounced lower than the rest of a
word in careful speech, except when the initial mora is accented (Vance 1987: 49-50, 78,
80, 81).
47 I use the ':' boundary only between the head and the nonhead of a postsyntactic
compound and do not put it between the components of other compounds that exhibit
phrasal accentuation. That is, the ':' boundary is used in compounds like dOo: kdigi 'the
conference' by Kageyama (1982), but I use the '-' boundary in such compounds.
48 The compounds in (3), in fact, are ambiguous as to their accentual patterns. They
can be also pronounced as in (i).

(i) a. Arnerika-hoomon
b. roodoosya-kaiko

'visiting America'
'laying off of workers'
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4.1.2. VN heading a VP

Postsyntactic compounds appear in two kinds of syntactic contexts: (i) they appear

where regular nouns do and (ii) they appear in an adverbial clause headed by a temporal

word such as ori 'occasion', go 'after', etc. Examples of both types are given in (4) and

(5), where each compound of the relevant kind is marked with square brackets.

(4) Nominal-type Postsyntactic Compounds

(Kageyama and Shibatani's (la,b), 1989: 141)

a. [sin-kuukoo: KENSETU]-ni hantai-suru

new-airport-construction-Dat oppose

'oppose to the construction of a new airport'

b. [zyukensei: ZOOKA]-ni tomonatte

examinee-increase-Dat according

<in accordance with the increase of students taking exams'

(5) Clause-type Postsyntactic Compounds

(Shibatani and Kageyama's (14), 1988: 457)

[Amerika: HOOMON]-no oria. kanai-ga

my-wife-Nom America-visit-Gen occasion

'when my wife visit(ed) America'

b. [zikken: SYUURYOO]-go

experiment-end-after

'after the experiment is(was) over'

The clause-type postsyntactic compounds in (5) will bediscussed first regarding their

syntactic structures, which will be followed by the brief discussion of the nominal-type

postsyntactic compounds in (4).

Those pronounced as (i), however, are taken to be lexical rather than postsyntactic
compounds because they exhibit word accent patterns, rather than phrasal accent patterns.
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The clause-type postsyntactic compounds followed by a temporal word function as

temporal adverbial clauses and always have corresponding paraphrastic adverbial clauses;

the examples in (5) above correspond to those in (6) below. In (6a), Amerika is not

compounded and thus is followed by the accusative marker 0 in an adverbial clause, while

in (Sa) Amerika is compounded and occurs without any case marker. In (6b), zikken

'experiment' occurs uncompounded, followed by the nominative marker ga, while in (5b)

zikken occurs compounded without a case marker. In both (5a) and (6a) the VN is

followed by the genitive particle no and the temporal word ori, while in both (Sb) and (6b)

the VN is compounded with the temporal word go.

(6) (Shibatani and Kageyama's (4a,c), 1988: 455)

a. [[Kanai-ga Amerika-o HOOMON]-no

my-wife-Nom America-Ace visit-Gen occasion-on-Top

iroiro

much

osewa-ni

hospitality

narimasita.

she-received

'Thank you for your generous hospitality when my wife visited America.'

b. [[Zikken-ga SYUURYOO]-go] wareware-wa

we-Topexperiment-Nom finish-after

minna-de syukuhai-o ageta.

together toast-Ace raised

'We raised a toast after the experiment was completed.'

When postsyntactic compounds are followed by a temporal word that can take a

relative clause, they have corresponding full-fledged adverbial clauses as in (7).

(7) kanai-ga Amerlka-o HOOMON-sita ori-ni

wife-Nom America-Ace visit-did occasion-on

'when my wife visit(ed) America'
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I will call the patterns in (5a) and (5b) the N+VN+no+temporal type and

N+VN+temporal type, respectively, those in (6a) and (6b) the VN+no+temporal type and

VN+temporal type, respectively, and (7) the full-fledged adverbial clause type, as shown

in the table in (8)-N stands for a nominal whoseprojection level is not specified.

(8)

a. An argument is compounded with VN (Postsyntactic compounds)

i. VN is compounded with a temporalword

N + VN + temporal type, e.g. (5b)

ii. VN is followed by the genitivemarkerand a temporal word

N + VN + no + temporal type, e.g. (5a)

b. An argument is not compounded with VN

i. VN is compounded with a temporal word

VN + temporal type, e.g. (6b)

ii. VN is followed by the genitivemarkerand a temporal word

VN + no + temporal type, e.g. (6a)

c. full-fledged adverbialclause type, e.g. (7)

Another exampleof each type is given below, usingthe temporal word tyokugo

'right after', which appears in all panerns.t?

(9)

a. i. N + VN + temporal type

[Doitu-ga [Rasia: KOOGEKI]]-tyokugo-ni

Germany-Nom Russia-attack-right after

'right afterGermanyattacked Russia'

ii. N + VN + no + temporal type

49 Temporalwords thatoccur in all patterns are rare. The patterns that each temporal
word can appear in are usually limited. Roughly put, Sino-Japanese temporal wordsoccur
in (8ai) or (8bi), and native temporal wordsoccur in (8aii), (8bii), or (8c), see Shibatani
and Kageyama (1988) for detail.
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b. i. VN + temporal type

[Doitu-ga R6sia-o KOOGEKI]-tyokugo-ni

Germany-Nom Russia-Ace attach-right after

ii. VN + no + temporal type

[Doitu-ga R6sia-o KOOGEKI]-no tyokugo-ni

Germany-Nom Russia-Ace attach-Gen right after

c. full-fledged adverbial clause type

[Doitu-ga R6sia-o KOOGEKI-sita] tyokugo-ni

Germany-Nom Russia-Ace attack-did right after

Both the examplesin (9a) contain the postsyntactic compound Rosia: koogeki 'attack on

Russia', which consists of the VN koogeki 'attack' and its ThemeRosia 'Russia'. In these

examples, the VN's Agent argumentDoltu-ga 'Germany-Nom' is realizedoutside the

compound. In (9bi) and (9bii), the Themeargument is realized as the accusative object and

the Agent argumentas the nominative subject. In (9ai)and (9bi), the temporalword

immediately follows the VN, while in (9aii) and (9bii) the genitivemarker no intervenes

betweenthe VN and the temporal word. A full-fledged sentencewith a VN + suru

complex predicateoccurs before the temporal word in (9c).

Postsyntactic compounds (of the clause type) appearonly in the patterns in (8a).

Japanese has all patterns, as shown above. On the other hand, Korean has the

VNHemporaI type (8bi) and the full-fledged adverbial clause type (8c) only, as shown in

(10) and (11). That is, Korean does not have postsyntactic compounds of the clause type,

as shown in (12).

(10) VN+temporal type (K)

John-i Mary-eykey ku cakum-ul WENCO-hwu-ey
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ha-n-hwu-ey

do-Prs-after

WENCO-Iul

aid-Ace

cakum-ul

money-Ace

John-Nom Mary-Dat that money-Ace aid-after

'after John gave monetary aid to Mary... '

(11) Full-fledged sentence (K)

John-i Mary-eykey ku

John-Nom Mary-Dat that

(12) N+VN+temporal type (K)

*John-i Mary-eykey ku cakum: WENCO-hwu-ey

John-Nom Mary-Dar that money-aid-after

'after John gave monetary aid to Mary... '

Shibatani and Kageyama point out that the nonhead of a postsyntactic compound,

e.g. Rosia in (9a) and (9b), has the same accentual pattern before and after compounding.

Based on this fact, they claim that this parallelism is accounted for if compounds such as

the one in (9a) are considered derived from underlying phrasal structures, such as (9b).

This derivation takes place after the application of the phonological rules that assign pitch to

words and phrases, whereby' ...postsyntactic compounds simply inherit the pitch of the

source phrases' (Shibatani and Kageyama 1988: 460). On the other hand, the lexical and

syntactic compounds, which are derived prior to the application of those phonological

rules, undergo changes in the pitch shape of their components, conforming to the pitch

shape of simple words (ibid.).

The examples in (9a) and (9b) are assigned the following structures in Shibatani

and Kageyama's (1988) analysis.

(13) Temporal phrases with a VN

a. Before Postsyntactic Compounding (Structures of (9bi) and (9bii»

the VN+(no)+temporal type

(cf. Shibatani and Kageyama's figure 3, 1988: 458)
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NP

NP-----------N
I I
S (no) tyokugo

_________ 'right after'
NP VP

L'... .r<:
Doitu-ga NP VN
'Gennany Nom~ I

Rosia-o KOOGEKI
'Russia Ace' 'attack'

b. AfterPostsyntactic Compounding (Structures of (9ai) and (9aii))

the N+VN+(no)+tempora1 type

(cf. Shibatani and Kageyama's figure 3, 1988: 458)
NP
~

NP I
! (no)tyokugo
~ 'right after'

NP VP
~ -,
Doitu-ga W
'Germany Nom' /,

N VN
I I

Rosia KOOGEKI
'Russia' 'attack'

As can be seenfrom the structures in (13) Shibatani andKageyama claim that the VN heads

a VP and assigns accusative Case within it at a syntactic level,and that, at a postsyntactic

level, a noun moves into the VN, which still heads the VP.

Shibatani and Kageyama's above structures are basedon Kageyama's (1982)

classification of syntactic categories. Kageyama (1982) claims thatthe ordinary two-way

classification [iV, ±N] is not adequate for Japanese andproposes three-way classification

[iV, ±N, fA], whereA stands for theadjective. Based on this three-way classification he

groups Japanese words into five categories, as shown in (14).
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(14) (Kageyama's (5), 1982: 218)

V N A

verhs + - -

nouns - + -

adiectives - - +

adjectivalnouns - + +

verbal nouns + + -

The motivationfor classifyingVNs as [+V] is attributed tQ their ability to assign

accusative Case as in (15) as well as in (6a) and (9b), in which a VN appears to assign

accusative Case to its object withoutsuru.

(15) (Kageyama's (4), 1982: 217)

Sumisu-hakase-wa Ainugo-o

Smith-Dr-Top Ainu-Ace

KENKYUU-ni

study-Dat

Nihon-ni

Japan-to

kita.

came

'Dr. Smith came to Japan to study the Ainu language.'

Thus VNs are characterizedas having dual properties, i.e. verbaland nominal,

Assuming that NPs are headed by [+N] categoriesand that VPs are headedby [+V]

categories, VNs can head either VPs or NPs, because they are [+V, +N]categories. A

VN can assign accusativeCase in either an NP or YP, supposing that accusative Case IS

assigned by a [+V] category.

I will not go into the details of how the nominal-type postsyntactic compoundsare

derived in Shibatani and Kageyama's analysis because it is not clear at all (but see

Kageyama and Shibatani (1989: 155), Kageyama(1980, 1982» and my main focus in this

thesis is on the clause-typepostsyntactic compounds-s-the nominal typedoes not involve

complex predicateformation with a zero light verb, as will be shown later. I will briefly

mention structuraldifferences between the two types.
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The arguments of a VN that are not compounded in the clause-type postsyntactic

compounds occur with a verbalcase, e.g. nominative or dative. Thus the Agentargument

of the VN hoomon 'visit' appear in the nominative in (9ai) and (9aii) repeated below.

(9a) i. N + VN + temporal type

[Doitu-ga [R6sia: KOOGEKI]]-tyokugo-ni

Germany-Nom Russia-attack-right after

'right after Germany attackedRussia'

ii. N + VN + no + temporal type

[Doitu-ga [R6sia: KOOGEKI]]-no tyokugo-ni

Germany-Nom Russia-attach-Gen right after

In contrast, none of the arguments of a VN not compoundedin the nominal-type

postsyntactic compounds can appearwitha verbalcase. Thus the Agent argument Doitu

cannot appear in the nominative but it must appear in the genitiveas an Agentargument

modifier in (16).

(16) Nominal-type Postsyntactic Compound

Sekai-wa Doitu-no/*ga [R6sia: KOOGEKI]-ni hantai-sita

world-Top Doitu-Gen/Nom Japan-visit-Dar opposed

'The world opposed to Germanattack on Russia'

4.1.3. The nonhead of a postsyntactic compound

Shibataniand Kageyama (1988: 464-465)claim that the argument structure of each

VN is hierarchically organizedandonly the most internally subcategorized argument can

undergo head-to-head movement into the VN to form a postsyntactic compound (they

change their position later in Kageyama and Shibatani (1989), which will be discussed

shortly). For example, the VN kenkyuu in (17a) belowhas the a-structure given there and

it allows the nonhead in (17b) to be interpreted only as its Theme, i.e. 'to studyS6seki',

but not as its agent, i.e. 'for S6seki to study' (Shibatani and Kageyama 1988: 464-465).
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kenkyuu 'study' [agent [theme _]]

Sooseki: KENKYUU(-go) (N+VN+temporal Pattern)

Sooseki-study-after

'(after) studying Soseki'

There are some recalcitrant cases where either of two arguments can undergo

postsyntactic compounding, as in (18). In (18b), the Theme argument is compounded,

while in (18c) the Goal argument is compounded.

(18) (Shibatani and Kageyama's (27), 1988: 464)

a. kinai-ni syokumotu-o HANNYUU-go (VN+temporal Pattern)

plane-into food-Ace bringing-after

'after bringing food in the plane'

b. kinai-ni syokumotu: HANNYUU-go (N+VN+temporal Pattern)

plane-into food-bringing-after

c. syokumotu-o kinai: HANNYUU-go (N+VN+temporal Pattern)

food-Ace plane-bringing-after

For such examples, Shibatani and Kageyama simply postulate two argument structures.

(19) (Shibatani and Kageyama's (28), 1988: 465)

hannyuu 'bringing in': i) [agent [goal [theme __J

ii) [agent [theme [goal--l

Shibatani and Kageyama seem to have changed their position in Kageyama and

Shibatani (1989), where they characterize the nonhead in terms of Case assignment, as

given in (20).

(20) (Kageyama and Shibatani's (35), 1989: 156)

[Post-]syntactic compounding applies to an argument that is properly governed

and is assigned Case by a verb in the basic word order
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The two approaches will be examined to see whether theyare descriptively adequate in

4.2.3.1.

On eitheraccountadjuncts are excluded from the nonhead of a postsyntactic

compound, and so are other argument PPs (except the Goal argument). Hence the

instrumental (marked with -de), the ablative (marked with -kara), and the 'outer' locative

(markedwith -de) cannot occur as the nonhead as shown below. Theexamples in (i) have

an adjunct as the nonheadand are all ungrammatical; the examples in (ii) show that those

examples are grammatical if theadjunctis notcompounded.

(21) (Shibatani and Kageyama's (41), 1988:470, slightly adapted)

a. Instrumental

(i) *densanki: KEISAN-tyuu-ni (N+VN+temporal Pattern)

computer-calculation

'while calculating witha computer'

(ii) densanki-de KEISAN-tyuu-ni (VN+temporal Pattern)

computer-with calculation-middle-in

'while calculating witha computer'

b. Source

(i) *Amerika: KIKOKU-go (N+VN+temporal Pattern)

America-homecoming-after

'after returning from America'

(ii) Amerika-kara KIKOKU-go (VN+temporal Pattern)

America-from homecoming-after

'after returning from America'

c. 'Outer' Location

(i) *resutoran: SYOKUZI-tyuu-ni

restaurant-dining-middle-in
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'whilediningat a restaurant'

(ii) resutoran-de SYOKUZI-tyuu-ni

restaurant-at dining-middle-in

'while dining at a restaurant'

(VN+temporal Pattern)

The final pointto be mentioned in this section concerns the bar-level of the nonhead

that undergoes postsyntactic compounding. Shibatani and Kageyama claim,not

surprisingly, that a noun (NO) moves into a VN, as shown in the above structures.

However, as they admit, thereare some cases where NPsappearto be compoundedwith

VNs, as in (22).

(22) N+VN+tcmporal Pattern (Shibatani and Kageyarna's (54a), 1988: 471)

[Konozikken: SYUURYOO]-go-ni, ii peepaa-ga kak-e-sooda.

[thisexperiment-finish]-after good paper-Nom be-written-can-seem

'After thisexperiment is completed, it appears that I can write a good paper.'

COI.·b • d K I' L I I. 'kken : . (2'" rl"om ataruan ageyama Claim tnat oruytne noun zi en incorporates m ..." strandingIts

determiner kono 'this'. I will examine this claim in 4.2.3.2.

To sum up,Shibatani and Kageyama claim thatpostsyntactic compounds are

derived from phrasal structures by a movement operation (N-incorporation) after pitch

assignment In theiranalysis, a VN headsa VP before and aftersuchcompounding and

the nonhead is the headnounof the most internally subcategorized argument (or the NP

that is properly governed and is assignedCase in the basic word order).

4.2. An alternative analysis of postsyntactic compounds

This section points out probiems with Shibatani and Kageyama's above

characterization of postsyntactic compounds and presents an alternative analysis.
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4.2.1. Lexical compounds with phrasal accentuation

Shibatani and Kageyama claim that the nonhead of a postsyntactic compound

retains phrasal accentuation because it originally occurs in a phrasal structure and later

moves into a VN after accent has been assigned. This claim is based on an incorrect

observation about lexical compounds, namely, 'In Japanese, lexical compounds are always

pronounced with one accentual peak' (Shibatani and Kageyama (1988: 459». There are

lexical compounds'v that have more than one accentual peak, as observed by Kubozono

(1988).

(23) (Kubozono's (14)-(16), 1988: 156-157)

a. ytikawa kyoozyu 'Professor Yukawa'

reegan daitooryoo 'President Reagan'

minami haruo 'Minami Haruo (personal name)'

b. seit6kai kaityoo 'student union president'

seihu kookan 'government official'

c. Ippu tasai 'one husband' 'many wives' = 'polygamy'

hakusyu kassai 'hand-clap' 'ovation' ='applause'

In none of the above examples, does the head seem to assign any kind of a semantic role or

Case to the nonhead, which is required for postsyntactic compounds, as defined by

Shibatani and Kageyama. It also seems unmotivated to postulate underlying phrasal

structures for the above compounds to ensure their phrasal accentuation.

Kubozono characterizes them as compounds that do not undergo the prosodic

compound formation process due to some kind of semantic structures. Kubozono (1987:

91-93) notes that the following semantic structures block unification of accent patterns.

50 Compounds like the ones in (23), however, are not considered lexical compounds
by Martin (1975) because of their accentuation-pointed out by Timothy J. Vance (p.c.).
And yet I still think it is unmotivated to derive them from non-compound phrasal
structures.
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(24) a. Personal Names: [Surname + Given Name],e.g. mfnami akira 'Minami

Akira'

b. Coordinate Structures,e.g. ippu tasai 'polygamy'

c. Case Relations, e.g. kenpoo kaisei 'constitutiona(al) reform'

d. Organization + Status, e.g. seihu kookan 'government official'

e. Personal name + Status/Title, e.g. yukawa hakase 'Dr. Yukawa'

f. [Geographical term + Specifier], e.g. kyuusyuu nanbu 'southern

Kyusyu'

g. [Temporal order + Position], e.g. ziki daitcoryoo 'next president'

Shibatani and Kageyama's postsyntactic compounding is characterizedby Kubozono to

have the semantic structure in (24c), i.e. Case Relations (between head and nonhead).

As shown above, it is not necessary to postulatea 'postsyntactic' (= PF) movement

that derives a postsyntactic compoundfrom phrases, because such phrasal accentuation is

possible even in lexical compounding.

4.2.2. VNs as nouns

Kageyama (1980, 1982, 1991),Shibatani and Kageyama, Sells (1989), Lee

(1991) and Ahn (1991) argue that a VNcan assign accusative Case basedon examples like

(6a), (9b), and (15), in which a VN appears to assign accusative Case withoutsuruor

hata. Cruciallythe scope test as shown in chapter2 indicates thataccusative NPs in those

sentences are outsideof the maximal projection ofVN, undermining their claim.

Observe the following examples of the VN+no+temporal type. In all examples in

(25) and (26), the focus word nomi 'only' appears adjacent to the VN-the focus is

highlightedin boldface.

(25) a.VN+no+temporal Pattern

doo-koogi-o TYOOKOO-nomi-no sai-ni-wa

the-course-Ace auditing-only-Gen situation-in-Top
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'when just auditing this course'

b. N+VN+no+temporal Pattern

d6o-k6ogi: TYOOKOO-nomi-no sai-ni-wa

situation-in-Topthe-course-auditing-only-Gen

'when auditingjust this course'

(26) a. VN+no+temporal Pattern

doo-kokiioo-o HYOOKEI-HOOMON-nomi-no ori-ni-wa

the-Icing-Ace show-respect-visit-only-Gen

'when visiting the king only to show respect'

occasion-on-Top

b. N+VN+no+temporal Pattern

doo-kokuoo: HYOOKEI-HOOMON-nomi-no ori-ni-wa

the-king-show-respect-visit-only-Gen occasion-on-Top

'when only visiting the king to show respect'

I postulatethat theexamples in (25) appear in the structure in (27) in Shibatani and

Kageyama's analysis. In the structures in (27), the Theme argument doo-koogi is expected

to be includedin the focus in boththe (a) and the (b) examples. This is because the Theme

argumentoccurs within the maximal projection of the VN adjacent to nomi in Doth the (a)

and (b) examples.

(27) structures for (25a) and (25b)

a.
NP---------NP N

I I
S no ori
~ 'Oen occasion'

IP
~

pro NP 'YN ------ .
~ I norm

'only'doo-koogi-o TYOOKOO .
'the course Ace' 'auditing'
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b.
NP
~

fP I
S no on
~ 'Gen occasion'

NP VP

pto v~
~VN nomi
I I 'only'

doo-koogi: TYOOKOO
'the course-auditing'

But,crucially, the accusative Theme in (25a)and (26a) cannot be includedin the

focus, while the compoundedTheme in (25b) and (26b) can. One may argue that the focus

particle is attached to the VN (not to its projection) and it cannot includein its focus

elements outsidethe VN or the compound. But observe the following example.

(28) [d6o-kokuoo-no HYOOKEI.HOOMON].nomi no ori-ni-wa

the-king-Gen show-respect-visit-only Gen occasion

'only on the occasionof the king's visit'

The compoundin (28) is of the nominal type and is postulated to appear in the structure in

(29). In (29), although doo-kokuoo-no 'the king's' does not form a compound with the

VN, it can be includedin the focus. If the genitive Theme can be includedin the focus in

(29), the accusative Theme should also be includedin the focus in (27a)repeatedbelow.

As can be seenfrom below, the focus particlenomi has the identical structural relationship

with the Theme NP in (29) and (27a).

(29) Structure of (28)
NP

NP

~----NP VN nomi
~ I 'only'

doo-kokuoo-no HYOOKEI-HOOMON
'the king Gen' 'visit to pay respect'

N
I .

noon
'Gen occasion'
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(27a)
NP--------NP N

I I
S no ori
~ 'Genoccasion'

NP VP

Jro NP~mi
~ I 'only'

doo-koogi-o TYOOKOO
'the course Acc' 'auditing'

The above examples show that, although the Theme arguments in (25b) and (26b)

areincluded in the VNs' maximal projections when compounded, the accusative Theme in

(25a) and (26a) are outside the VNs' maximal projections. Being outside the maximal

projection of the VN, the Theme argument cannot get accusative Case from the VN in the

(b) examples above. The syntactic structures for these sentences will be given in the next

section 4.3.

A more interesting contrast is observed when the focus particle dake 'only' attaches

to the VN in a pattern like (15). The examples in (30a) and (30b) differ in the position of

dake: it is immediately after the VN (before ni 'to') in (30a), while it is after ni in (30b~

(30a) is less than perfect but the contrast in scope is clear. The focus word takes only the

VN in its scope when it occurs before ni 'to' in (30a), while it takes both the Theme in the

accusative and the VN when it occurs after ni in (30b).

(30) a. ?zikoku-o SENDEN-dake-ni iku

self's country-Ace advertise-only-to go

'(one) goes to just advertise his own country'

b. zikoku-o SENDEN-ni-dake iku

self's country-Ace advertize-to-only go

'(one) goes only to advertise his own country'
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The above contrast in (30) can be explained by supposing the following structure

for the construction involved.

(31) Structure for (30a) and (30b)
VP
~

PP V

p'~ake iL
~ 'only' 'go'

CP P

I~ Ji
~ 'to'

~~ -I'
I /'---

PRO VP I

~p~,
~~

zikoku-o ~P V
'self-countryAcc'~ I

~ dake 0
I 'only'

SE~DE~

'advertizing'

Thus when the focus particle is adjacent to the PP, i.e. occurring after ni, it takes

both the accusative Theme and the V~ in its scope, as in (30b), while, when it is adjacent

to the maximal projection of the V~, it takes only the V~ in its scope, as in (30a). The V~

cannot be responsible for assigning accusative Case in (31) because, just as in the (a)

examples of (25) and (26), the accusative Theme NP is not within the maximal projection

of the VN and thus the VN cannot govern the accusative Theme argument.

Because the ability to assign accusative Case is the sole reason for allowing VNs to

head VPs or have the [+V] feature, if they do not assign accusative Case, there is no

justification for Shibatani and Kageyama to classify them with verbs. This is because, so

far as the morpho-syntactic distribution of VNs is concerned, they behave exactly like

regular nouns, taking case markers and noun modifiers and resisting verbal suffixes, e.g.

tense suffix, gerundive suffix, etc.
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Note that if the VN is not responsible for accusative Casemarking, something else

must beresponsible for it. As shownin (31), I posit that a zero light verb assigns

accusative Case as well as other verbal cases to arguments. Such a zero light verb is

assumedto be licensed by the purpose dative ni and temporal words suchas go 'after',

i.e., they takea clausewhose mainverb is a zero light verb. The zero light verb in

temporal phrases witha VN is discussedmore in detail in 4.3.

4.2.3. The nonhead of a postsyntactic compound

I will arguein this subsection that the nonhead of a postsyntactic compound is not

necessarily themost internally subcategorized argument and that it can be an NP, contra

ShibataniauG ::::a:seyama. That is, postsyntactic compounds are phrasal compounds.

4.2.3.1. Agent, Goal, or Theme as a nonhead

Shibatani and Kageyama's conclusion thatonly the most internally subcategorized

argument can undergo incorporation is not tenable. Remember that theyhave to admit that

in certaincases,e.g. (18) repeated below, either of two arguments can be considered most

internally subcategorized.

(18) (Shibatani and Kageyama's (27), 1988: 464)

a. kinai-ni syokurnotu-o HANNYUU-go (VN+temporal Pattern)

plane-into food-Ace bringing-after

'after bringing food in the plane'

b. kinai-ni syokumotu: HANNYUU-go (N+VN+temporal Pattern)

plane-into food-bringing-after

c. syokumotu-o kinai: HANNYUU-go (N+VN+temporal Pattern)

food-Ace plane-bringing-after

The crucial examples that speakagainst theirclaimalloweither an Agent or a Goal

to be compounded as the nonhead of postsyntactic compounds. The VN sinnyuu
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'intrusion', for example, takes either a Goal or Agent as its nonhead. The Goal Bosnia is

compounded in (32), while the Agent Serbia-gun 'the Serbian troops' is compounded in

(32b).

(32) a. N+VNHemporal Pattern, N =Goal

Serbia-gun-ga Bosnia: SINNYUU-go

Serbia-troop-Nom Bosnia-intrusion-after

'after the Serbian troops intruded into Bosnia'

b. N+VNHemporal Pattern, N =Agent

Bosnia-ni Serbia-gun: SINNYUU-go

Bosnia-into Serbia-troop-intrusion-after

'after the Serbian troops intruded into Bosnia'

VNs with the a-structure of <Ag, Go> consistently allow either argument to be

compounded. Some examples are given in (33).

(33) VNs with the a-structure <Ag, Go> that allow either argument to be

compounded:

kameii-suru) 'join', sanka(-suru) 'participate', syussekil-suru) 'attend (a

class/meeting)', nyuugaku(-suru) 'enter (a school)', tootatui -suru) 'reach',

hunini-suru) 'leave for/arrive at (a newly appointed position)', ryuugaku(-suru)

'go (to a foreign country) to study', sinsyuuu-suruy 'advance to', tootyakui

sum) 'arrive', tenkoo(-suru) 'transfer to (another school)'>!

51
in (i).

Some VNs with <Go, Th> that allow either argument to be compounded are given

(i) ryuunyuu(-suru) 'pour into', hyooryuu(-suru) 'reach (some place) after
drifting', syoosini-suru) 'promote to'

seihu: TAIGO-go

The Goal in the above has to be the Goal of a Theme (or the Goal of motion) rather
than the Goal of an action. VNs that take an Agent and a Goal of an action do not allow
their Goal to be compounded.

(ii) the NP+VNHemporal
a. ?kokumin-ni subayaku
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However, it is implausible to postulate two argument structures like (34), because an Agent

is hard to treat as subcategorized more internally than a Goal.

a-structure of sinnyuu 'intrusion' for (32a): [agent [goal-"l](34) a.

b. a-structure of sinnyuu for (32b): [goal [agent-"l]

Shibatani and Kageyama alternatively may argue that all VNs like those in (33) in

fact take a Theme and a Goal. But the VN sinnyuu 'intrusion' can receive accusative Case

as shown in (35) unlike the unaccusative VNs shown earlier, ruling out the possibility that

the subject is a Theme argument.

(35) Serbia-gun-ga Bosnia-ni SINNYUU-o sita.

Serbia-troop-Nom Bosnia-into intrusion-Ace did

'The Serbian troops intruded into Bosnia.'

According to Burzio's Generalization repeated in (36), the VN sinnyuu 'intrusion'

has an external argument, which is most likely an Agent (because it cannot be an

Experiencer, nor can it be an Instrumental).

(36) Burzio's Generalization

' ...all and only the verbs that can assign a-role to a subject can assign (accusative)

Case to an object' (Burzio 1986: 178)

If the VN in (35) did not have an external argument (i.e. if it had a Theme and a Goal

argument), it could not transfer an external argument to suruand hence surucould not

assign accusative Case to the VN. But suru can assign accusative Case in (35); hence the

VN must have an external argument (an Agent).

The Agent nonhead of the postsyntactic compound in (32b) is taken to be an

argument and not a modifier. Support for this claim comes from the example in (37),

people-Dat quickly gov't-response-after
'after the government quickly responded to people'

b. *?seihu-ga subayaku kokumin: TAIOO-go
gov't-Nom quickly people-response-after
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where a floated numeral quantifier can be associated with the Agent nonhead of the

postsyntactic compound.

(37) N + VN + temporal pattern, N =Agent

suu-hyaku-nin Bosnia-ni Serbia-hei: SINNYUU-go

several-hundred-Cl Bosnia-into Serbia-soldier-intrusion-after

'after hundreds of Serbian soldiers intruded into Bosnia'

I have shown in chapter 3 that numeral quantifiers (NQs) can float from arguments,

drawing on Miyagawa's (l989b) arguments, and that a VN with a modifier never permits

floated NQs. The fact that the NQ suuhyaku-nin can occur in (37) indicates that the

nonhead is not a modifier.

Suppose, contrary to what I have argued, that the nonhead is a special modifier that

somehow allows the VN to license an argument position outside the compound, there must

be an argument position (occupied by pro) for the NQ to be associated with. But if a

position is created coreferent with the nonhead, Principle C of Binding Theory is violated,

because, unlike the nonhead of ordinary compounds, the nonhead of postsyntactic

compounds is referential, as observed by Shibatani and Kageyama (1988: 473). Thus the

nominative NP in (38a) cannot be coreferential with the nonhead of the postsyntactic

compound, while the nominative NP in (38b) must be coreferential with the reflexive

nonhead.

(38) a. kare-ga, doo-seizika-pp HIHAN-go

he-Nom the-politician-criticism-after

'after he criticized the politician'

b. kare-ga; zibun-zfsinp-j: HIHAN-go

he-Nom self-criticism-after

'after he criticized himself'
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It follows from (38) that, if the nonhead of the postsyntactic position were not the target

NP to be associated with in (37), there would be no syntactic position for the NQ to be

associated with.

One may argue that an NQ does not need any syntactic position but can be

associated with an argument position in a-structures, like secondary predicates. and that the

NQ in (37) is associated with the suppressed argument position in the VN's a-structure.

However, this argument is unmotivated because suppressed argument positions never

license floated NQs. as shown in (39). The NQ (with the classifier for people but not for

animals) in (39) cannot be licensed by the suppressed argument of the verb butareta 'was

hit'.

(39) *neko-ga otoko-no ko-ni

cat-Nom male-Gen child-Dat

'the cat was hit by three boys.'

I agree that NQs can be related to certain argument positions (active argument

positions that can be realized as NPs) rather than to syntactic positions. but I explain the

grammaticality of (37) by treating the Agent nonhead of the postsyntactic compound in (37)

as an argument of the complex predicate (composed of the VN and a zero light verb).

which will be discussed in 4.3.

It should be noted in this connection that the nonhead of postsyntactic compounds

that bears a a-role other than an Agent is also not a modifier but an argument. Thus, such

nonheads allow NQs as well as resultatives and other secondary predicates, none of which

are allowed for argument modifiers of VNs, as the contrast between the examples in (40)

and (41) exhibits. The Theme nonhead of the postsyntactic compounds allow an NQ in

(40a), a resultative in (40b), and a secondary predicate in (4Oc). while the Theme modifier

does not allow an NQ in (41a), a resultative in (41b), and a secondary predicate in (4lc).
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a.NQ

ISO

l00-dai

l00-CI

John-ga

John-Nom

sinsya: KOONYUU-go-ni

new-car-purchase-after

'after John purchased 100 new cars,... '

b. Resultative

konagona-ni John-ga

piece-into John-Nom

sono butuzoo: HAKAI-go-ni

that Buddha-statue-destruction-after

'after John destroyed the statue of Buddhainto pieces, ... '

c. Secondary Predicate

kyooyoo-tosite

liberal-arts-as

gakusei-ga koosu: SENTAKU-go-ni

student-Nom course-choosing-after

'after studentschose some courses as liberal arts courses,... '

(41) Surupatterns with a VN takinga Theme modifier

a.NQ

new-car-Gen purchase-Ace did

[butuzoo-no HAKAI-o] sita.

Buddha-statue-Gen destruction-Ace did

*100-dai John-ga

l00-Cl John-Nom

b. Resultative

*konagona-ni John-ga

piece-into John-Nom

c. SecondaryPredicate

[sinsya-no KOONYUU-o] sita.

student-Nom course-Gen choosing-Ace

*kyooyoo-tosite

Iiberal-arts-as

gakusei-ga [koosu-no SENTAKU-o] sita.

did

Now let's examine Kageyamaand Shibatani'salternative proposal, which is

repeated below.

-------- ---
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(20) (Kageyama and Shibatani's (35), 1989: 156)

[Post-]syntactic compounding applies to an argument that is properly governed

and is assigned Case by a verb in the basicwordorder

Such Case-marked arguments are (i) nominative arguments (Kageyama and Shibatani

assumesubjects occur VP-internally and thus theyareproperly governed), accusative

arguments, and dativearguments (Kageyama and Shibatani assume thatdativeCase is

structurally assigned). This generalization rules in examples like (32)andrulesout the (i)

examples in (21). A generalization in terms of Case like this. however, has a problem.

Note thatan Agentrealizedas a nominative NP can never be incorporated whenits VN also

takesa Theme argument, as in (17) repeated below-note that an agentive subject can be

compounded as in (32b) whenthe VN does not s-select a Theme argument.

(17) a. kenkyuu 'study' [agent [theme-1]

b. Sooseki: KENKYUU(-go)

Sooseki-study-after

'(after) studying Soseki'

Thus somekind of thematic hierarchy is necessary to baran Agentfrom being incorporated

whena Theme can incorporate.

Summarizing the examples shownabove, three types of arguments can be

compounded as the nonhead of postsyntactic compounds: they areTheme, Goal, and

Agent.

(42) A Theme, Goalor Agentargument can becompounded as the nonheadof a

postsyntactic compound. However, the thematic hierarchy of (Agent

(Theme» must berespected.

The addedcondition is to capture the fact that theTheme is always compounded when it

occurs withan Agentin a-structure. The above stipulation overgenerates examples where
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a Goal cannot be compounded when a Theme occurs in the same a-snucture.V I suspect

that only certain kinds of Goal roles can be compounded but the exact nature is not clear to

me at this time. I will leave this open and use (42) as a working hypothesis.

4.2.3.2. Phrasal compounding

As discussed in 4.1.3, Shibatani and Kageyama (1988) claim that the head of an

NP can incorporate into a VN, stranding its modifiers. This subsection shows that

ungrammaticality results if a noun is allowed to strand its modifiers when it incorporates

into a VN and claims that an NP can incorporate into a VN.

Observe the following examples in (43) and (44). The nonheads contained in the

square brackets in (43)-(44) are unquestionably phrases.

(43) Nominal-type Phrase Compounds

(Kageyama and Shibatani's (43a), (44a,b), 1989: 159-160)

a. [ta-huken-kara-no zyukensei): ZOOKA-ni tomonatte

[other-prefecture-from-Gen examinee)increase-according

'in accordance with the increase of examinees from other prefectures'

considerable effort-Nom

doryoku-gakanari-nob. [sono gaikokugo): SYUUTOKU-ni-wa

[that foreign-languagelacquisition-for-Top

hituyoo-da.

necessary-Cop

'A considerable amount of efforts is necessary for the acquisition of that foreign

52 When a Goal of a Theme occurs with an Agent and a Theme in the same a-
structure, the Goal can be compounded only when it contains a certain Iocational
morpheme, such as -nai 'inside'. Thus kinai 'inside the plane' cannot be replaced by
hikooki 'plane' as shown in (ii).

(i)

(ii)

hikooki-ni syokumotu: HANNYUU-go
plane-into food-bringing-after
'after bringing food in the plane'
*syokumotu-o hikooki: HANNYUU-go
food-Ace plane-bringing-after

- ----- - ----------
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SINNYUU-gokokkyoo-hukin-ni

language.'

(44) Clause-type Phrasal Compounds

(Shibatani and Kageyama's (54a,c), 1988: 471-472)

a. [Kono zikken]: SYUURYOO-go-ni, ii peepaa-ga kak-e-sooda.

[this experimentl-finish-after good paper-Nom write-can-seem

'After this experiment is completed, it appears that I can write a good paper.'

b. Izoku-wa, [Simizu-si-no hatugen]: SYUURYOO-go,

bereaved-Top [Shimizu-Mr.-Gen argument]-finish-after

syusaisyagawa-ni hasiri-yori ...

coordinators-to ran-up ...

'After Mr. Shimizu's argument was finished, the bereaved rushed to the

coordinators'

In (43b), (44a) and (44b), the nonheads are NPs, as the existence of a determiner

or possessive in each example indicates, namely, sono 'that' in (43b), kono 'this' in (44a),

and Simizu-san-no 'Mr. Shimizu's' in (44b). The nonhead in (43a) does not have an oven

specifier, but the existence of a modifier indicates that it is at least N', not N.

Shibatani and Kageyama (1988: 472) suggest the possibility that those modifiers

such as tahuken-kara-no 'from other prefectures' in (43a), sono in (43b), kono in (44a),

Shimizu-san-no 'Mr. Shimizu's' in (44b), are in fact stranded outside of the square

brackets. However, their argument is not tenable, as shown by the following test. The

subject with a modifier in (45a) can be compounded as the nonhead cf the postsyntactic

compound in (45b). If the noun modifier is stranded after the head N is incorporated as

Shibatani and Kageyama claim, (45c) should be grammatical, which it is not.

(45)

a. VN+temporal Pattern

[[BUSOO-sita] booto-ga]
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'after the armedmob intruded into the borderareas'

b. N+VN+temporal Pattern

kokkyoo-hukin-ni BUSOO-sita booto: SINNYUU-go

border-area-at armed mob-intrusion-after

c. N+VN+temporal Pattern

*[[BUSOO-sita] ti] kokkyoo-hukin-ni booto]: SINNYUU-go

armed border-area-into mob-intrusion-after

Note that the trace within the subject NP in (45c) should be properly govemed53,

otherwise (45b) should be also ungrammatical. This is because, if Shibatani and

Kageyamaare correct, the nonheadin (45b) should also move from (the head of) subject

position-the subjectoccurs VP-internally in Shibatani and Kageyama's analysis, as stated

above.

What makes Shibatani and Kageyama hesitate in concluding that 'postsyntactic'

compoundsinvolve NP incorporation, in spite of the aboveexamples, is that there are

some phrases that resist incorporation. The following are such examples.

(46) Nominal-type Phrasal Compounds

(Kageyamaand Shibatani's (42), 1989: 159, the judgments are theirs)

caution-Nom there-was

experiment-start-Dat preceding

a. *?[kiken-na

dangerous

syotyoo-kara

head-of-lab-from

zikken: KAISI]-ni

tyuui-ga

sakidati

atta,

'Preceding the start of the dangerous experiment, there were cautions offered

by the head of the laboratory.'

53 See Chomsky (1981: 250,273, 1986b:9, 17) for the definition of proper
government.
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b. *?hitobito-wa [nagaku 0-0 hiku haree-suisei

people-Top long tail-Ace drag Halley's-cornet

SYUTUGEN]-ni odoroita.

appearance-at were-surprised

'People were surprisedat the appearance of Halley's comet,which was

draggingits tail long.'

c. *hagesii [yotoo-to

keen ruling-party-and

yatoo: TAIRITU-ga]

opposition-party-opposition-Nom

okotta.

arose

'There arosekeen opposition between the ruling party and the opposition

parties.'

(47) Clause-type Phrasal Compounds

(Shibatani and Kageyama's (53), 1988: 471,judgments are theirs)

a. ?*[[utukusii

[[beautiful

Yooroppa]: RYOKOO]-tyuu-ni!no sai

Europe[-travel]

cf. utukusii YooropaQ RYOKOO-tyuu ni/nosai

'while/on the occasion of traveling beautiful Europe'

ookii Tookyoo]: SYUTTYOO]-tyuu!no saib. *[[sekai-iti

[[world-No.1 big Tokyo]-trip]

cf. sekai-iti ookii Tookyooni SYUTIYOO-tyuu!nosai

'when makinga business trip to Tokyo, the biggestcity in the world'

According to my grammaticality judgments, however, the examples in (46) and

(47) are not so bad,except for (t.!5c)54; (46a) is acceptable ('\./) to me; (46b) sounds a little

strange (?); and (47a) and (47b) are marginal (??).

54 The ungrammaticality of (46c)may be accounted for if coordination in Japanese
involveplacing the particle to 'and' after each coordinate. Thus yotooto yatoo 'the ruling
party and theopposition party' is underlyingly yotoo to yatoo to, which sounds a little
literarybut is still grammatical in ModernJapanese. The last to is deletedjust as other case
particles are deletedwhen followed by other particles. If this is the case,yotoo to yatoo
(to) 'the rulingand theopposition parties' has a functional element intervening between
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There seem to be two kinds of factors that lowerthe acceptability of phrase

incorporation into VNs: (i) nonrestrictive modifiers and (ii) nativeJapanese words in

nonheads.

Comparing the good examples in (44) and the bad examples in (47), Shibatani and

Kageyama (1988: 472) state that the formerhavedescriptive modifiers and thelatter

restrictive modifiers. If the modifiers in (46b) and (47)arechanged to restrictive

modifiers, they improve a little.

(48)

a. hitobito-wa [nagaku 0-0 hiku suisei: SYUTUGEN]-ni odoroita

people-Top long tail-Ace drag comet appearance-at were-surprised

'People were surprised at the appearance of a comet that wasdragging its long

tail.'

b. ?(?)[[utukusii

[[beautiful

ikyoo]: RYOKOO]-tyuu-ni/no ori-ni

foreign-country]-travel]

'while/on the occasion of traveling a beautiful foreign country'

c. ?(?)[[sekai-iti ookii

[[world-No.1 big

tosi]: SYUTTYOO-tyuu/no sai

city]-trip]

'when making a business trip the biggestcity in the world'

(48b) and (48c)can be further improvedby changing the native Japanese words to

Sino-Japanese (SJ) words.

(49)

a. [[huukoo-meibi-na

[[beautiful(SJ)

ikyoo]: RYOKOO]-tyuu-ni!no ori-ni

foreign-country(SJ)]-trip]

'while/onthe occasion of traveling a beautiful foreign country'

b. ?[[sekai saidai-no tosi]: SYUTTYOO]-tyuu/no sai

itself and the VN, but, as will be shownlater, no functional elementcan intervene between
the nonheadand the head.
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[[worId(SJ) biggest(SJ)-Gen city(SJ)]-trip]

'when making a business trip to the biggestcity in the world'

Shibatani and Kageyama(1988: 466-467) pointout that postsyntactic compounding

disfavors the incorporation of native words,even when the nonheadis a noun, as shown

in (SOb).

(50) a. hoohoo: KETTEI-go

method(SJ)-decision-after

'after deciding the method'

b. *?yarikata: KETTEI-go

method-decision-after

The examplein (50a) is grammatical bee-use the nonhead in this example is a word of

Chineseorigin, whereas (50b) is unacceptable because the nonheadis a native word

Thus I generalize that NPs incorporate into VNs with the reservation thatnative

elements and nonrestrictive modifiers in nonheads are disfavored. This seemsmore

plausiblethan to generalize that nonnative nouns incorporate and that someexceptional

phrases allow theirhead to incorporate in postsyntactic compounding, as Shibataniand

Kageyamado. Note that hoohoo 'method' in (50a) can be consideredan NP rather than an

N, which is indistinguishable withoutan oven specifier; also phrases withoutspecifiers

such as (43a) can be considered NPs for the same reason.

One point need be noted beforeconcluding this section. That is, although an NP is

compoundedas nonhead, no case particle or focus panicle can appearon the nonhead,as

in (51a) and (51 b), nor can the plural morpheme tad be placed on it, as shown in (SIc) and

(52). The nominal-type postsyntactic compounds in (51 a)-(5lc) are clearly

ungrammatical. The clause-type postsyntactic in (52)can only be interpreted as an

informalutterance in which the accusative markeron zyukensei-tati 'examinees' is omitted.
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(51) Nominal-type postsyntactic compounds

a. *zyuke,nsei-ga:ZOOKA-ni tomonatte, zyuku-ga hueta,

examinees-Nom-increase-Dat according, cram-school-Nom increased

•As the examinees increased, the cram schools increased.'

b. *syoogakkoo-zyukensei-made(mo):ZOOKA-ni

elementary-school-examinees-even-increase-Dat

tomonatte

according

zyuku-ga

cram-school-Nom

hueta.

increased

'As even elementaryschoolexaminees increased, cram school increased.'

c. *zyukensei-tati:ZOOKA-ni tomonatte, zyuku-ga hueta.

examinee-Pl-increase-Dat according cram-school-Nom increased

'As the examinees increased, the cram schools increased.'

(52) Clause-type postsyntactic compound

zyukensei-tati

examinee-PI

KANGEI-tyuu-ni

welcoming-middle

'while welcoming the examinees'

Based on the examples in the above, I hypothesize thatcase or focus particles and the plural

morpheme adjoin to an NP, as shown in (53).55

(53) a. b. c.
NP NP NP
~ N~f ~

NP Af NP Af
I I I.

g3/o made(mo) taU
'Nom/Ace' 'even' 'PI'

These elements cannotoccur with the NP nonhead because (i) theyare peripheral

elements adjoined to NPs,just like nonrestrictive relative clauses, and (ii) they are

functional categories. Hoeksema(1988: 134)demonstrated, using examples from English

55 Alternatively, these case markers,focus markers, and plural morphemes may be
Kases (Abney 1987), as proposed in Sato (l991a).
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and Dutch that functional categories, e.g. determiners, cannot appear in compounds-I

postulate, following Fukui (1986), that determiners in Japanese are not functional

categories.

To sum up, in this section I have proposed that an NP is compounded in

postsvntactic compounds and shown examples containing NPs incorporated into VNs to

support this claim. I do not derive postsyntactic compounds from underlying non

compound phrasal structures by movement, contra Shibatani and Kageyama (1988). I

have shown that even lexical compounds sometimes exhibit phrasal accentuation. Thus

just having phrasal accentuation does not justify the presence of an underlying phrasal

structure. If the nonhead of a postsyntactic compound is an NP, there is nothing

mysterious about the nonheads' having phrasal accentuation or being referential (Shibatani

and Kageyama: 473). I have also shown that VNs do not assign accusative Case in

adverbial clauses headed by temporal words. I suggested that there is a zero light verb that

assign verbal Cases to a VN's arguments, which will be discussed more in the following

section.

4.3. Structures of temporal phrases with a VN

This section illustrates what kind of syntactic structures (or LFs) the temporal

phrases with a VN (!'T+VN+temporaland VN+temporal patterns) take, using the

observations made in 4.2, and how the inheritance model proposed in this thesis accounts

for those temporal phrases with a VN.

An example of the VN+temporal type and an example of the VN+no+temporal type

are given in (54a) and (54b), respectively.

(54) a. VN+temporal Pattern

John-ga Mary-o HIHAN-tyuu-(ni)

John-Nom Mary-Ace criticism-middle-in
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'while John was criticizingMary'

b. VN+no+temporal Pattern

John-ga

John-Nom

Mary-o

Mary-Ace

HIHAN-no sai-(ni)

criticism-Gen occasion-on

'when John criticizedMary'

(54a) is assigned the structure in (55) below. Crucially, as suggested in 4.2.2, I postulate

a zero light verb which undergoes complex predicate formation as described in chapter 2.

(55) Structure of (54a)
NP--------CP N

I I
IF tyuu
~ 'middle'

NP l'
~ »<:
John-ga VP I
'JohnNom'~

NP V'
~ <x, «Ag), Th»
Mary-o '~

'Mary Ace' NP V
«Ag), Th> <x, Th>

I I
HIHAN 0

'criticism'

Initially, the zero light verb with the a-structure <x,Th> discharges the Theme role to the

VN phrase.56 This triggerscomplex predicate formation involving argument transfer: thus

56 A question arises as to whether a heavy zero light verb with the a-structure -cAg,
Th> exists, I postulate that there is no such light verb. First, Dubinsky (1990) observes
the contrast between the examples in (i) and (ii). That is, while the VN that occurs with
heavy SUTU in (i) can take a Theme and Instrumental modifier, the VN that occurs in the
VN+temporalpattern in (ii) does not.

(i) (Dubinsky's (4b), 1990: 128)
FBI-no dairinin-wa musen-de [kokumusyoo-to-no
FBI-Gen agent-Top radio-Ins State-Dept.-with-Gen
angoobun-no KOOSIN-o] siteiru.
coded-message-Gen communication-Ace is-doing
'The FBI agent is communicating coded messages with the State Dept. by radio.'
(ii) (Dubinsky's (lOb), 1990: 131)
??Kokumusyoo-to [musen-de-no angoobun-no KOOSIN-tyuu-ni...
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the VN's a-structure is incorporated into the zero light verb's a-structure and x activates

and inherits the VN's logical subject. The complex predicate thus formed assigns the

Theme role to Mary-o 'Mary Acc' and the x (= Ag) role to the subject John-ga 'John

Nom'. Following the conventional analysis of clausal structure (Chomsky 1986b), CP is

postulated above IP.57 Finally, the temporal word tyuu 'during' takes the CP as its

complement. Mary 0 gets accusative Case from the complex predicate in accordance with

the accusative Case assignment rule proposed in chapter 2, repeated below.

(56) (= (49) in chapter 2) Accusative Case Assignment:

a +Acc verb can assign accusative Case to its Theme NP argument (some Korean

ditransitive verbs can assign accusative Case to their Theme and Goal argument

NPs).

State-Dept-with radio-Ins-Gen coded-message-Gen communication-middle
'while communicating coded messages with the State Dept by radio ... '

Secondly, although Dubinsky (1990) concludes that only a Theme in genitive is
allowed in a VN+temporal pattern, giving the example in (iii), I do not agree with his
judgment (however, see Sells's (1989) example (20d) and Tsujimura's (1992: 478)
example (4».

(iii) (Dubinsky's (9a), 1990: 13I-the judgment is his.)
Musen-de kokumusyoo-to [angoobun-no KOOSIN]-tyuu-ni. ..
radio-Ins State-Dept-with coded-message-Gen communication-middle
'while communicating coded messages with the State Dept by radio ... '

I think (iii) is only marginally acceptable. Matsumoto (1992: 123, footnote 22) also states
that the example in (iii) is marginal to him. Shibatani and Kageyama (1988: 467-468) claim
that either ?Usatellite elements of a VN followed by a temporal word occur with a verbal
case or all of them occur with a nominal case.

It seems to follow from the above that, unlike heavy suru, the zero verb does not
seem to allow a VN to take a nominal modifier, i.e., it cannot be heavy. (However, a
question remains as to why (iii) is marginally acceptable.)
57 If the VP-internal subject hypothesis (e.g. Fukui (1986), Kuroda (1988» is
applicable in Japanese, it may be a VP that a temporal word like go 'after' takes as its
complement. By so doing, the way temporal words license a zero light verb is more easily
accounted for, i.e., temporal words s-select a VP headed by a zero light verb. On the other
hand, given structures like (55), where the temporal word s-selects a CP, it is necessary to
postulate long-distance licensing, i.e., temporal words s-select a CP that selects an IP that
selects a VP headed by a zero light verb.
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The same processes (except for the final rule of no insertion) take place in the

derivation of the VN+no+temporal pattern in (54b).

(57) Structure of (54b)
NP
~

CP N

IP~ I.
no on

_____-------- 'Gen' 'occasion'
NP I'

L'. »<:
John-ga VP I
'JohnNom'~

NP V'
~ <x, «Ag), Th»

~

Mary-o ~
'Mary Ace' NP V

«Ag), Th> <x, Th>
I I

HIHAN 0
'criticism'

It is not clear how no is inserted. I hypothesize that either of the following operations takes

place: (i) the noun head ori 'occasion' mark the CP with genitive under government, or (ii)

in PF no is inserted to break up a sequence of two nouns, i.e. hihan + ori.

(58) is an example of a clause-type postsyntacticcompound with a Theme argument

as the nonhead, for which the structure in (59) is postulated. (An N+VN+no+temporal

pattern with a Theme nonheadis omitted from discussion because it involves the same

processes.)

(58) N+VN+temporal Pattern, N =Theme

John-ga

John-Nom

Mary-HIHAN-tyuu-ni

Mary-criticism-middle-in

'while John is criticizingMary'
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(59) Structureof (58) NP-------CP N
I I
IP tyuu

-------- "ddl 'NP I' mr e

~ »<:
John-ga VP I
'John Nom' I

V'(5)
<1" «~g), Th*»~

(3)N~V(4)~ JI <x, Th>
(2) N I

~~0
NP N (1)
I «Ag), Th>

Mary I
HIHAN
'criticism'

The complexpredicate in (59)differs from any of complexpredicates that has

appeared so far. In the precedingchapters, whensuru, hata, or toytaundergoes argument

transfer with a VN, the VN's a-structure must be completely unsaturated. The zero light

verb in (59) differs from them in that it can inherita partiallysaturated a-structure, i.e. the

a-structurewith only one argument positiondischarged«Ag), Th*>. (Theasterisk on the

Theme indicates that it has beendischarged already.)

The foIlowing a-marking takes place in (59).58 In (59), unlike (57), the VN at

node (1) discharges its Theme role to the nonhead NP, first. An asterisk is placedon the

dischargeda-role in the a-structure at node (2); the same a-structure is percolated up to

node (3). Next, the zero light verb at node (4) discharges its Theme role to the NP at node

(3) and forms a complexpredicateat node (5). Unlikecomplexpredicate formation

discussed above, not all arguments of the VN hihan 'criticism' will be realized outside,

namely, the Themerole discharged to Mary will not be realized outside because it has been

58 O'Grady (l992a) proposes a similar inheritance analysis to account for a VN
compounded withits Theme noun in a hata pattern.
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discharged already, as shown by the star on this a-role. The zero light verb activates the

suppressed Agent argument and realizesit outside. That is, of the complex predicate thus

formed, only thex (= Ag) role is dischargeable and it will be discharged to the subject

John-ga 'John Nom'.

Note that the structure as shown above correctly predicts the scope of the focus

particle in (25) repeated below. The examples in (25) get the following structures (a-

structures arenot shown in the structures).

(25) a. VN+no+temporalPattern

doo-koogi-o TYOOKOO-nomi-no sai-ni-wa

the-course-Ace auditing-only-Gen situation-in-Top

'when just auditing this course'

b. N+VN+no+temporal Pattern

doo-koogi: TYOOKOO-nomi-no sai-ni-wa

the-course-auditing-only-Gen situation-in-Top

'when auditing just this course'

(60)

a. Structure of (25a) b. Structure of (25b)
NP
~,

CP N

I~P I.no sal
~

NP l'
I »<:
pro VP I
~

NP V
~ I

NP nomi 0

h
~

NP N
I I

doo-koogi TYOOKOO

NP
~

CP N

IP~ I.
no sal

...........---._ 'Gen' 'occasion'
NP l'
I r-;
pro VP I--------NP V'
~ »<;

doo-koogi-o NP V
'the courseAcc'~ I

NP nomi 0
I 'only'

TYOOKOO
'auditing'
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In (60a) the Theme NP in the accusative is not contained in the phrase to which the

focus particle adjoins; thus it cannot be included in the focus. In contrast, in (6~b) the

Theme NP is contained in the phrase to which the focus particle adjoins; thus it can be

included in the focus, as expected.

In the following, of the N+VN+temporal and N+VN+no+temporal patterns, only

the former will be discussed because there is no significant difference in forming either

patterns. Also, of the VN+temporal and VN+no+temporal patterns, only the former will

be discussed.

In (32a) repeated below, where the Goal is compounded, the VN discharges its

Goal role to the NP Bosnia, projecting an a-structure with a star on the Goal to N and to

NP, as in (61).

(32a) N+VN+temporal Pattern, N =Goal

Serbia-gun-ga Bosnia: SINNYUU-tyokugo

Serbian-troop-Nom Bosnia: intrusion-right after

'right after the Serbian troops intruded into Bosnia'

(61) Structure of (32a)
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The process is the same as in (59). The VN at node (1) in (61) discharges its Goal role to

the nonhead, projecting the a-structure «Ag), Go*> to node (2), and to node (3). The

asterisk on the Goal role means that it has been discharged. The zero light verb at node (4)

discharges its Theme role to the sister NP and forms a complex predicate. The suppressed

Agent role, which is activated and inherited by the zero light verb, is assigned to the

subject.

In postsyntactic compounds, agentive roles can appear as nonheads, unlike lexical

compounds (Miyagawa 1989b). (32b) repeated below is an example where an Agent is

discharged within a compound and a Goal is transferred. It is assigned the structure in

(62).

(32b) N+VN+temporal Pattern, N = Agent

Bosnia-ni Serbia-gun: SINNYUU-tyokugo

Bosnia-into Serbian-troop: intrusion-right after

'right after the Serbian troops intruded into Bosnia'

(62) Structure of (32b)
NP
~

CP N
I I
IP tyokugo
I 'right after'
I'
~

VP I----------PP V'(~

,...:::>.. <x, «Ag*), Go» ;)
Bosniani ~
'into Bosnia' (3) NP_······- V (4)

I ~~ <x,Th>
N(2) I
~ 0

NP N(l)',
I «Ag), Go> .../

Serbia-gun I
'Serbian troops' SINNYUU

'intrusion'
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The VN at node (1) in (62) discharges its Agentrole to the nonhead, projecting the a

structure«Ag*), Go> to node (2)and to node (3). The zero light verb at node (4)

discharges its Theme role to the NP at node (3) and forms a complexpredicate at node (5).

The zero lightverb cannotdischarge the Agent role because it has been discharged but it

discharges the inheritedGoal role to Bosnia ni 'into Bosnia'.

Thereis one problem with the aboveanalysis, i.e., the Agent role of the VN

sinnyuu 'intrusion' is discharged within the compound in spite of theassumption made in

chapter 2 that suppressed a-rolescannotbe discharged unless they are activated. The

Agent role assignedto 'the Serbian troops', however, must be used up, because this Agent

role cannotbe realizedagain, as in (63).

(63) *Serbia-gun-gaj Bosnia-ni sore-zisin]: SINNYUU-tyokugo

Serbian-troop-Nom Bosnia-into it-self-intrusion-right after

'right after the Serbian troops intruded into Bosnia'

But if the Agent is activated and inherited, it mustbe discharged, yielding sentences like

(63). Thus I stipulate that the suppressed a-roles can be discharged within compounds, in

which a-role assignment does notrequire Case assignment (Baker 1988).

(64) is an exampleof postsyntactic compounding with an unaccusative VN. Its

structure is given in (65).

(64) N+VN+temporal Pattern, unaccusative VN

gan-ni-yori doo-seizika: SIBOO-go

cancer-by-means-of the-said-politician-death-after

'after the saidpolitician diedfrom cancer'

The VN at node (1) in (65) belowdischarges Theme role to the nonhead, projecting the a

structure <Th*> to node (2) and tonode (3). The zero light verb at node (4) discharges its

Theme role to the NP at node (3), incorporating its a-structure. No undischarged a-roles
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are inherited in this example. The adverbial phrase gan-ni-yori 'from cancer' mcxiifies the

complex predicate.

(65) Structure of (64)
NP

~N
I I
IP go
I 'after'
l'
~

VP I

~VI(5)
gan-m-yori <x, <Th*»

L.:.-I------NP(3) V(4)
I <x, Th>
N(2) I

<Th*> 0
---......-........NP N(l)
l <Th>

doo-seizika I
'the politician' SIBOO

'death'

As shown above, the inheritance analysis proposed in chapter 2 is able to account

for postsyntactic compounds of the clause type.

4.4. Conditions on argument transfer in the temporal phrases with a VN

This subsection and the following examine whether the conditions for complex

predicate formation apply in complex predicate formation in the temporal phrases with a

VN (VNHemporal and N+VN+temporal patterns).

4.4.1. No argument transfer from a modified VN

A question arises as to whether a complex predicate formed by a zero light verb and

a VN allows any nominal modifier. If the zero light verb is on a par with suru, hata, or

toyta, it is expected from the condition in (21) of chapter 3 repeated below that no

modifiers are possible in such structure.
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(66) (= (21) in chapter 3)

When suru (or hata or toyta) forms a complex predicate with a VN, no pan of the

complex predicate can take a nominal modifier.

Observe (54a) and (58) repeated below with brackets around the NP headed by the VN,

which fOnTIS a complex predicate with the zero light verb (see (55) and (59) for detail).

(54a) VNHemporal Pattern

John-ga Mary-o [NP HIHAN]-tyuu-(ni)

John-Nom Mary-Ace criticism-middle-in

'while John was criticizing Mary'

(58) N+VN+temporal Pattern, N =Theme

John-ga [NP Mary: HlliAN]-tyuu-ni

John- Nom Mary-criticism-middle-in

'while John is criticizing Mary'

Because the VN phrase is an NP (as shown in (55) and (59», it should allow a modifier to

occur within it. However, no noun modifiers are in fact allowed. Neither a determiner nor

an adjective can occur in the NP headed by the VN, as shown below. The structures in

(69) (with irrelevant notation omitted) illustrate the sentences in (67) and (68).

(67) VN+temporal pattern with a modifier

a. *John-ga Mary-o [sono HIHAN]-tyuu-ni, Harry-ga kita.

John-Nom Mary-Ace that criticism-middle Harry-Nom came

b. *John-ga Mary-o [matohazure-na HIHAN]-tyuu-ni, Harry-ga kita.

John-Nom Mary-Ace pointless criticism-middle Harry-Nom came

(68) N+VN+temporal pattern with a modifier

a. *John-ga [sono Mary: HlliAN]-tyuu-(ni)

John-Nom that Mary-criticism-middle-tin)

b. *John-ga [matohazure-na Mary: HlliAN]-tyuu-(ni)
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(69)

pointless

170

Mary: criticism-middle-(ni)

a. Structure for (67a) and (67b)

NP.-----.....-...
TP I
IP tyuu

.:..----------- 'middle'
NP r
~ »<:
John-ga VP I
'John-Nom'_________

NP V'
~ ~
Mary-o NP V

'Mary-Ace' »<: I
Det/AP N 0
I I

sono 'that'/ HIHAN
motohazure-na 'criticism'
'pointless'

b. Structure for (68a) and (68b)
NP

C~
I I
IP tyuu
~ 'middle'

NP r
c: ~

John-ga VP I
'John Nom' I

V'
~

NP V_________ I
Det/AP N 0

I -<:
sono'that'/ NP N
matoharure-na I I
'pointless' Mary HIHAN

'criticism'

The ungrammaticality of (67)-(68) is expected because, as discussed in chapter 3,

only bare VNs can combine with the light verb. When the VN takes a modifier as in (69),

it cannot transmit any a-role to John-go. Crucially, however, I regard the nonhead of the

postsyntactic compound in (58) not as a modifier but as an argument, as discussed earlier.

Then the condition in (66) is restated as in (70).

(70) When suru,hata, toyta,or the zero light verb forms a complex predicate

with a VN, no part of the complex predicate can take a nominal modifier.

In contrast with clausal-type postsyntactic compounds shown above, nominal-type

postsyntactic compounds are assumed to be different in that they do not involve argument

transfer with the zero light verb. For example, the nominal-type postsyntactic compound

in (71) can take a noun modifier.
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(71)

John-no matohazure-na doo-kyoozyu: HIHAN-ga mondai-ni natta.

John-Gen pointless the-professor-criticism-Nom issue-Dat became

'John's pointless criticism of the professor became a subject of discussion.'

The absence of the zero light verb from (71) can be exemplified by the example in

(72), where the VN's suppressed Agent cannot be realized as the nominative subject John

ga 'John Nom'-note that John-no 'John's' in (68) is considered an argument modifier, as

stated above.

(72)

*John-ga matohazure-na doo-kyoozyu: HIHAN-ea mondai-ni natta.

John-Nom pointless the-professor-criticism-Nom issue-Dat became

Such a nominative subject, however, is expected if the zero light verb occurs with the VN

as shown in (73a). After the zero light verb forms a complex predicate with the VN, its x

(= Ag) role has to be discharged to subject position.59 Thus I assume that no zero light

verb appears in (71), as shown in (73b).

59 A zero light verb with the a-structure <Th>, like light myra, does not exist, as the
following examples exhibit. As shown below, although toyta can leave the Agent of the
VN 'discovery' suppressed in (i), the zero light verb in (ii) must reactivate the suppressed
Agent. (ii) is ungrammatical because sintaylywuk-i 'new continent Nom' is interpreted as
the Agent argument of the VN 'discovery'.

(i) Sintaylywuki-i Columbus-eyuyhay PALKEYN-toy-n hwu-ey
new-continent-Nom Columbus-by discovery-became after
ku saken-i sayngki-ess-ta.
that incident-Nom happened
'That incident happened after the new continent was discovered by
Columbus.'

(ii) *Sintayiywuki-i Columbus-eyuyhay PALKEYN-hwu-ey,
new-continent-Nom Columbus-by discovery-after
ku saken-i sayngki-ess-ta.
that incident-Nom happened



(73) a. Structure of (72)

CP
I

IP---------NP l'
L'>.. ~

John-ga YP I
'John Nom' <x, «Ag), Th*»

~

NP""" -Y
~ <x,Th>

AP N I
~ «Ag), Th*> Q}

rnatoazUre=ria~
'pointless' NP N

I «A&), Th>
doo-kyoozyu I
'the professor' HIHAN

'criticism'
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b. Structure of (71)

NP----------NP N'
~ ~
John-no AP N'
'John Gen'~ I

matohazure-na N
'pointless' ~

NP N
I I

doo-kyoozyu HIHAN
'the professor' 'criticism'

The absence of the zero light verb from nominal-type postsyntacticcompounds is

further supported by the fact that such postsyntactic compounds can take no adverbs. The

adverb kibisiku 'severely', but not the adjective kibisii 'severe', can occur with the clause-

type in (74). If a zero verb could appear with a nominal-type postsyntactic compound, an

adverb should be permitted also in (75). However, in contrast with (74), the adjective

kibisii, but not the adverb kibisku, can occur with the nominal-type postsyntactic

compound in (75), indicating that the YN does noroccur with a verb in the subject position

of (75).

(74) Clause-typepostsyntactic compound (N+YN+temporal pattern)

John-ga *kibisiilkibisiku doo-kyoozyu: HlliAN-go-ni kare-ga okori-dasita.

John-Nom severe/severely the-professor-criticism-after he-Nom angry-started

'After John criticized the professor severely, he became angry.'

(75) Nominal-typepostsyntacticcompound

(John-no) kibisii/*kibisiku doo-kyoozyu: HIHAN-ga mondai-ni natta.

John-Gen severe/severely the-professor-criticism-Nom issue-Oat became
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'John's severe criticism of the professor became a subject of discussion.'

The nominal type also differs from clausal type with respect to the control phenomenon,

which will be discussed in the next section.

4.4.2. An extended complex predicate

Another condition on argument transfer is the generalizatio.. .ill (108) of chapter 3,

which is repeated below for convenience.

(76) (= (108) in chapter 3)

An extended complex predicate headed by hata (or suru) denotes a series of

activities performed by the same doer(s), i.e. Agent. In this series of activities,

the VN denoting one activity is the object (i.e. Theme) of the VN denoting

another.

Unlike Korean, it is not easy in Japanese to have more than one VN in a light verb

construction, due to the Double-Object Constraint. Multiple occurrence of VNs is

possible, however, in postsyntactic compound constructions, where no accusative case is

needed.

(77) VN+temporal Pattern

seihu-ga zooge-o YUNYUU: TYUUSI-go

government ivory-Ace import-stop-after

'after the government stopped importing ivory'

Crucially I propose that complex predicate formation takes place between the two

VNs and, after this, the resulting a-structure further undergoes complex predicate

formation with the zero light verb. (78) below is the structure for (77). In (78), the VN

tyuusi 'stop' at node (2) discharges its Theme role to the VN yunyuu 'import' at node (1).

I hypothesize that this triggers complex predicate formation through which undischarged 8

roles can be inherited beyond maximal projections. In this case, the Theme role of the VN

yunyuu 'import' will be inherited and discharged later. Because neither of the two VNs
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has an unspecified argument, neitherAgent argument is inherited by an argument of the

other. Thus the Agent argumentof 'stop' is postulated to control the Agentargumentof

'import' ,just as in the case of complex predicateformation with heavysuru. The a-

structureof 'import' is incorporatedinto the a-structure of 'stop', as shownat node (3),

whichpercolates to node (4). The zero light verb at node (5) discharges its Themerole to

the NP at node (4) and forms a complexpredicateat node (6). At node (6), the suppressed

Agent of 'stop' is activatedand inheritedby x. The Themerole (originally of 'import') is

dischargedto zooge-o 'ivory Ace' and the x (= Ag) is discharged to the subjectseihu-ga

'government'.

(78) Structure of (77)
NP
~

CP N
I I
IP go

............--- 'after'
NP I'
~ rr-«:
seihu-ga VP I
'gov't Nom'_________

NP V' (6)

~ <if, «t}g), <Ag), Th»>~
zooge-o ~ )
'ivory Ace' NP(4) -=:::..-/ \;(5)

I -"\ <x,Th> -'
N(3)-~ I

«Ag), «Ag), Th» (2$

~(2)~
«Ag),Th>~(A~),Th>

I I
YUNYUU TYUUSI
'import' 'stop'

Interestingly, as in the Korean examplediscussedearlier,controlof the agentive

arguments are necessary when multiple VNs form complexpredicates. The examplein

(79) has two VNs, yunyuu 'import' and hamal 'opposition'. The agentive argumentof

neither VN controls the agentive argument of the other, and so (79) is ungrammatical, as

expected.
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(79) VN+temporal Pattern

*hogo-dantai-ga zooge-o YUNYUU: HANTAI-tyuu-(ni)

protection-group-Nom ivory-Ace import-opposition-middle-fin)

'while the protection groups are opposed to the importof ivory'

The ungrammaticality of (79) is explained as follows. Observe the structure of (79)

in (80) below.

(80) Structureof (79)

N
~ ~

hogo-dantai-ga VP I
'protection group Nom'~

N'P V' (6)
~ <'$, «<'jg), Th*» ;)
zooge-o ~
'ivory Ace' iiP(4)~' \1(5)

k(3)'-:> <x,r>
«Ag), Th*>~ 0

~(2L)
«Ag), Th> «Ag), Th>

I I
YUNYUU HANTAI
'import' 'opposition'

NP

C~
I I

IP tyuu
'middle'

The VN 'import' at node (1) and the VN 'opposition' at node (2) cannot forrn a complex

predicate, which is supposed to result in «Agi), «Agi), Th». This is because there is

no control relationship between the twoAgent positions. Thus only the head VN's a

structure«Ag), Th*> is percolated to node (3); the Themerole has an asteriskbecause it

has been discharged to the nonheadVN 'import'. The zero light verb forms a complex

predicatewith the a-structure of the VN 'opposition' percolated to node (4), yielding

<'&Jb.g), Th*» . The complexpredicate with this a-structure assigns the x (= Ag) role
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to the subject but has no a-role for zooge-o 'ivory Ace'. Thus this accusative NP fails to

be licensed, violating FI.

Unlike the contrast seen between the above two VN+temporal type postsyntactic

compounds, there is no contrast between the following two N+VN+temporal type

postsyntactic compounds.

(81) N+VN+temporal Pattern

seihu-ga zooge: YUNYUU: TYUUSI-go

government-Nom ivory-import-stop-after

'after the government stopped importing ivory'

(82) N+VN+temporal Pattern

hogo-dantai-ga zooge: ):UNYUU: HANTAI-tyuu-(ni)

protection-group-Nom ivory: import-opposition-middle-(in)

'while the protection groups are opposed to the import of ivory'

The Agent of the VN 'import' is controlled by the Agent of the VN 'stop' in (81), but the

Agent of the VN 'import' is not controlled by the Agent of the VN 'opposition' in (82).

Yet both are grammatical.

The contrast between the ungrammatical example in (79) and the grammatical

example in (82) comes from the fact that the Theme of the VN 'import' has to be

transferred to an element outside the VN's maximal projection in (79), while its Theme is

realized as the VN's nonhead in (S2). That is, argument transfer is crucially needed for the

former, but no such transfer is needed in the latter.

The structures of (81) and (82) shown below in (83) and (84), respectively. In

(83), the VN 'import' at node (1) discharges its Theme role to the nonhead zooge 'ivory',

projecting the a-structure «Ag), Th*> to node (2). The VN 'stop' at node (3) forms a

complex predicate with the a-structure at node (2), projecting the a-structure «Agi),

«Agi), Th*» to node (4). This is the a-structure for the [zooge: yunyuu]: tyuusi
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compound. This a-structure is percolated to node (5). The zero light verb at node (6)

discharges its Theme role to form a complex predicate with the {zooge: yunyuu]: tyuusi

compound, yielding the a-structure at node (7). No other arguments but the x (= Ag) can

be discharged; it is discharged to the subject seihu-ga 'government Nom'.

(83) LF of (81)
NP

-------------CP N
I I
IP go

'after'
l'
~

VP I
I
V'(7)

<JE, <(J}g), <Ag), Th*»> ~

liP (5) V(6) ~
I <X, Th>-

N(4) I
«Ag), «Ag), Th*» 0

~NO
«Ag), Th*>~ «Ag), Th>

~~») T~USI
I «Ag), Th> 'stop'

zooge I
'ivory' YUNYUU

'import'

In (84) below, the VN 'import' discharges its Theme role to the nonhead zooge,

projecting the a-structure «Ag), Th*> to node (2),just as in (83). The VN 'opposition' at

node (3), however, does not form a complex predicate with compound zooge: yunyuu

'ivory import' because the agentive argument of 'opposition' does not control the agentive

argument of 'import'. Thus the VN 'opposition' at node (3) projects the a-structure «Ag),

Th*> to node (4), without forming a complex predicate. The same a-structure shown at

node (4) percolates to node (5). The zero light verb at node (6) forms a complex predicate
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with the a-structure at node (5), projecting the a-structure at node (7). Again the x (= Ag)

is the only a-role to be discharged and it is discharged to the subject.

(84) LF of (82)

V~I
tl

(7)
<x, «Ag), Th*»~

~(6) ')

I """ <x, Th> ---'
N(4) ) I

«Ag), Th*>~ 0

~-;;---
«Ag), Th*>~ «A~~jth>J
~~~) HAkTAII «Ag), Th> 'opposition'

zooge I
'ivory' YUNYUU

'import'

NP
~
hogo-dantai-ga
'protection group Nom'

NP

-----------CP N
I I
IP tyuu

'middle'

In the foregoing I have shown that, when extended complex predicates are formed

of VNs and surulhata or the zero light verb, control relationship among the agentive

arguments are required.

A question arises as to whether or not nonagentive VNs can form extended

complex predicates with the zero light verb. Suppose an unaccusative VN is compounded

with another unaccusative VN in a VN+VN+temporal pattern as in (85), there can be no

control relation between the nonhead and the head VN because neither has an argument

which can control an argument of the other. Thus it is predicted that such a complex

predicate is not possible.

(85) VNunacc+VNunacc+temporal
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The aboveprediction is borneout by the example in (86b). (86a) does not involve

postsyntactic compounding. The complex predicate toorai-sita 'arrived' assigns its sole S

role Themeto the subject 'the end of cold war order'. The Themerole of VN syuuketu

'end' in the subject is associated with the genitive modifier 'cold warorder Gen'.

(86)

cold-war-structure-Gen end-Nom

a. [reisen-koozoo-no SYUUKETU-ga] TOORAI-sita tyokugo

arrival-did right-after

'right after the end of the cold war world orderhas come. '

b. VNunacc+VNunacc+temporal

*reisen-koozoo-ga SYUUKETU: TOORAI-tyokugo

cold-war-structure-Nom end-arrival-right-after

c. [N+VNunacc]+VNunacc+temporal

reisen-koozoo: SYUUKETU: TOORAI-tyokugo

cold-war-end-arrival-right-after

'right after the arrival of theend of the cold war worldorder'

Crucially (86b)is ungrammatical. The Theme argument of the VN 'end' cannot be

licensedoutsidebecause the two unaccusative VNs and thezero lightverbcannotform an

extendedpredicate, i.e., no argument transfer takesplace.

If the Theme subjectof the VN syuuketu is compounded as in (86c), however, the

resulting sentence is grammatical. This is because theTheme subject can get a a-rolein the

compoundfrom its head, as shown in the structure in (87)below. The VN 'end' at node

(1) discharges its Theme role to the nonhead, projecting the a-structure <Th">, The VN

'arrival' at node (3) discharges its Theme role to node (2) butdoes not form a complex

predicate; thus it projects thea-structure <Th*> to node (4) and to node (5). The zero light

verb forms a complexpredicate with node (5). Because the resulting a-structure is

saturatedno a-roleswill be discharged.
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(87) Structure of (86c)
NP

------------yP I
IP tyokugo
~ 'right after'

VP I
I
V'(7)

<x,<Th*»

~(5:S)~~I <x,Th>
N(4) I
<Th*;>~

~(3)J
< Th*>i) <Th>
~ I

NP N (1) TOORAI
I <Th> 'arrival'

reisen-koozoo I
'cold war order' SYUUKETU

'end'

To sum up, the zero light verb behaves like suru and haw in that it can form an

extended predicate with agentive VNs, which corroborates the hypothesis that there is a

phonologically null variant of light suru (or light hata). Moreover, the zero light verb

provides evidence that unaccusative VNs cannot form an extended complex predicate. The

generalization in (76) is restated as in (88).60

(88) An extended complex predicate headed by haw (or sum) or the zero light

verb denotes a series of activities performed by the same doer(s), i.e.

Agent. In this series of activities, the VN denoting one activity is the object

(i.e. Theme) of the VN denoting another.

60 As mentioned in chapter 3, this generalization is very stipulative in nature and it
would be less so if it could be stated as a constraint on external arguments rather than
agentive arguments. However, a temporal word disfavor a stative activity and thus it is
difficult to find a temporal word following an extended complex predicate with VNs that
bear an Experiencer argument. Tsujimura (1992: 501) points out that aspectual morphemes
, ... tend to resist psych nouns', e.g. sonkei 'respect', koohun 'excitement'.
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Unlike the above clause-type postsyntactic compounding complex predicates,

nominal compounds, which de not involve argument transfer, do net require control

relation, as shown below.

(89) Nominal-type Postsyntactic Compounds

a. [Beikoku-kara no [kome: YUNYUU]]: SOSI-no tame-ni

America-from-Gen rice-import-block-Gen purpose-Dar

'in order to block the import of rice from the U.S.'

b. zooge: YUNYUU: HANTAI-(doomei)

ivory-import-opposition-alliance

'(the alliance) opposing ivory import'

c. [[Serbiazin-ni-yoru Bosnia: SINKOO]: SOSI]-(an)

Serbian-by Bosnia-intrusion-stop-(plan)

'the stop-the-intrusion-into-Bosina-by-the-Serbians plan '

The external argument of yunyuu 'import' is different from that of sosi 'block' in

(89a), and from that of hantai 'opposition' in (89b). The external argument of sinkoo

'intrusion' is also different from that of sosi 'stop' in (89c). (89b) and (89c) show that

nominal type postsyntactic compounds can be further embedded in a lexical compound

with the element in the parentheses. The Source beikoku-kara-no 'from the U.S.' is

considered a modifier, which does not receive a a-role from the VN.

4.5. Summary

I have presented an analysis of postsyntactic compounds that differs from Shibatani

and Kageyama's (1988) analysis. I claimed that no N-incorporation from phrasal structure

is necessary to form postsyntactic compounds, which exhibit phrasal accentuation. This is

because there are lexical compounds that exhibit phrasal accentuation. I also claimed. that

the nonhead of a postsyntactic compound is an NP, pointing out problems with Shibatani

and Kageyama's claim that the nonhead can strand its modifiers. More importantly, I have
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shown that VNs cannot assign accusative Case usingthe scope test. Basedon this, I

proposed that there is a zero lightverb, which is responsible for assigning accusative Case

in VN+(no)+temporal patterns. Postulating a zero light verb that undergoes complex

predicate formation with a VN in VN+(no)+temporal or N+VN+(no)+temporal patterns

(temporal phrases with a VN), the inheritance analysis proposedin chapter2 is shown to

be capable of accounting for those patterns. The existenceof a zero light verb in those

patterns is supported by the fact thatthey are subject to the sameconditions, whichsuru (or

hata) patterns are subjectto, i.e. no nominal modification on part of a complex predicate

and requirement of Agentcontrolin an extendedcomplex predicate.

------ -----
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

In this thesis I have proposed thata complexpredicate is formed with a VNand a

verb (such as suru, hata, toytaor a zero lightverb) in Japaneseand Korean, resultingin

incorporation of the VN's a-structure into the verb's a-structure. Complex predicates thus

formedcan be compounds, e.g.piphan-hata 'criticize', or stringsof words (forming a

continuous or discontinuous constituent), e.g.piphan-ulhata as in (1).

(1) Hata pattern witha bareVN

John-i

John-Nom

Mary-lul

Mary-Ace

PIPHAN-ul ha-yessta.

criticism-Ace did

'John criticized Mary.'

Thesecomplex predicates, compounded or otherwise, inherit the a-structure of a VN and

realize its arguments by assigning Cases and a-roles to them. Thus complexpredicate

formation is a process through which a verbis derivedfrom a noun with a-marking

capacity.

Beinga verb-deriving process,complex predicate formation is considered a process

that takesplace in the lexiconby some researchers, e.g. Grimshawand Mester (1988), but

I have arguedthat it takes placeat LF, i.e., the levelafterall syntactic movements have

applied and the level where thematic depedencies arechecked(against theprinciple of Full

Interpretation, Chomsky (l986a». Being an LF process,complex predicate formation is

sensitive to surface wordorder, which makes it possible to accountfor scrambling data like

(2).

(2) Scrambling of VN

*PIPHAN-ul·1

criticism-Ace

John-i

John-Nom

Mary-lui

Mary-Ace

t·J hayessta.

did

Because licensing of threepositions Uohn-i, Mary-lui, and ti) by hata takes place priorto

complex predicate formation with hata and thepreposedVN in (2), hata has to license the
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hayessta.

did

Mary-luI

Mary-Ace

ha-n] PIPHANj

do-Pst criticism

pro,

ku kes-ul hayessta,

that thing-Ace did

three positions without inheriting the VN's a-srructure. But it is impossible for hata to

license all three because, even if it is heavy, it can only license two chains, an Agent and a

Theme. As a result, the example in (2) is ruled out.

This analysis can account for other syntactic restrictions on the behavior of a VN,

as shown below. I have argued, following O'Grady (1991), that the following examples

are ruled out in terms of thematic dependencies.

(3) Topicalization of VN

*PIPHAN-unj John-i

criticism-Top John-Nom

(4) Relativization ofVN

*[John-i Mary-lul

John-Nom Mary-Ace

'criticism that John made of Mary'

(5) Pronominalization of VN

*John-i Mary-lul

John-Nom Mary-Ace

'John did it to Mary.'

That is, for lack of a VN, hata in these sentences cannot inherit a-structure. However, be it

light with the a-srructure <x, Th> or heavy with the a-structure <Ag, Th», hata cannot

license three chains, just as in the scrambling example.

I have also argued that case-marked VNs are not compounded with hata or suru,

contra Kageyama (1991), Kim (1991), Hasegawa (1990), and Ahn (1990), because, as

discussed by O'Grady (1991) and Lee (1991), it is possible for agentive VNs to precede

their agentive subject in hata panerns. Such an example as in (6), where an agentive

subject follows its VN, contrasts with an ungrammatical example, where a nonagentive

subject follows its VN, as in (7).
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(6) Mary-lul PIPHAN-ul John-i ha-yessta.

Mary-Ace criticism-Ace John-Nom do-Pst

(7) *SAMANG-ulj John-i ECj hayessta.

death-Ace John-Nom did

(Yoon's (l lb), 1991, slightly adapted)

The above contrast was explained by letting heavy hata (or suru) undergo argument transfer

and dispensing with the Projection Principle, following Chomsky's (1992) proposal. The

fact that VNs with case markers cannot be compoundedis further corroborated by the fact

that elements with case markers, focus markers, or plural markers cannot be compounded

in postsyntactic compounding.

I have presented evidence, which has not been noticed in the literature, that VNs

cannot assign accusative Case. A scope test shows that the accusative Theme in the

example in (8) is outside the scope of the delimiterman 'only'. It follows from this that the

accusative Theme is outside of the maximalprojection of the VN.

(8) John-i

John-Nom

Mary-lul

Mary-Ace

PIPHAN-man

criticism-only

hayessta.

did

'John only criticized Mary.'

An accusativeTheme argumentis also outsideof the maximalprojectionof the VN in the

following structures, as can be seen from the fact that it cannot be included in the focus.

(9) Temporalphrase with VN (VN+temporal pattern)

the-course-Ace auditing-only-Gen

'when just auditing this course'

d6o-k6ogi-o TYOOKOO-nomi-no sai-ni-wa

situation-in-Top

SENDEN-dake-ni iku(10) ?zikoku-o

selfs country-Ace advertise-only-to go

'(one) goes to just advertise his own country'
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By treatingVNs as nouns, we do not have to postulate a large groupof Case-marking

nouns, as do Sells (1991, 1989) and Kageyama (1991); nor do we have to postulateverbs

whose externaldistribution is thatof nouns, as do Ahn (1991), Lee (1991), Kageyama

(1976-77) and Hasegawa(1991). We can also dispense with the additional syntactic

category [±A],as proposed by Kageyama (1980,1982).

In contrastwith bare VNs, which can form complex predicates withhata, suru, or

toyta, as shown above, modifiedVNs are shown unable to form complex predicates. Thus

the following generalization is proposed.

(11) Whensuru(or hata or toyta) forms a complex predicate with a VN, nopart

of the complex predicate can takea nominal modifier.

I havedemonstrated thatVNsmodified by an adjective or an argument modifier cannot

form a complex predicate by showing thatham or suru occurring with a modified VNdoes

not licensetheTheme argument of the VN or a nonagentive subject. I have also shownthat

VNs withan argument modifier do notallow an outside secondary predicate to be

predicated of the argument modifier. By generalizing that VNs with nominal modifiers

(i.e. adjectives, determiners, argument modifiers, and relativeclauses) cannotform

complexpredicates, the analysis presented herecan account for examples thatGrimshaw

and Mester's (1988) thematic hierarchy and Kageyama's (1991) prototypical Themehood

cannot. The latter two approaches onlypredict that VNs withcertainargument modifiers

cannot form complexpredicates, while I predict that not only argument modifiers but also

other forms of nounmodifiers blockcomplex predicate formation.

To explain the fact captured in (11), I haveargued that no VNs withmodifiers

project a-structures.

(12) A modified VN cannot projectan a-structure.
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(12) is supported by tests with floated numeral quantifiers and resultative adjunct

predicates. The tests show that bothcannot be related to an implicitargument of a modified

VN.

Having argued that no argument transfer is possiblefrom modifiedVNs,I have

claimed that primafacie arguments outsidemodified VNs are in fact adjuncts modifying

events denoted by sentences they occur in. Support for this claim comes from the fact that

they can occur in the absenceof VNs and that even bonafide heavy verbs taking a VN as

their object appearto license theseprimafacieoutsidearguments.

Given thatoutside 'arguments' like the dative in the examplein (13)are not

arguments of the VN, the analysis of complexpredicateformation is simplified. It needs to

accountonly for hatalsuru patternswith a bare 'IN like (1) but need not account for

hatalsuru patterns with modifiedVNs like (13).

(13) Hata patternwith a modifiedVN

John-i

John-Nom

Mary-eykey [cakum-uy CIWEN-ul] ha-yessta.

Mary-Oat money-Ace aid-Ace did

'John gave monetaryaid to Mary.'
,

As shown below, unlike the syntactic behaviorof bare VNs, the syntactic behavior of

modifiedVNs is not restricted. For example, the dative phrase in (13)can be scrambled

over by the VN, unlike the Theme argument in (2).

(14) Scrambling of a modified VN

ClWEN-ul]j John-i[cakum-uy

money-Gen aid-Ace John-Nom

Mary-eykey

Mary-Oat

t·1 hayessta.

did

Also the modified VN in (13) can be topicalized, relativized, and pronominalized. The

relativization example is given below.

(15) Relativization of a modified VN

[[John-i Mary-eykey pro, ha-n] [cakum-uy CIWEN]j]
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John-Nom Mary-Dat do-Pst rnoney-Gen aid

'the monetary aid that John gave to Mary'

If the dative had to be treated as an argument (originally of the modified VN), the above

analysis of complex predication could not account for the grammaticality of the examples in

(14) and (15). For example, if the dative gets a a-role from the modified VN, complex

predicate formation would have to apply before movement to account for (14); but, if so,

we could not explain the ungrammaticality of (2). To account for (15), we would have to

let pro inherit the a-structure that it refers to in discourse, which would make it impossible

to account for the ungrammaticality of the examples in (3)-(5).

Finally, I have shown that there is a zero light verb that forms a complex predicate

with a VN in temporal phrases headed by a temporal word like go 'after'. I have shown

that complex predicate formation in temporal phrases with a VN is subject to the same

conditions that complex predicate formation with suru, hata, or toyta is subject to. That is,

no part of complex predicate can be modified by a nominal modifier, (11), and an extended

complex predicate can be formed only when all agentive arguments involved are coreferent.

I have also proposed an analysis of postsyntactic compounds, which is very

different from Shibatani and Kageyama's (1988) and Kageyama and Shibatani's (1989)

analyses. I claimed that postsyntactic compounds are phrasal compounds and that it is not

necessary to derive such compounds from phrasal structures via postsynractic N

incorporation. I have also claimed that postsyntactic compounds of the clause-type form

complex predicates with a zero light verb, as discussed above.

Complex predicate formation in temporal phrases with a VN involves interaction

between the word level and phrasalleveI. Particularly, syntactically derived NPs feed

word formation, i.e. postsyntactic compounding; a similar claim has been made by Sugioka

(1984). Furthermore, the same process of complex predicate formation with suru, hata, or

toyta applies, whether or not these verbs are compounded with a VN. This is because I
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allow the morphological process of complex predicate formation to apply at both the word

and phrasal level. This will support the idea that morphology is an autonomous component

independent of but interacting with other components in the grammar, as proposed by

Shibatani and Kageyama (1988), Kageyama (1989, 1991), and Spencer (1991).
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